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 Preface

Oracle Internet File System (Oracle 9iFS) is a file system and development platform 
that runs as part of the Oracle9i database. From the perspective of an end user, 
Oracle 9iFS functions similarly to a standard file server, organizing files into 
hierarchies of folders.

Oracle 9iFS combines Web, e-mail, and file servers into a single server application 
and a single repository. Data previously stored on separate machines, managed by 
separate server applications, can be integrated into a single repository. Users and 
applications can access the contents of Oracle 9iFS through several network 
protocols, such as FTP, Windows (SMB), and HTTP, as well as through relational 
database operations. As an administrator, you can secure, back up, restore, and 
monitor all of this data using different administration tools.

Audience
This manual is intended for system administrators. It provides an introduction to 
Oracle 9iFS and describes the configuration, customization, and management tasks 
you will perform as an Oracle 9iFS administrator.

Notation Conventions
The following notational conventions appear in this manual:

Convention Description

italic Italicized type identifies document titles.

Monospace Monospace type indicates commands.
-xv



Documentation Accessibility
Oracle’s goal is to make our products, services, and supporting documentation 
accessible to the disabled community with good usability. To that end, our 
documentation includes features that make information available to users of 

bold Boldface type indicates script names, directory names, path names, 
and file names (for example, the root.sh script).

UPPERCASE Uppercase letters indicate parameters or environment variables (for 
example, ORACLE_HOME).

    .
    .
    .

In code examples, vertical ellipsis points indicate that information 
not directly related to the example has been omitted.

. . . In command syntax, horizontal ellipsis points indicate repetition of 
the preceding parameters. The following command example 
indicates that more than one input_file may be specified on the 
command line.

command [input_file ...]

< > In command syntax, angle brackets identify variables that the user 
must supply. You do not type the angle brackets. The following 
command example indicates that the user must enter a value for the 
variable input_file:

command <input_file>

[ ] In command syntax, brackets enclose optional clauses from which 
you can choose one or none. You do not type the brackets. The 
following command example indicates that the variable output_file 
is optional:

command <input_file> [output_file]

{ } In command syntax, curly brackets indicate that a choice of two or 
more items separated by a vertical bar or pipe ( | ). You do not type 
the curly  brackets. The following command example indicates a 
choice of either a or b:

command {a | b}

$ The dollar sign represents the shell prompt in UNIX. 1

1 In examples, an implied return occurs at the end of each line, unless otherwise noted. You must press 
the [Enter] key at the end of a line of input.

Convention Description
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assistive technology. This documentation is available in HTML format, and contains 
markup to facilitate access by the disabled community. Standards will continue to 
evolve over time, and Oracle is actively engaged with other market-leading 
technology vendors to address technical obstacles so that our documentation can be 
accessible to all of our customers. For additional information, visit the Oracle 
Accessibility Program Web site at:

http://www.oracle.com/accessibility/

JAWS, a Windows screen reader, may not always correctly read the code examples 
in this document. The conventions for writing code require that closing braces 
should appear on an otherwise empty line; however, JAWS may not always read a 
line of text that consists solely of a bracket or brace.

 Skills Required to Administer Oracle Internet File System
You need the following skills to perform basic administrative functions with Oracle 
9iFS: 

■ Basic Oracle RDBMS administration experience. Since the file system is stored 
in Oracle9i, you need to understand the basics of how to administer the 
database.

■ Knowledge of Internet and Intranet protocols. You need to understand how 
HTTP, SMB, WebDAV, and the other networking protocols Oracle 9iFS uses 
work. 

■ Familiarity with Internet technologies. Since Oracle 9iFS serves web pages 
representing the file system, relies on XML for system configuration data, and 
uses Java as the language of server-side application development, familiarity 
with these technologies is important.

■ Web Server administration experience. You need to understand how to 
administer the Oracle HTTP Server, powered by Apache. 

■ Sendmail Administration. Since Oracle 9iFS is certified for use with the 
Sendmail SMTP server, you need to know how to administer this server if you 
intend to use Oracle 9iFS for e-mail services.
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Structure of this Guide
This manual contains these chapters and appendices:

Chapter 1 Getting Started with 
Oracle Internet File 
System

Introduces Oracle Internet File System, the 
administration tools, out-of-the-box and 
customized setup, and maintenance 
issues.

Chapter 2 Administering an 
Oracle 9iFS Domain

Introduces the domain controller, 
domains, and nodes and describes how to 
start and stop domains and nodes and 
monitor their performance.

Chapter 3 Setting Up Oracle 
Internet File System

Steps through planning your system, 
creating users and groups, building the 
folder hierarchy and loading files, and 
adding security for documents.

Chapter 4 Service and Server 
Configuration

Shows how to use Oracle 9iFS Manager to 
manage service and server parameters.

Chapter 5 Managing Objects 
Used by Developers 
with Oracle 9iFS 
Manager

Describes the various development tasks 
which can be performed using Oracle 9iFS 
Manager, such as creating class objects and 
value defaults.

Chapter 6 Oracle 9iFS 
Repository SQL 
Views

Shows how to use the Oracle 9iFS 
repository views to administer Oracle 
9iFS.

Chapter 7 Migrating, Backing 
Up, and Restoring 
Data

Steps through migrating legacy data to 
Oracle 9iFS and using the Import/Export 
Utility for backup and to migrate content 
and users from one Oracle 9iFS instance to 
another, while retaining file metadata and 
structure.

Chapter 8 Oracle Internet File 
System E-mail 
Functionality

Describes setting up and using Oracle 9iFS 
as an e-mail server.
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Related Documentation
For more information on Oracle 9iFS, see the following publications which are 
included with Oracle Internet File System:

■ Oracle Internet File System Installation Guide

■ Oracle Internet File System Quick Tour

■ Oracle Internet File System Developer Reference

■ Oracle Internet File System XML Reference

■ Oracle Internet File System Javadoc

■ Oracle Internet File System Class Reference

For more information on the Oracle9i database, see the documentation for Oracle9i 
database.

Chapter 9 Oracle 9iFS 
Troubleshooting and 
Performance 
Information

Describes troubleshooting information for 
problem solving.

Appendix A Command Line 
Utilities Reference

Describes using the Command Line 
Utilities for administering Oracle Internet 
File System.

Appendix B Service Configuration 
Properties

Describes the service configuration 
properties.

Appendix C Server Configuration 
Objects

Describes the server configuration 
properties.

Appendix D Process 
Configuration Files

Describes the process configuration files.

Appendix E Working with Oracle 
Text

Explains strategies for maintaining the 
Oracle Text index used by Oracle 9iFS.

Appendix F FTP Quote 
Commands

Provides a description, syntax, and 
example of each FTP Quote command.

Appendix G Administration and 
Operation Scripts

Provide a description of all administration 
and operation scripts.
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For more information on Oracle Text, see the Oracle Text Reference and Oracle Text 
Application Developer’s Guide.

For detailed information on using the Oracle9i Enterprise Manager Console, see the 
Oracle9i Enterprise Manager Administrator’s Guide. 

Oracle Services and Support
A wide range of information about Oracle products and global services is available 
on the Internet, from: 

http://www.oracle.com

The sections below provide URLs for selected services.

Oracle Support Services
Technical Support contact information worldwide is listed at: 

 http://www.oracle.com/support

Templates are provided to help you prepare information about your problem before 
you call. You will also need your CSI number (if applicable) or complete contact 
details, including any special project information. 

Products and Documentation
For U.S.A. customers, Oracle Store is at: 

http://store.oracle.com

Links to Stores in other countries are provided from this site. 

Product documentation can be found at:

http://docs.oracle.com

Customer Service
Global Customer Service contacts are listed at:

http://www.oracle.com/support

Education and Training
Training information and worldwide schedules are available from:
xx



http://www.oracle.com/education

Oracle Technology Network
Register with the Oracle Technology Network (OTN) at:

http://otn.oracle.com

OTN delivers technical papers, code samples, product documentation, self-service 
developer support, and Oracle’s key developer products to enable rapid 
development and deployment of applications built on Oracle technology.
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Getting Started with Oracle Internet File S
1

Getting Started with Oracle Internet File

System

Oracle Internet File System (Oracle 9iFS) provides a mechanism for creating, 
storing, and managing various types of information in a common repository for 
users to access and update. This chapter gives you a brief look at Oracle 9iFS, how it 
is used out-of-the-box, customization features, the various administration tools, and 
the tasks an administrator needs to set up, customize, and maintain Oracle 9iFS. 
Topics include:

■ Oracle Internet File System Overview

■ Oracle 9iFS Components

■ Administration Tools Overview

■ An Object-oriented File System
ystem 1-1



Oracle Internet File System Overview
Oracle Internet File System Overview
Architecturally, Oracle Internet File System (Oracle 9iFS) is a file system that stores 
all of its content in the Oracle 9i database. Everything, from the files themselves to 
all the metadata that defines the file system (foldering, security, users, etc.), is stored 
in a database. In addition, the file system uses many of the services and capabilities 
of the Oracle 9i database, such as text indexing and retrieval.

Functionally, Oracle 9iFS makes it easier to manage the content stored in a file 
system. For users, manageability means easier searching, better security, and 
built-in support for collaboration—all of which are features of Oracle 9iFS. For the 
administrator, it means greater reliability, scalability, security, and portability than a 
standard file system—again, all capabilities designed into Oracle 9iFS. 

Oracle 9iFS is a more accessible file system. You can access the same files and 
folders stored in Oracle 9iFS from many different network protocols, such as HTTP, 
FTP, WebDAV, IMAP, NFS, and SMB (the Windows file sharing protocol). 

Oracle 9iFS is also a more extensible file system. Increasingly, applications are 
migrating from clients to the server, putting a premium on the extensibility of the 
file systems hosting data and applications for larger and larger numbers of users. 
Oracle 9iFS is highly extensible, making it a superior platform for developing 
applications.

Oracle 9iFS Components
Oracle 9iFS actually stores files in a relational database, rather than on a local hard 
drive. Administrators can perform many tasks using Oracle 9iFS that are not 
possible using standard file systems.  Figure 1–1, "Oracle Internet File System 
Architecture" is an architectural view of Oracle 9iFS.
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Figure 1–1 Oracle Internet File System Architecture 

The Oracle 9i Database
The Oracle 9i database stores all the content that comprises the file system, from the 
files themselves to metadata such as owner and group information. 

In addition to storage, the database also indexes content as it is being stored. Using 
Oracle Text, the text indexing and retrieval capability built into the database, Oracle 
9iFS indexes textual content in files as they are added or updated. This feature lets 
you search the contents of 150+ file formats, as well as perform more sophisticated 
searches (for example, theme searching) than simple keyword matching.

The Repository
The bulk of what comprises Oracle 9iFS as a server, however, starts with the 
repository. This piece of Oracle 9iFS manages all interactions with the database, 
making the contents stored in rows and columns look like files and folders in a 
standard file system. The repository runs in its own Java Virtual Machine (JVM) and 
communicates with the database through JDBC. To manage the repository, you use 
Oracle 9iFS Manager, a special management console built for Oracle 9iFS, and 
accessible as a standalone application or through the Oracle Enterprise Manager 
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Console. Through Oracle 9iFS Manager, you perform a variety of administration 
and development tasks including user and group setup, specification of value 
domains and defaults, and management of protocol servers and agents. For more 
information, see "Oracle 9iFS Manager". 

The Extensibility Layer
The Oracle Internet File System Software Development Kit (SDK) provides several 
different components you can add or modify as part of an application:

Subclassing. Allows you to create new subclasses of documents and folders that 
have custom attributes and processing associated with them.

Parsers. Allow you to extract information from a document as it is loaded into 
Oracle 9iFS and store the information as attributes of the document. Oracle 9iFS 
utilizes Oracle’s XML parser, which is part of Oracle 9i, for processing XML 
documents. It also makes it possible to develop new parsers that allow you to parse 
other kinds of documents, and plug them into Oracle 9iFS.

Renderers. Allow you to reconstruct a file that Oracle 9iFS has parsed. For example, 
you can use a renderer to recreate a file so that only some of the data visible in the 
original file is visible to particular users, change the format, or compute values from 
the contents of files.

Java Server Pages (JSP). Allow you to create dynamic web pages from HTML 
templates with embedded calls to the Java-based API. 

Agents and Overrides. Agents and overrides allow you to add intelligence to the 
file system making server-side customizations possible; for example, automatically 
moving a file to a staging directory when it is ready for publication.

Protocol Servers
The final layer in the stack is the set of protocol servers that provide access from 
client systems to the file server. The current list includes:

■ HTTP, including a built-in Web-based interface.

■ SMB, the Windows file-sharing protocol, that lets you map the Oracle 9iFS as a 
network drive or browse to it via the Network Neighborhood.

■ WebDAV, a protocol designed for Internet collaboration. Currently, the most 
widespread WebDAV client is the Web Folders extension to Microsoft Explorer.

■ FTP, the popular protocol for bulk file transfers across the Internet.

■ IMAP4, for access from e-mail clients.
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■ SMTP, for e-mail routing and delivery.

■ NFS, the Network File System protocol is used to provide file sharing between a 
client machine and a server machine across a network.

■ WCP, the Windows Client Protocol, is the main protocol used by the Oracle 9iFS 
Windows Utilities on Windows 95, Windows 98, Windows NT 4.0, and 
Windows 2000. 

■ NTFS, the NT File System Protocol Server, allows the Oracle 9iFS repository to 
appear as a local hard drive on the server machine.

 Effectively, each protocol server is listening on a different port, understands a 
different set of verbs, and may behave differently for some operations. For example, 
when inserting a file, FTP inserts the file, while SMB tries to create a 0 kilobyte 
dummy version of the file before inserting the actual file.

Two protocols, HTTP and WebDAV, are intimately connected with one another. 
WebDAV is an extension of the verbs for HTTP, adding capabilities such as locking, 
that were not in the original HTTP specification. Therefore, both HTTP and 
WebDAV depend on running a Web server. You can run other Web servers if you 
wish (as long as they are JSP-enabled, since the Web interface for Oracle 9iFS is 
JSP-based), but the Oracle HTTP server, packaged with Oracle 9iFS is recommended 
and certified to work. 

The User Interfaces
Provided as sample applications, and to support Oracle 9iFS as a file system with 
content management functionality, are two client interfaces:

The Web interface. For web access, this JSP-based user interface lets you do all the 
tasks (delete, move, rename, search, etc.) that you can do with the various protocols.

The Windows Utilities. These extensions to Microsoft Windows provide 
versioning, check in/check out, and other collaborative features. If you choose not 
to install this client, you can still access Oracle 9iFS in Windows through SMB.

For more information about the user interfaces, see the Help facilities built into each 
interface.

How the Pieces Work Together
When a user opens a file through Microsoft Windows, the request from the user’s 
client PC is routed through the SMB protocol server, which provides the network 
access to the file system. Next, if there is any custom processing associated with 
opening the file, the extensibility layer handles that task. Anything else that needs 
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to be managed about opening the file—for example, checking to make sure the user 
has the permissions to edit the file—is the job of the repository. Finally, the content 
itself is accessed from a table in the database, then passed across the network 
through SMB.

Administration Tools Overview
A full range of administration tools are provided with Oracle 9iFS to manage the 
repository, start and stop Oracle 9iFS domains and nodes, configure nodes in the 
Oracle 9iFS domain, manage users and document security, work from the command 
line, and import/export data and users from one Oracle 9iFS schema to another. 
These tools include:

■ Oracle 9iFS Manager

■ Oracle 9i Enterprise Manager Console

■ Oracle 9iFS Configuration Assistant

■ The Web Interface

■ The Command Line Utilities.

■ XML Configuration Files

■ Import/Export Utility

■ Dashboard

Oracle 9iFS Manager
Oracle 9iFS Manager is the administrative interface for Oracle 9iFS. Oracle 9iFS 
Manager is integrated with Oracle Enterprise Manager (OEM) and can be launched 
in an Oracle Management Server (OMS)-connected mode or in a standalone mode.

Oracle 9iFS Manager provides a powerful and easy-to-use graphical interface, and 
is divided between administrative tasks and developmental tasks (see Figure 1–2, 
"Oracle Internet File System Manager"). 
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Figure 1–2 Oracle Internet File System Manager

Administrator’s Tasks
Administrative tasks include viewing, creating and modifying:

■ Service Configurations—Service configurations are templates for starting 
Oracle 9iFS services. A service configuration defines various service properties, 
such as cache sizing.

■ Server Configurations—Service configurations are templates for starting Oracle 
9iFS servers. A server configuration defines various server properties, such as 
port numbers.

■ Node Configurations—Node configurations specify on which hosts the Oracle 
9iFS processes execute. In addition to specifying its host, a node configuration 
defines the default services and servers for that node.

■ Users—Users are the end users who use Oracle 9iFS as a file management 
system.

■ User Groups—By assigning users to groups, administration and maintenance is 
easier. Instead of adding a set of users one at a time to an ACL applied to a 
folder or file, you can add the set of users to a group and add the group to the 
ACL.
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■ Access Control Lists—Security for all objects, including folders and files, is 
maintained through ACLs. An ACL specifies the permissions granted to or 
revoked for a particular user or group.

■ Permission Bundles—A permission bundle is a collection of permissions. 
Permission bundles are convenient because you do not have to specify the 
individual permissions. A permission bundle can be granted to a user or group, 
or revoked from a user or group when it is added to an Access Control Entry 
(ACE).

■ Mount Points—Mount points in Oracle Internet File System are named 
directories which can be accessed through Windows (SMB) and the Web 
interface.

Developer’s Tasks
Development tasks include creating and modifying:

■ Class Objects—A class object represents a class with instances that are 
persistently stored and managed by the Oracle 9iFS server. Through the 
administrative interfaces, you can add attributes to the class objects. You cannot 
(and should not) make other modifications.

■ Class domains—A class domain limits the class type an object type attribute can 
be to only those specific classes, or subclasses, enumerated by the class domain.

■ Value domains—A value domain specifies valid attribute values. A value 
domain can be a list or a range.

■ Value defaults—A value default specifies an initial value for an attribute if none 
is given.

■ Formats/Mimetypes—The format of a document specifies the way the 
document information is stored, and whether Oracle 9iFS indexes it.

■ Register parsers—A custom parser, a custom XML parser, and a class selection 
parser can be registered to a file extension.

■ Register renderers—A custom renderer can be registered to a specific class.

■ Register Java Server Page (JSP) Lookups—A custom Java Server Page (JSP) can 
be registered to a specific class.

Parts of the Oracle 9iFS Manager Window
The main Oracle 9iFS Manager window has the following parts (see Figure 1–3, 
"Main Oracle 9iFS Manager Window":
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Figure 1–3  Main Oracle 9iFS Manager Window

■ Menu Bar

■ Connection Information

■ Toolbar

■ Navigator

■ Context Menus

■ Detail View

■ Status Bar
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Figure 1–4 Parts of the Oracle 9iFS Manager 

Menu Bar  The menu bar provides access to all commands and to special features not 
available using the toolbar or context menus. Click each menu to display its 
commands. Click a command to execute it. There are four menus:

■ File Menu.

■ View Menu. 

■ Object Menu. 

■ Help Menu. 

File Menu. The File menu controls the connection to an Oracle 9iFS instance and 
provides access to the Oracle 9iFS folder hierarchy. Commands include:

Menu Bar

Toolbar

Navigator

Context Menu

Detail View

Status Bar

Connection
Information
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■ Connect: Display the current connection to an Oracle 9iFS instance. 
Administrative tasks can be performed only on an Oracle 9iFS instance 
connected to Oracle 9iFS Manager.

■ Disconnect: Break the connection of an Oracle 9iFS instance.

■ Browse: Launch a window to examine the Oracle 9iFS file hierarchy.

■ Search: Launch the Search dialog.

■ Exit: Leave Oracle 9iFS Manager.

View Menu. From the View menu, you can refresh the information displayed in the 
Navigator and toggle on and off the display of the toolbar and status bar. 
Commands include:

■ Refresh: Update the items in the Navigator under the selected object to include 
any changes to the repository during your session of Oracle 9iFS Manager. The 
Detail View window is also refreshed based on the object selected.

■ Show Toolbar: Display the toolbar. Show is the default setting.

■ Show Statusbar: Display the status bar. Show is the default setting.

Object Menu. The Object menu provides access to commands you can perform on 
Oracle 9iFS objects:

■ Create: Define a new object. Select the type of object to be created, then 
complete the property sheet to describe it.

■ Create Like: Define a new object based on an existing one. Select the object to be 
copied, and Oracle 9iFS Manager populates the values in the property sheet for 
the new object with the values of the object you are copying. Complete the 
property sheet.

■ Delete: Remove the selected object. Oracle 9iFS Manager deletes the object and 
refreshes the Navigator.

■ Register: Register a JSP lookup, parser, or renderer. Select the object type, then 
fill in the corresponding property sheet.

■ Options: Select User Definitions to edit the default values for user creation.

Help Menu. The Help menu provides links to online help.

■ Contents: Launch the Help Navigator window. Use the Contents tab to select 
from the help topics available. Use the Index tab to perform a keyword search. 
Use the Search tab to perform a full-text search.
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■ Search for Help On: Launch the Help Navigator window with the Search tab 
activated.

■ Using Help: Also launches the Help Navigator window.

■ About Oracle 9iFS Manager: Display version information for Oracle 9iFS 
Manager.

Toolbar  The toolbar is made up of icons that represent frequently used commands. 
To display a caption describing the icon, pause the cursor on the icon. The toolbar 
can be displayed or hidden using the View menu. The following functions are 
provided:

Table 1–1 Oracle 9iFS Manager Toolbar Functions

 

Function Icon Description

Connect

    

View or change the current connection to Oracle 
9iFS.

Refresh

  

Refresh the data displayed in Oracle 9iFS 
Manager.

Create

  

Define a new Oracle 9iFS object (user, group, ACL).

Create Like

  

Define a new Oracle 9iFS object similar to an 
existing object. This icon is enabled only when an 
object is selected in the Navigator.

Delete

  

Remove a selected object. This button is enabled 
only when an object is selected in the Navigator.
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Navigator  The Navigator displays a hierarchical tree view of all objects used to 
administer Oracle 9iFS. The objects are grouped by whether they are administrative 
or developmental tasks.

Each object type in the Navigator is identified by an icon and name. If there is a ’+’ 
to the left of an object’s icon and name, the object is a container that can be 
expanded to display the objects it contains.  If there is a ’-’ , the object is already 
expanded. A container is represented by a folder icon is a logical grouping of one 
specific type of object, such as users or groups.

Connection Information  The highest level of the Oracle 9iFS Manager hierarchy shown 
depends on how Oracle 9iFS Manager was launched. 

Working with Property Sheets  When an object in the Navigator is selected, one or more 
property sheets display in the Detail View. Use the property sheet to view details 
about objects or to modify them. See Figure 1–5, "Property Sheets" for an illustration 
of a property sheet. Information is divided into logical groupings and accessed by 
tabs. There will always be a General tab.

Help

  

Display the help file.

Note: The tree view in the Navigator is often populated as the 
result of queries executed over a network. Therefore, there may be a 
delay when expanding a container.

Function Icon Description
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Figure 1–5 Property Sheets

           

Modifying Objects Using Property Sheets   The following buttons are used when 
modifying objects using property sheets:

■ Apply—Process the modifications made to the object.

■ Revert—Cancel the modifications made to the object and reset the property 
sheet back to the original data.

■ Help—Display context-sensitive help about the current property sheet.

Context Menus  As in other Windows applications, you can right-click an object to 
pop up a context menu; that is, a shortcut menu relating to the object right-clicked.

Selected Item Context Menu Options

Object, such as a particular user or 
group

Create, Create Like, Delete

Repository connected to Connect, Disconnect
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Detail View  To the right of the Navigator is the Detail View, composed of one or more 
tabbed property sheets displaying information about the object selected. Often, 
these property sheets may be edited.

Status Bar  The status bar, below the Navigator, displays the current state of a 
process. For example, when a creation dialog is opened for creating a user, the 
status bar displays "Creating a user...". The status bar can be toggled on and off by 
selecting the Show Status Bar command on the View menu.

Built-in Tools
The following tools and utilities are built into Oracle 9iFS Manager:

■ Browser—If you select Browse from the File menu, Oracle 9iFS Manager 
displays a window showing the folder hierarchy of the connected Oracle 9iFS 
instance. Using the menu bar, you can go to a specific directory. 

■ Property Inspector—From the context menu in the Browser or the View 
Properties button on the Search Results screen, you can access the Properties 
Inspector window to view the properties of a selected object, view categories of 
certain objects, and view relationships.

■ Create and Create Like—Use Create to create an object from scratch. Use Create 
Like to copy some attributes from the selected object, saving time and 
increasing consistency between object definitions.

■ Searching for Objects—Using the Oracle 9iFS Manager Search feature, you can 
search for objects using attributes, relationships, and categories associated with 
the object. 

Browser
If you select Browse from the File menu, Oracle 9iFS Manager displays a window 
showing the folder hierarchy of the connected Oracle 9iFS instance. The browser 
consists of a Navigator, a Detail View, a menu bar, and a context menu that allows 
you to create new objects (e.g., folders), delete objects, view properties of an object, 
apply an ACL to an object, rename an object, go to a folder, and launch help. To the 
right of the Navigator, Oracle 9iFS Manager displays the attributes of folders as you 
select them in the Navigator. The Browser provides:

Container (folder) object, such as 
user or group

Create

Selected Item Context Menu Options
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■ A quick view of the contents of the folder hierarchy.

■ An easy way to create new directories.

■ A quick view of the attributes of the folders in the folder hierarchy.

■ The ability to cut and paste, copy and paste, or paste objects as links.

Figure 1–6 Browser  

Using the Context Menu  You can right-click an object in the Browser to pop up a 
context menu; that is, a shortcut menu relating to the object right-clicked.

Use the right-click menu in the Browser to complete the following tasks:

■ Create new folders.

■ Delete objects.

■ View properties of an object.

■ Apply an ACL to an object.

■ Apply an ACL to a folder recursively.

■ Rename objects.

See Help for the Oracle 9iFS Manager for detailed instructions.
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Using the Edit Menu  You can use the commands on the Edit menu to cut, copy, and 
paste files and folders.

Property Inspector
From the context menu in the Browser or the View Properties button on the Search 
Results screen, you can access the Property Inspector window to view the 
properties of a selected object, view categories of certain objects, and view 
relationships. The Property Inspector window includes:

■ Attributes of the selected object.

■ Class Object groupings.

■ Categories of the selected object.

■ Relationships of the selected object.

The Property Inspector window consists of three tabs (see Figure 1–7, "The Property 
Inspector"): 

■ Properties

■ Categories

■ Relationships

You can drill-down on each tab to view the specific properties. The Property 
Inspector is an object viewer. It identifies object and lists attributes. You can further 
expand some attributes to see additional properties. For example, when expanded, 
Owner shows attributes of directory user. 
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Figure 1–7 The Property Inspector

Across the top of the Property Inspector is a toolbar containing these functions:

■ Find: A simple search function to find properties based on the attribute’s name. 
Buttons allow you to Find Previous and Find Next occurrence of the search 
string.

■ The second icon, union or intersection, is not currently implemented.

■ The third icon allows you to toggle between two views of the properties: 
categorized or sorted. Categorized means grouping the properties by their 
classes.  For example, "Name" is grouped under PublicObject because it is an 
attribute of PublicObject. "Distinguished Name" is grouped under 
DirectoryUser because it is an attribute of DirectoryUser. Sorted means sorted 
alphabetically by property.

■ The Properties tab has an extra icon to refresh the values shown.
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Viewing the Properties of an Object  Using the Property Inspector, you can search for the 
attributes of a selected object, drill down to view the attributes of an object, and 
view descriptions of a selected object. As you select a property, a description 
displays at the bottom of the window.

Many of the properties shown can be further expanded, enabling you to easily view 
all the properties associated with the object. The values shown are read-only. 

To search for attributes of a selected object:

1. Select an object in the Navigator or the Detail View of the Browser.

2. Right-click the object to display the context menu and select Properties. The 
Property Inspector window displays. 

3. To display the Find field and buttons, click any tab on the Property Inspector 
and click the Find button.

4. Type an attribute to search on in the Find field and press the Find Next or Find 
Previous button.

The next or previous attribute is found depending on which button you 
selected. When the attribute you searched on is found, it is highlighted and a 
description of that attribute displays just below the objects and their attributes.

Viewing Categories  Using the Property Inspector, you can view categories of a 
selected object. For example, a mount point is a type of category. Not all objects 
have categories, however.

1. Select an object in the Navigator or the Detail View.

2. Right-click the object to display the context menu and select Properties. The 
Property Inspector window displays, if any.

3. Select the Categories tab. The name and value of each category displays.

Viewing Object Relationships  Using the Property Inspector, you can view the 
relationships of a selected object. Note that not all objects have associated 
relationships. A relationship is how the repository models the file system hierarchy. 
An object can have many relationships. Think of the object as the left part of the 
relationship and the objects it is related to as the right part of the relationship. A 
simple example is:

root
Subfolder

Root is the left and subfolder is the right part of the relationship.
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One left object can be related to many right objects. For example,

/home
guest
scott
system
.
.
.

Create and Create Like
Oracle 9iFS Manager offers two ways to create new objects. To create a new object, 
you can:

■ Use Create to create an object from scratch.

■ Use Create Like to copy some attributes from the selected object. For example, if 
you want to create a new ACL with almost identical Access Control Entries 
(ACEs) as Published, select the Published ACL, and click Create Like on the 
toolbar. The Create ACL dialog would be initialized with the ACEs from 
Published ACL.

Use Create to create an object from scratch:

1. Select Create from the toolbar, context menu, or the Object menu.

2. Select the object type to be created from the Select Object Type dialog and click

3. Create. The empty Property Sheet displays.

4. Complete the property sheet and click Create.

Use Create Like to copy attributes from a select object:

1. Select an existing object.

2. Select Create Like from the toolbar, context menu, or the Object option on the 
menu bar. The property sheet for the selected object displays. 

3. Complete the property sheet and click Create.

Searching for Objects 
Using the Oracle 9iFS Manager Search feature, you can search for objects using 
attributes, relationships, and categories associated with the object. You can search 
for anything in the class hierarchy, including custom classes. To construct a search, 
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you start by selecting a class object. This class object is the primary class of the 
search and, as such, all objects returned are either this class or a subclass of this 
class. You can also specify attribute constraints to narrow the search. Once the 
search is executed, the results are appended to the bottom of the Search dialog. 
General information is displayed for each object found. You can select an object and 
display detailed information about that object via Property Inspector.

For example, to find all the Word documents created by user "scott", a search is 
created on the attribute "Document" with its "Name" attribute containing ".doc" and 
its "Creator" attribute pointing to a DirectoryUser whose "Name" attribute is "scott."

A basic knowledge of how Oracle 9iFS class objects are related is required to 
perform foreign-key searches such as "Find all groups with the user’tuser1’ in them" 
These types of searches are also referred to as relationship searches.

When searching using Oracle 9iFS Manager, you can create recursive-type 
constraints between the current object and any of its object-type attributes via 
additional Attribute Constraint dialogs.

Parts of the Search Dialog  A search-based window consists of two parts (Figure 1–8, 
"Search Dialog"):

■ Selector Pane—The area in which you compose the search. By including a list of 
attributes associated with the object type you select, simple operators for 
attributes based on datatype are provided for you to use to construct the search.

■ Result Table—A summary of each item in the result set.
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Figure 1–8 Search Dialog

Creating a Search  Basically, a search is performed following these three steps:

1. In the Selector Pane, select the class object. Notice that the attributes displayed 
in the Attributes List change according to which object type is selected.

2. By selecting attributes and clicking Add, add constraints to the search.

3. When the search is defined, click OK to perform the search and display the 
results.

If you have too many results, the Search utility will return the first 500 and discard 
the rest. You will want to narrow the search. The results will be shown 20 at a time. 
Click Next Set to view more results.

Adding Attributes to the Search Using the Search Dialog  The Search dialog presents you 
with a hierarchical tree of class objects. When you select a class object, the Attribute 
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List is populated with all of the inherited and extended attributes of that class 
object. To add attributes, select the attribute from the Attribute List and press the 
right arrow.

Attributes can be removed by clicking on the checkbox next to the attribute(s) to be 
removed and clicking on the left arrow.

Each attribute is considered added to the next attribute entry with the boolean value 
of ’and’. The operator field is populated based upon the datatype of the attribute in 
question, further, the value field is validated against the attribute’s datatype as well.

■ Primitive-Type Attributes. You can create and perform searches with primitive 
types of attributes, including strings, numbers, boolean values, and dates. For 
example, the "Document" class object contains a "NAME" attribute of string 
type that identifying the name of the object.

■ Object-Type Attributes. You can search "into" an attribute that is of an 
object-type, for example, a public object.

■ Attribute Search Constraint. An attribute constraint is a search condition that 
applies to object attributes to restrict the result set. For attributes with primitive 
data types, the constraint is defined inline (in the same dialog). For attributes 
with object data types, the constraint is defined in a new Attribute Constraint 
dialog. It is possible for an object’s attribute to have object data types. Use the 
Advanced dialog to make relational type queries into the attribute.

Using the Attribute Constraint dialog, a user cannot update the class object. The 
class object is locked and pre-set to the class object of the previous attribute 
object. Once you have entered all attribute dependencies and results are 
delivered, these results are saved internally. You can edit attribute constraints as 
desired or remove them.

Category Search  A number of category searches may be performed.

■ Find all instances of a category and its subclasses.

■ Find all instances of CATEGORY (and its subclasses) associated with a 
FOLDER. 

■ Find all folders associated with a mount point.

Example 1–1 Find All instances of CATEGORY and its Subclasses

1. From the File menu, select Search.

2. From the ClassObject drop-down list, select CATEGORY.
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Note: By default, ’Include Subclasses’ is checked.  All instances of the specified 
ClassObject AND its subclasses will be returned.  To keep this example simple, 
we will select the topmost CATEGORY, ClassObject, and keep this checkbox 
selected.  Alternatively, we could select a subclass of CATEGORY, such as 
MOUNTPOINT, and de-select the checkbox.  This, in turn, would return only 
instances of the ClassObject MOUNTPOINT.

Notice that once the new ClassObject is selected, the Attribute List is refreshed 
with all attributes belonging to CATEGORY.

3. Press OK.

4. Displayed at the bottom of the Search dialog are all instances of CATEGORY 
located in Oracle 9iFS.

Example 1–2 Find All Instances of CATEGORY (and its Subclasses) Associated with a 
Word 'Root' Contained in the Name

1. Repeat steps 1-2 from example 1.

2. In the attribute list, scroll down and select ASSOCIATEDPUBLICOBJECT.  
Press Add.

3. Notice that ASSOCIATEDPUBLICOBJECT and an Advanced button have been 
added to the right-hand side.  The Advanced button allows you to further limit 
your search by imposing further attribute constraints on the selected attribute.  
Click Advanced now.

4. The Attribute Constraint dialog displays. From the ClassObject drop-down list, 
select Folder. You may need to resize the dialog, depending on your monitor 
size, for a better layout.

5. From the Attribute List, select the attribute NAME and click the Add button. 

6. Notice the attribute has been add to the right-hand side.  In the blank text field, 
type "Root" without the quotes.

7. Click OK to dismiss this dialog.

8. Click OK to execute the search.

Example 1–3 Find All Folders Associated with a Mount Point

1. From the File menu, select Search.

2. From the ClassObject drop-down list, select MOUNTPOINT.
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3. In the Attribute List, scroll down and select ASSOCIATEDPUBLICOBJECT.  
Click the Add button.

4. Click the Advanced button.

5. In the Attribute Constraint dialog, select FOLDER from the ClassObject 
drop-down list.

6. Select the checkbox, Set Primary Result Class.  Selecting this will force the 
Search to return instances of Folder satisfying the entered Attribute Constraints.

7.  Click OK.  This dismisses the attribute constraint.

8. Click OK to execute the search.

Notice that now the search returns folders, as opposed to CATEGORYs in the 
previous examples.

Example 1–4 Find All FOLDERs in Oracle 9iFS

1. From the File menu, select Search.

2. From the ClassObject drop-down list, select FOLDER.

3. Click OK to execute the search.  Every folder in Oracle 9iFS will be returned.  
This result set is too large to be useful. See Example 2 to see how  to narrow this 
search.

Example 1–5 Find all FOLDERs with a Name that Contains 'tuser' AND Has 
Subdirectories with 'mail' in the Name

Note:  These types of container-like behaviors are modeled in Oracle 9iFS by 
RELATIONSHIPs.  RELATIONSHIPs are the glue associating one object with 
another (i.e., user contained in a group; document contained in a folder).  The object 
representing the "container" part of the relationship is considered the left object.  
The object representing the "contained" part of the relationship is considered the 
right object.

1. From the File menu, select Search.

2. From the ClassObject drop-down list, select FOLDERPATHRELATIONSHIP.

3. In the attribute list, scroll down and select LEFTOBJECT. Click the Add button.

4. Click LEFTOBJECT’s Advanced button.

5. Select FOLDER from the ClassObject drop-down list.

6. Select NAME from the Attribute List.
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7. Enter ’tuser’ into the text field.  This is the left object.

8. Select the checkbox, Set Primary Result Class.  Selecting this will force the 
search to return instances of Folder satisfying the entered attribute constraints.  
We do this because we want FOLDER instances returned, not 
FOLDERPATHRELATIONSHIPs.

9. Click OK to dismiss this attribute constraint dialog.

10. In the Attribute List, scroll down and select RIGHTOBJECT. Click Add.

11. Click RIGHTOBJECT’s Advanced button.

12. Select FOLDER from the ClassObject drop down.

13. Select ’NAME’ from the Attribute List.

14. Enter ’mail’ into the text field.  This is the right object.

15. Click OK to dismiss this attribute constraint dialog.

16. Click OK to execute the search.  Notice the results have been trimmed down 
considerably.  Each result is an instance of Folder with a subdirectory with mail 
in the name.
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Oracle 9i Enterprise Manager Console
The Oracle 9i Enterprise Manager console is used to administer Oracle 9iFS 
domains. This includes starting and stopping the domain, starting or stopping 
nodes in the domain, and starting and stopping  Oracle 9iFS services and servers on 
those nodes. It also allows administrators to monitor and dynamically tune the 
domain’s nodes, services, and servers. The Console is the primary interface used for 
all Oracle Enterprise Manager operations. It provides menus, toolbars, and the 
framework to access Oracle tools and utilities in addition to those available through 
other vendors. The graphical configuration of the Console and the tools available 
are determined by the optional products installed and user preferences. See 
Figure 1–9, "Console Window Display Oracle 9iFS Domain" for an illustration of a 
Console screen displaying an Oracle 9iFS domain.

Figure 1–9 Console Window Display Oracle 9iFS Domain
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For more information on using the Oracle Enterprise Manager Console, see the 
Oracle Enterprise Manager Administrator’s Guide, Release 9.0.1.

Oracle 9iFS Configuration Assistant
The Oracle 9iFS Configuration Assistant allows you to create a new Oracle 9iFS 
domain and add new nodes to an existing Oracle 9iFS domain. It is automatically 
launched by the Oracle Universal Installer during the installation of Oracle 9iFS. 
You can also manually launch the Configuration Assistant after installation. For 
installation information, see the Oracle Internet File System Installation Guide. For 
information on changing parameters, see Chapter 4, "Service and Server 
Configuration".

Figure 1–10 Oracle 9iFS Configuration Assistant
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The Web Interface 
Though limited in its administrative functionality, the Web interface is the easiest 
tool to use and best suited for creating users and groups one-by-one. You must have 
administrative privileges to use these functions in the Web interface. For more 
information, click the Help icon on the Web interface.

Figure 1–11 The Web Interface
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The Command Line Utilities. 
The Command Line Utilities are an interface for administrators familiar with using 
the command line.  These commands are best used for browsing the Oracle 9iFS 
objects in the repository and for performing scripted tasks. For example:

ifsshell

Starts the Command Line Utilities shell. If no arguments are specified, an interactive 
shell is started.

Syntax:

ifsshell [-i <filename>]

Options:

-i    Indicates a file containing Command Line Utilities commands. This will run all the 
commands in a single JVM.

Examples:

ifsshell
Starts up an interactive shell that takes in Command Line Utilities commands.

ifsshell -i batchcommands.txt
Reads in the commands from the input file, batch commands.txt, and runs them.

For more information on using the Command Line Utilities, see Appendix A, 
"Command Line Utilities Reference".

XML Configuration Files 
XML configuration files can be used to streamline the creation of large numbers of 
repository objects. For example, the following file creates an Oracle 9iFS user:

    <SimpleUser>
       <UserName>gking</UserName>
       <Password>ifs</Password>
       <DistinguishedNameSuffix>.yourcompany.com</DistinguishedNameSuffix>
       <DirectoryUserDescription>Gary King</DirectoryUserDescription>
       <AdminEnabled>true</AdminEnabled>
       <HomeFolderRoot>/home</HomeFolderRoot>
       <EmailAddressSuffix>@yourcompany.com</EmailAddressSuffix>
    </SimpleUser>

Using an XML configuration file, you can configure multiple objects with a single 
file. If one section of the file has a problem, however, everything after it in the file 
does not execute. For more information on using XML files with Oracle 9iFS, see the 
Oracle Internet File System Developer Reference.
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Import/Export Utility 
The Import/Export utility exports Oracle 9iFS objects (content and users) into an 
export file. The tool then uses the export file to import a copy of the Oracle 9iFS 
objects into a different Oracle 9iFS schema. You can use this tool to copy content 
from one Oracle 9iFS schema to another, migrate users from one schema to another, 
and also as a backup facility. For more information on using the Import/Export 
utility, see Chapter 7, "Migrating, Backing Up, and Restoring Data".

Figure 1–12 Import/Export Utility

I

Dashboard
The dashboard provides an overall picture of the domain’s performance and allows 
you to continuously monitor the domain. To display the dashboard, select the 
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domain and click the Performance/Statistics Overview button on the property 
sheet.  You can also launch the dashboard in standalone mode from the command  
line:

Windows: ORACLE_HOME/9ifs/bin/ifsdashboard

UNIX:  ORACLE_HOME\9ifs\bin\ifsdashboard.bat

The left side of the Dashboard monitors the 9iFS repository and its documents and 
users. It provides general information and information about document storage. 
The right side of the Dashboard provides information about the domain, including 
information about usage by connected session and an overall usage summary by 
node showing each session on each machine.  (See Figure 1–13, "Use the Dashboard 
to Monitor Domain Performance".) For more information on monitoring domain 
performance, see "Monitoring the Performance of an Oracle 9iFS Domain" in 
Chapter 2, "Administering an Oracle 9iFS Domain".

Figure 1–13 Use the Dashboard to Monitor Domain Performance
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An Object-oriented File System
Oracle 9iFS is entirely written in Java, with different components running in 
separate Java virtual machines (JVMs) on the same machine as the database or on a 
middle-tier machine. Since Oracle 9iFS is a Java application, the repository uses 
JDBC to communicate with the database.

The Oracle 9iFS Java API
Like any Java application, Oracle 9iFS has a class hierarchy that is the basis of 
object-oriented development in this environment. The Oracle 9iFS Java API exposes 
all the functionality of the file system, including standard file system operations 
(delete, move, rename, etc.) as well as the content management features unique to 
Oracle 9iFS.

One of the chief advantages this development environment offers programmers is 
the chance to tap into powerful functionality with little work. For example, instead 
of writing versioning for a document management and imposing it on Windows 
through an application, programmers can use the versioning components already in 
Oracle 9iFS in their own applications.

For more information on developing applications with Oracle 9iFS, see the Oracle 
Internet File System Developer Reference.

The Oracle 9iFS Schema
Oracle 9iFS stores the file’s content as LOBs in the database. LOBs are designed for 
fast access and optimized storage for large bits of content, often binary, stored in the 
database. Otherwise, all content in the Oracle 9iFS schema (created when you 
installed Oracle 9iFS) is stored as standard datatypes in various tables. Many 
operations, such as browsing a directory, join data across a wide range of tables in 
this schema. If you want read-only access to the data through a relational tool or 
application, you can do so through a set of pre-defined views. However, direct 
access to the tables is not recommended, since you might unwittingly corrupt the 
schema. You can also create your own repository views. See the Oracle Internet File 
System Developer Reference.

Since Oracle 9iFS uses an ordinary schema in the database, you use the Oracle 
Enterprise Manager to administer the database portion of the file system, including 
starting and stopping Oracle 9iFS. See Chapter 2, "Administering an Oracle 9iFS 
Domain" for more information.
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Objects in Oracle 9iFS
Oracle 9iFS uses a combination of relational and object-oriented concepts in 
defining the repository.

■ Public Objects—These objects are the most common objects in the Oracle 9iFS 
repository and may be manipulated by end users. Public objects can be placed 
in folders. Access to them is controlled by Access Control Lists (ACLs).

■ Schema Objects—These objects define the class hierarchy, the object attributes, 
and validation. The class hierarchy shows which child classes inherit from 
which parent classes. Only an administrator can create, modify, or delete 
schema objects. Examples of schema objects are class objects and class domains.

■ System Objects—These objects, usually lookup tables and ancillary information,  
pertain to the overall Oracle 9iFS system. They are fairly static and used for data 
validation, referential integrity, etc. Only an administrator can directly create, 
modify, or delete system objects. Examples of system objects are formats and 
policies.

The repository maps these Java objects to database tables. Developers cannot 
operate on the tables directly. Instead, management of these objects is done through 
the Oracle 9iFS Manager. See Chapter 5, "Managing Objects Used by Developers 
with Oracle 9iFS Manager" for more information.

Security in Oracle 9iFS
Oracle 9iFS provides a highly secure environment for managing an Oracle 9iFS 
domain.  Administrators must authenticate themselves in order to perform 
management functions.

■ Only users with administration privileges can perform configuration management 
of an Oracle 9iFS domain.  This includes: 

■ Creating, changing, or removing service configuration templates.

■ Creating, changing, or removing server configuration templates.

■ Changing the configuration of existing nodes.

■ User management.

■ Repository metadata management.

■ Only users with system administration privileges can perform runtime 
management of an Oracle 9iFS domain.  (Users with system administration 
privileges also have administration privileges.)  This includes:
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■ Monitoring and administering already running nodes.

■ Starting, stopping, monitoring, and administering services on already 
running nodes.

■ Starting, stopping, monitoring, and administering servers on already 
running nodes.

■ Only users with knowledge of the Oracle 9iFS schema password can add or 
remove nodes, or start or stop Oracle 9iFS processes.  This includes:

■ Adding nodes to an Oracle 9iFS domain.

■ Removing nodes from an Oracle 9iFS domain.

■ Starting or stopping an Oracle 9iFS domain.

■ Starting or stopping individual nodes.

■ Starting or stopping the domain controller.

Other Security Features
■ SSL-encrypted communication channels are used between the domain 

controller, nodes, and management tools.

■ A node requires the Oracle 9iFS schema password to start.  This is not stored on 
the node’s host.  Instead, it is provided to the node by the domain controller, 
and only if the node is both on the domain controller’s node list and the node 
has the locator specified in that list.

■ The Oracle 9iFS schema password and a system administrator’s username and 
password can be optionally stored as Oracle Enterprise Manager preferred 
credentials.  Doing so provides administrators single sign-on capabilities 
through the Oracle Enterprise Manager Console, and allows Oracle Enterprise 
Manager “fix it” jobs to automatically re-launch and restart failed domain 
controller processes.
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2

Administering an Oracle 9iFS Domain

Administration of a runtime instance of Oracle 9iFS requires use of the Oracle9i 
Enterprise Manager Console. Topics include:

■ The Oracle 9iFS Domain

■ Starting the Oracle9i Enterprise Manager Console

■ Starting Oracle 9iFS Manager

■ Starting the Oracle9i Enterprise Manager Console

■ Starting and Stopping a Domain from the Command Line

■ Monitoring the Performance of an Oracle 9iFS Domain
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The Oracle 9iFS Domain
The basic administrative unit of Oracle 9iFS is the domain. A domain is a single 
Oracle 9iFS instance. Oracle 9iFS domains consist of several elements, running 
either on a single computer or spread across a set of interconnected computers.

The principal elements of an Oracle 9iFS domain are:

■ The Oracle 9iFS repository. All data managed by Oracle 9iFS resides in an 
Oracle 9i database schema, called the Oracle 9i repository. You specify the 
database instance and schema name of the repository during installation of 
Oracle 9iFS. 

■ One or more nodes. The Oracle 9iFS software runs on the database machine 
and as a set of middle-tier processes, called nodes. Each node executes on a 
particular computer, or host. Although a domain’s nodes are often split across a 
set of hosts, a single host can have more than one Oracle 9iFS node. Each node 
has a name, which is unique across the Oracle 9iFS domain. Note that nodes in 
Oracle 9iFS are different than those managed by the Oracle9i Enterprise 
Manager Console. Oracle9i Enterprise Manager nodes are networked servers. 
Oracle 9iFS nodes are processes of Oracle 9iFS managing one or more services 
and servers (agents and protocols).

Because the HTTP Server runs as part of a Jserv process and is controlled 
outside of Oracle 9iFS, the HTTP Server runs in its own node. Typically, each 
Oracle 9iFS node will have an associated HTTP node. 

■ A single domain controller. The domain controller manages the set of nodes 
comprising the domain. For example, the domain controller controls which 
nodes are running, tracks nodes’ statuses, and allows nodes to be monitored 
and administered.

The repository, nodes, and domain controller comprise the logical elements of an 
Oracle 9iFS domain. However, a domain’s physical configuration may be quite 
different than its logical configuration. There is no requirement that any element of 
the domain be on the same host as any other, or that any of element be on a 
different host than another. 

For small installations, the repository, nodes, and domain controller may all reside 
on a single host (Figure 2–1, "A Simple Oracle 9iFS Domain"). Larger installations 
may use separate hosts for each element (Figure 2–2, "A More Complex Oracle 9iFS 
Domain"). You can also use the Oracle9i Enterprise Manager Console to manage 
multiple domains.
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Determining the logical and physical configurations of the Oracle 9iFS domain 
based on proposed use and expected load is a pre-installation step. You can change 
the domain’s logical and physical configurations over time in response to changing 
requirements.

Figure 2–1 A Simple Oracle 9iFS Domain
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Figure 2–2 A More Complex Oracle 9iFS Domain

Services and Servers
Each Oracle 9iFS node can have one or more services and one or more servers. 
These services and servers are started automatically when you start the domain, 
unless you specify otherwise.

■ Services. A service manages user sessions and allows those sessions to access 
the repository’s data. Typically, a single service runs on each node. However, it 
is possible to run more than one service on a node to provide, for example, 
services with different configurations (for example, cache sizing or default 
language). However, every service on the node (and more generally, every 
service in the domain) must bind to the same repository. Services have names 
which are unique across the node (but not necessarily unique across the 
domain). 

■ Servers. A server is an application running on a node. Servers run inside the 
node’s process, and against the node’s services. Most servers are either protocol 
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servers or agents. Like services, servers have names that are unique across the 
node (but not necessarily unique across the domain).

A protocol server opens a TCP/IP server socket, awaits connections from 
clients, and performs operations dictated by a protocol specification in response 
to client requests. The Oracle 9iFS FTP server is an example of a protocol server.

An agent runs unattended, performing predefined operations either 
periodically or in response to repository operations performed asynchronously 
by other servers. The Oracle 9iFS Garbage Collection Agent is an example of an 
agent. 

Figure 2–3  Nodes Have Services and Servers

Once a service or server is running, it publishes a subset of the parameters and any 
other runtime information specific to the service or server. These are called dynamic 
properties. Some dynamic properties are published as soon as the servers are loaded, 
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Servers

Agent

Protocol
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but not running. A subset of the properties may be changed, but only for that 
server, within that node, within that domain. Agents are writeable only when 
stopped.

Figure 2–4 FTP Server Configuration Parameters

To change the default values used to configure the services and servers, select the 
service or server from the Administrator’s Tasks section of  Oracle 9iFS Manager. 
See Chapter 4, "Service and Server Configuration" for more information.

Locators
Domain controllers and nodes are identified by locators. A locator is a Uniform 
Resource Locator (URL) that specifies the host on which the domain controller or 
node is running and its port number. The locator name appears as the node name.

For example, the locator of the domain controller in Figure 2–1, "A Simple Oracle 
9iFS Domain" is:

dmserv2:53140
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Guarded and Unguarded Nodes
Each node has a node guardian that monitors the node, detects error conditions, and 
attempts to recover from them. The node guardian runs in a separate process. 
Guarded nodes offer better fault recovery because the guardian can terminate and 
restart the node’s process if necessary. Nodes are guarded by default. The node 
guardian is turned on and off in the node’s configuration file. See Appendix D, 
"Process Configuration Files" for more information.

HTTP Nodes
Oracle 9iFS provides HTTP and WebDAV support using a Java servlet running in 
the Oracle HTTP Server. By default, this servlet is loaded when Oracle HTTP Server 
is started. Once loaded, the servlet creates a node (the “HTTP node”) in the Java VM 
of the servlet. The HTTP node has an Oracle 9iFS service which manages user 
sessions and provides access to the domain’s repository, and an Oracle 9iFS server 
which provides HTTP and WebDAV protocol support.

Because its process is owned by the Oracle HTTP Server, an HTTP node is always 
unguarded.

Starting the Oracle9i Enterprise Manager Console
These instructions assume you have set up Oracle9i Enterprise Manager to work 
with Oracle 9iFS and discovered all the Oracle 9iFS targets, as described in the 
Oracle Internet File System Installation Guide. To start an Oracle 9iFS domain, follow 
these steps:

1. Launch the Oracle9i Enterprise Manager Console by executing the command:

oemapp console

2. On the Oracle9i Enterprise Manager Console Login dialog, log into Oracle 
Management Server. Enter your Administrator User ID and password. 
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Figure 2–5 Oracle9i Enterprise Manager Console Login Dialog

3. If you are working with more than one management server, select it from the 
pull-down list. 

4. Click OK. The Oracle9i Enterprise Manager Console displays.

Figure 2–6 Oracle9i Enterprise Manager Console

5. From the Navigator on the left side of the console, select Internet File Systems. 
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6. If there is a plus (+) sign to the left of the domain name, you can click it to see 
the nodes. You can also double-click the domain name.

If this is the first time you are using the Oracle9i Enterprise Manager Console, 
or you have added a machine to the network, you must "discover" the 
middle-tier hosts comprising this domain. From the Navigator menu, select 
Discover Node to start the Discovery Wizard. 

7. Select the Oracle 9iFS domain. The General property sheet displays (see 
Figure 2–7, "General Property Sheet of a Domain", showing:

■ The state of the domain, illustrated by a traffic light. Red=shut down, 
yellow=launched, green=started.

■ Agent status. Whether the Intelligent Agent (IA) is running or not. Click the 
Ping Agent button to confirm that the IA is running. If it is not, you need to 
start the IA before you can launch the domain controller. 

■ Information about the repository. The database and schema names, the 
locations of the domain controller, the launch script, and the configuration 
file.
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Figure 2–7 General Property Sheet of a Domain

8. To start the domain, right-click it and select Start Domain from the Context 
menu (see Figure 2–8, "Select Related Tools") or select the domain and choose 
Start Domain from the Object menu. 
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Figure 2–8 Select Related Tools

This command submits a job to the IA. For more information on submitting 
jobs, see the Oracle9i Enterprise Manager Administrator’s Guide, Release 9.0.1.

■ The domain controller starts and prompts for the schema password. The 
Schema password can be saved as a preferred credential in the OMS 
repository.

■ The Oracle 9iFS nodes launch. Enter the System Administrator user ID and 
password. Select Save Credentials to keep from having to enter the 
password each time you access the domain. Click OK. 

This task connects to the started domain controller to get the list of nodes 
configured for the domain and launch the nodes when available. Once a node is 
launched, it will be started by the domain controller automatically. The General 
property sheet shows what has been started. For example, when the DAV 
servlet starts, an HTTP node is started.
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9. The domain is started if the traffic light on the General property sheet is green 
and the status is Started.

Figure 2–9 This Domain Has Been Started

In the event of a domain controller failure, the domain controller can be relaunched 
automatically by IA, and even restarted, if the Schema password is stored as an 
OMS-preferred credential and if the ’Domain Controller Down" event and its fix-it 

Note: For the Oracle9i Enterprise Manager job to be successfully 
submitted and started, you must set up node/host credentials for 
the host where the job is submitted. Supply the root username and 
password as the host credential if any Oracle 9iFS node will be 
running on that host.
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job are set up correctly on this domain controller. Similarly, in the event of a node 
failure, the node (its node guardian) will be relaunched automatically by IA if the 
’node down’ event and its fix-it job are set up correctly for the node.  For more on 
how to register events and associated "fix-it" jobs, see the Oracle9i Enterprise Manager 
Administrator’s Guide.

When a domain controller is started, it obtains a list of nodes in the domain and 
attempts to start each in turn. If a node is unavailable, the domain controller logs 
that node’s unavailability and continues with the next node in the list. The domain 
controller then enters a cycle in which it waits a short period then attempts to 
contact each node on its list, logging failures, starting nodes not previously started, 
and restarting failed nodes. This cycle repeats for the life of the domain controller.

If the domain controller process fails, the already started nodes remain running. 
However, unstarted nodes will remain unstarted until the domain controller is 
re-launched and restarted.

Starting Oracle 9iFS Manager
Oracle 9iFS Manager can be launched in two modes: through the Oracle9i 
Enterprise Manager Console so that it is connected to OMS or as a standalone 
application.

■ If you connect through OMS, you will have access to all Oracle 9iFS repositories 
on the network.

■ If you choose standalone mode, you will have access only to the local 
repository.

Launching Oracle 9iFS Manager from the Oracle9i Enterprise Manager Console
Launching Oracle 9iFS Manager so that it is connected to OMS is done from the 
Oracle9i Enterprise Manager Console. 

Note: If you have already launched the Oracle9i Enterprise Manager Console, 
continue with Step 5.

1. At the command line, enter OEMAPP CONSOLE.  

2. On the login screen specify whether to connect to Oracle 9iFS Manager through 
the Oracle Management Server (OMS). 
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Figure 2–10 Login Screen

3. Enter your Administrator user name and password.

4. Click OK. 

5. On the Oracle9i Enterprise Manager Console, select the domain and select 
Related Tools from the Object menu, or right-click the domain and select 
Related Tools from the context menu.

Figure 2–11 Select Related Tools
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6. From Related Tools, select 9iFS Manager. Oracle 9iFS Manager displays in a 
separate window.

Figure 2–12 Oracle 9iFS Manager Main Screen

7. All the discovered Oracle 9iFS repositories are listed. You can use the Connect 
menu or Connect toolbar icon to explicitly open the Connect to Repository 
dialog. Or, if you have specified the required repository credentials are Oracle9i 
Enterprise Manager preferred credentials, you can silently connect to a 
repository by expanding the subtree of that repository.

8. If  the Connect to a Repository dialog displays, enter a username and password 
(the default administrator login is system/manager).
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Figure 2–13 Connect to a Repository Dialog

9. Enter the Oracle 9iFS Schema Password.

10. Click OK to complete the logon process.

Node Discovery
Launching Oracle 9iFS Manager in the OMS-connected mode implies that Oracle 
9iFS Manager lists all the OMS-discovered Oracle 9iFS instances. A new Oracle 9iFS 
instance, however, is discovered by Oracle9i Enterprise Manager through the 
Discovery Wizard and not by Oracle 9iFS Manager. The Oracle 9iFS credentials for 
the Oracle 9iFS instances can be stored in OMS.

The Discovery Wizard
The Discovery Wizard is activated each time you select Discover Nodes from the 
Console’s Navigator menu. The Discovery Wizard searches the network for the host 
you specify. If that node has an Oracle Intelligent Agent running, it will be added to 
the Oracle9i Enterprise Manager Console Navigator for management along with 
any services running on that target. You will be able use these services as targets in 
jobs, events, and groups. For details about the Discovery Wizard, see Chapter 2, 
"Navigator" in the Oracle9i Enterprise Manager Administrator’s Guide, Release 9.0.1.

Launching Oracle 9iFS Manager in Standalone Mode
Although launching Oracle 9iFS Manager as a standalone application provides the 
same repository management functionality, you cannot administer the Oracle 9iFS 
domain and its nodes from Oracle 9iFS Manager. 

You can launch Oracle 9iFS Manager in standalone mode in two ways:

■ Connected only to the local Oracle 9iFS repository.
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■ Connected to any Oracle 9iFS repository on the network.

Connecting to the Local Oracle 9iFS Repository
1. Launch Oracle 9iFS Manager from the command line using the ifsmgr 

command, usually found in the $ORACLE_HOME/9ifs/bin/ folder. 

2. On the Connect Information dialog, enter a username and password (the 
default administrator login is system/manager).

Figure 2–14 Standalone Connection Dialog

3. Notice that the following fields are grayed out because you can connect only to 
the local repository. They display information for the underlying Oracle 9iFS 
Service:

■ Oracle 9iFS Service—The property settings for the Oracle 9iFS Service. This 
field is not editable, but you can change it by clicking Change 9iFS Service.

■ Database Service—The Oracle database Net8 Service Name. This field is not 
editable and is determined by the Oracle 9iFS Service field.

■ Oracle 9iFS Schema—The Oracle database schema name for the Oracle 9iFS 
repository. This field is not editable and is determined by the Oracle 9iFS 
Service field.

4. Enter the Oracle 9iFS Schema Password.

5. Click OK to complete the login process.

The main window for Oracle 9iFS Manager displays.
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Connecting to Any Oracle 9iFS Repository on the Network
1. Launch Oracle 9iFS Manager from the command line using the oemapp 

ifsmgr command. 

2. From the Oracle 9iFS Manager screen, choose Launch Standalone. The login 
screen displays.

Figure 2–15 Connect-to-Any-Repository Login Dialog

 

3. Make sure you have selected "Connect directly to a 9iFS repository."

4. Enter a username and password (the default administrator login is 
system/manager).

5. Specify which Oracle 9iFS repository to connect to.

■ Database Service—Enter the Oracle database service information in the 
format: 

<host>:<port>:<sid>

where:

host is the machine name where the database is located.

port is the database listener port address, usually 1521 or 1526.

sid is the database system identifier. 

For example: 

my_ifs_machine:1521:ifs90

which connects to the ifs90 database using port 1521 on the my_ifs_machine 
machine. 
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■ Oracle 9iFS Schema—Enter the Oracle database schema name for the Oracle 
9iFS repository. 

6. Enter the Oracle 9iFS Schema Password.

7. Click OK to complete the logon process.

The main window for Oracle 9iFS Manager displays.

Managing an Oracle 9iFS Domain with the Oracle9i Enterprise Manager 
Console

Through the Oracle9i Enterprise Manager Console you can:

■ Start a Domain

■ Stop a Domain

■ Refresh a Domain

■ Start and Stop Nodes

■ Start and Stop Services

■ Start and Stop Servers

Start a Domain
To start a domain:

1. Right-click it and select Start Domain from the Context menu or select the 
domain and choose Start Domain from the Object menu. The Start the 9iFS 
Domain dialog displays.

■ To start the domain controller and the 9iFS nodes in the domain, leave the 
checkboxes selected and enter the required system administrator user ID 
and passwords. 

■ To start the domain without starting the nodes, enter the schema password 
and deselect the Launch the 9iFS Nodes in the domain option.

■ To start the nodes, enter the system administrator user ID and password.

2. Check Save as Preferred Credential to store these passwords if you want.

3. Click OK to start the domain or Cancel to abort this action.
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Stop a Domain
To stop the domain:

1. Right-click the domain name.

2. Select Stop Domain from the context menu. The Stop the 9iFS Domain dialog 
displays.

3. If you saved your schema password as a preferred credential, it will be 
displayed. If not, enter your schema password. You can save it as a preferred 
credential now, to avoid entering it in the future.

4. Choose whether to stop all the nodes within the domain or not.

5. Click OK.

The domain and nodes, if selected, are stopped.

Refresh a Domain
Refreshing a domain causes the domain controller to sync up to the latest 
configuration of the nodes in the domain. This is useful if you add or remove nodes 
in the domain using Oracle 9iFS Configuration Assistant or Oracle 9iFS Manager.

1. Right-click the domain name.

2. Select Refresh Domain from the context menu. The Refresh the 9iFS Domain 
dialog displays and monitors the progress of the refresh.

3. When the domain is refreshed, click OK.

Start and Stop Nodes
If a guarded node process fails, it is automatically re-launched by its node guardian, 
and is then automatically restarted by the domain controller. If an unguarded node 
fails, the failure is detected by the domain controller and the node remains 
unavailable until it is re-launched. The same is true if the node guardian process 
fails.

Individual nodes can by dynamically brought online and offline by the 
administrator. 

■ To bring a new node online, the administrator adds the desired node to the list 
held by the domain controller and refreshes the already running domain 
controller, causing the node list to be re-read and the new node started without 
affecting the other running nodes. 
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■ An administrator may temporarily take a node offline by stopping it, causing 
the node process to terminate. 

■ To permanently take a node offline, an administrator removes it from the 
domain controller’s node list and refreshes the already running domain 
controller, causing the list to be re-read and the node to be stopped without 
affecting the other running nodes.

Adding a Node to a Domain
To add a node to a domain:

1. Install Oracle 9iFS on the desired machine if no Oracle 9iFS has been installed 
on that machine.

2. In Oracle 9iFS Manager, create a new node configuration by clicking Create on 
the toolbar and selecting Create Node Configuration. Then enter:

■ The name of the node.

■ The node locator.

■ A description of the node.

■ The ACL applied to this node.

■ Whether the node is active or not.

3. Define services and servers for the node.

4. Manually edit ifs.ora to insert an entry for the new Oracle 9iFS node. Also 
create a .def file for the node. The name of each node’s .def file must be unique.

5. Use the Refresh the Domain command on the Oracle9i Enterprise Manager 
Console to add the node to the domain.

6. If the node is an HTTP node, restart the Apache server. If the node is not an 
HTTP node, restart the Intelligent Agent to discover the new targets.

Stopping a Node
To stop a node:

1. On the Oracle9i Enterprise Manager Console, right-click the domain name.

2. Select Stop Node from the context menu. The Stop a 9iFS Node dialog displays.

3. If you saved your schema password as a preferred credential, it will be 
displayed.
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4. If not, enter your schema password. You can save it as a preferred credential 
now, to avoid entering it in the future.

5. From the Node Locators pull-down list, select which node to be stopped.

6. Click OK.

The node is stopped.

Start and Stop Services
Services manage the low-level connections to the database.

Starting a Service
To start a service:

1. Right-click a node shown under the domain and select Start Service from the 
context menu.

2. On the Start a 9iFS Service dialog, enter a name for the service. It must be 
unique within the domain.

3. Choose the service configuration file you want to use as a template from the 
pull-down list.

4. Click OK.

The new service is started.

Deleting a Service
To delete a service:

1. Expand the Services folder.

2. Right-click the service to delete.

3. Select Dispose Service from the context menu. 

4. Confirm that you want to delete the service. This would terminate all sessions 
connected to the service. Click OK to delete the service or Cancel to retain the 
service.

Start and Stop Servers
With the exception of the Oracle HTTP Server, all servers are  loaded and then 
started. The Oracle HTTP Server is not managed through Oracle 9iFS Manager. You 
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can manage it through the HTTP Servers folder in the Oracle9i Enterprise Manager 
Console or using scripts (see "HTTP Nodes" and "The Oracle 9iFS DAV Servlet and 
Oracle HTTP Server".

Loading a Server
To load a server:

1. On the Oracle9i Enterprise Manager Console, right-click a node shown under 
the domain and select Load Server from the context menu. 

2. On the Load a 9iFS server dialog, enter a name for the server you want to load; 
for example, FTP.

3. Select the server configuration file you want to use as a template from the 
pull-down list; for example, FtpServerConfiguration.

4. Click OK.

Starting a Server
Once you have loaded the server, you can start it.

1. On the Oracle9i Enterprise Manager Console, expand the Servers folder under 
the domain.

2. Click the server you just loaded to display its property sheet.

3. Click the Start button to start the server.

The state should now be "Running."

Unloading a Server
To unload a server:

1. Stop the server. On the property sheet associated with the server, click the Stop 
button. You can only stop servers that are started, running, or suspended. The 
server state changes to "Stopped."

2. Right-click the server and select Unload Server from the context menu.

Note: If you want to start more than one WCP server, you must 
assign a unique name to each WCP server.
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3. At the confirmation dialog, click OK to unload the server or Cancel to leave the 
server loaded.

The Oracle 9iFS DAV Servlet and Oracle HTTP Server
The Oracle HTTP Server provides a number of components, including an Apache 
web server instance that works with Jserv. After installation, when you run 
ifssetup, you configure the Oracle 9iFS DAV servlet to work with the Oracle 
HTTP Server. To use the web server, you need to start the web server after startup of 
your domain and launching of the HTTP node.

1. Got to $ORACLE_HOME/Apache/Apache/bin.

2. Run the script apachectl start.

The special HTTP node gets started and you can access the Oracle 9iFS file 
system through the URL: <servername>:7777/ifs/files.

Starting and Stopping a Domain from the Command Line
Two scripts have been provided to start and stop the entire domain from the 
command line, without having to launch the Oracle9i Enterprise Manager Console.

The ifsstartdomain script requires the following parameters as input:

■ Domain controller locator 

■ Schema password 

■ DC port

The ifsstopdomain script requires the same three parameters. 

Monitoring the Performance of an Oracle 9iFS Domain
To get an overall picture of the domain’s performance or to continuously monitor 
the domain, click the Performance/Statistics Overview button on the General tab. 
The following information is depicted graphically in a dashboard (see Figure 2–16, 
"Use the Dashboard to Monitor Domain Performance"):

The left side of the Dashboard monitors the 9iFS repository and its documents and 
users. It provides general information and information about document storage. 
The right side of the Dashboard provides information about the domain, including 
information about usage by connected session and an overall usage summary by 
node showing each session on each machine.
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Figure 2–16 Use the Dashboard to Monitor Domain Performance

Monitoring Node Performance
The 9iFS Node Performance dialog shows the allocated and total memory and the 
thread count. The display is dynamic; that is, the allocated heap size and total heap 
size change as time passes. Likewise, the number of threads and system time 
change.

To display the Node Performance dialog, on the General property sheet associated 
with the node, click the Performance Overview button.
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Figure 2–17 Node Performance Dialog

View the Status of Services and Servers
To see the services and servers started along with the node, double-click the node 
name, then double-click the Services or Servers folders. The property sheet displays 
the service and servers running in the selected node. 

Service Information
For each service the following information is shown:

■ Name of the service

■ Configuration object associated with the service

■ Whether the service is active or not (active=true, inactive=false).
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Figure 2–18 General Information about a Service

■ You can specify whether the number of concurrent sessions should be unlimited 
or limit the sessions to a maximum number. 

■ You can enable or disable the acceptance of new sessions.

■ You can specify whether the service should shut down automatically when the 
last session is disconnected.

■ You can view additional detail about the service by clicking the View/Edit 
Service Details button.

Service Details
Click the View/Edit Service Details button on a Service property sheet to view 
service details. There are four dynamic displays that you can access from the four 
tabs. The parameters shown are detailed in Appendix B, "Service Configuration 
Properties".

Sessions  The Sessions tab shows the number of session running and provides the 
following information about each session:
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Figure 2–19 Service Details: Sessions Tab

To stop a session, highlight the session in the table and click the Disconnect Session 
button.

Committed Data Cache  The Committed Data Cache dynamically provides information 
about the percentage of cache hits and cache size and capacity and allows you to 
reset the cache statistics or change the cache configuration. Caching this data allows 
sessions to get the attribute values of frequently used LibraryObjects without a 
database request, greatly improving performance and scalability. Data that has not 
been recently used is periodically purged from the cache. 
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Figure 2–20 Service Details: Committed Data Cache Tab

Readonly Connection Pool  The Readonly Connection Pool dynamically displays the 
total and allocated connections and the average time to allocate connection and 
allows you to reset the Readonly Connection Pool statistics or change the 
configuration. The Readonly Connection Pool is a set of database connections 
shared by the sessions to perform database read operations. A minimum number of 
connections are created when the Oracle 9iFS domain is started. Depending on the 
number of concurrent operations performed by the sessions, and the nature of these 
operations, additional connections may be added to the pool up to a specified 
maximum. 
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Figure 2–21 Service Details: Readonly Connection Pool Tab

Writeable Connection Pool  The Writeable Connection Pool dynamically displays the 
total and allocated connections and the average time to allocate connection and 
allows you to reset the Writeable Connection Pool statistics or change the 
configuration. The Writeable Connection Pool is a set of database connections 
shared by the sessions to perform database read/write operations. A minimum 
number of connections are created when the Oracle 9iFS domain is started. 
Depending on the number of concurrent operations performed by the sessions, and 
the nature of these operations, additional connections may be added to the pool up 
to a specified maximum.
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Figure 2–22 Service Details: Writeable Connection Pool Tab

Server Information
For each server, the following information is shown (see Figure 2–23, "General 
Information about a Server"):

■ Name of the server

■ Configuration file associated with the server

■ Whether the server is active or not (active=true, inactive=false).

■ The service the server is associated with.

■ The initial priority set for the server.
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Figure 2–23 General Information about a Server

■ You can change the status of the server; that is, restart, suspend, or stop the 
server.

■ Using the slider control you can set the priority associated with the server in 
increments running from minimum to maximum. 

■ You can change the dynamic properties values associated with this server.

■ You can click the Start Automatic Refreshing button to refresh the server 
information constantly. Otherwise, you must manually refresh the information 
by selecting Refresh from the Navigator menu.

Log Files
Log files are generated by the domain controller and each node. The domain 
controller log (DomainController.log) records major state transitions of its 
nodes; for example, started, failed, or restarted, and provides centralized data on 
overall domain health. The node log (Node.log) records the same type of 
information for the nodes. All  errors are logged with stack traces. Log files are 
located in:
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$ORACLE_HOME/9ifs/log

You can set various options for these log files; for example, whether to overwrite the 
log each time the domain is started. These options are set in the 
DomainController.def and Node.def files, described in Appendix D, "Process 
Configuration Files".

Log files are also generated for the Oracle9i Enterprise Manager Console, the Oracle 
9iFS Manager, and the dashboard. $ORACLE_HOME/9ifs/log/ifsmgr.log 
contains information for both Oracle9i Enterprise Manager Console and Oracle 9iFS 
Manager. $ORACLE_HOME/9ifs/log/dashboard.log contains information 
from the dashboard. You can set options for the ifsmgr.log file in:

$ORACLE_HOME/9ifs/settings/IfsManager.def

No settings for the dashboard log may be modified.
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Setting Up Oracle Internet File System

This chapter covers planning and setting up Oracle Internet File System. The 
following topics are included:

■ Overview

■ Step 1: Plan Your System and the Folder Hierarchy

■ Step 2: Create Users and Groups

■ Step 3: Set Up the Folder Hierarchy and Load Files into Oracle 9iFS

■ Step 4: Set Up Security
ystem 3-1



Overview
Overview 
Follow these steps to set up Oracle Internet File System:

1. Plan your system and the folder hierarchy: Before using Oracle 9iFS, define the 
structure of the folder hierarchy based on organization structure, information or 
workflow, or user recommendations.

2. Create users and groups: Add your users and define groups of users to make 
user administration and file security easier.

3. Set up the folder hierarchy and load files into Oracle 9iFS: Migrate your data 
into Oracle 9iFS from your legacy file systems.

4. Set up security: Security covers access to the Oracle 9iFS and its various 
functions, and access to particular folders and files. Identify those users who 
need administration privileges to manage their department and folder 
hierarchy. Define the basic ACLs to apply to files. As you add users, you assign 
passwords.

Step 1: Plan Your System and the Folder Hierarchy
The folder hierarchy is a very important component of Oracle 9iFS. It is a 
representation of how the files in the repository are organized. It is familiar to all 
users and makes organizing and browsing information easy. An important 
prerequisite is to model how you want to organize the file hierarchy. For example:

Home
    Inbox
    Correspondence
    Conferences
        Oracle Open World
        Oracle Applications Users Group
    Plans
        Presentations
Public
    Product Information
        Oracle 9iFS
                Manuals

Note: It is recommended that you change the system user’s 
password because it is published in this guide. Anyone can access 
the administrator account if the password is not changed.
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                Software Downloads
        Oracle JDeveloper
        Oracle8i Server
Partners Program
    Partner Information
    Program Plan
    Technical Whitepapers
Standards and Procedures
    Company Policies
    Procedure Manuals
    
Folder hierarchies organize the repository so that users can browse through it easily. 
You can create multiple folder hierarchies to organize information in different ways 
to make browsing convenient for different types of users. For example, the sales, 
development, marketing, and consulting departments of a company may use 
different hierarchies.

Folders in Oracle 9iFS
A folder in Oracle 9iFS is identical to a physical file folder or a computer file folder, 
and is used to group and organize files or other objects. The organization of the 
folders is conceptual, not physical. The files and objects are not physically located in 
the folder; rather, they are in the repository and a folder references the objects that it 
contains.

Because folders do not physically contain their objects:

■ A single object can be referenced by more than one folder at a time.

■ Through searches, a file can be accessed independently of the folder(s) in which 
it is referenced.

■ File security is enforced independently of folder security.

When Oracle 9iFS is installed, basic objects are created to get you started. Some of 
these objects include a folder hierarchy, commonly used ACLs, and several users. 
The 9iFS Manager and Web interface are ready to use to add users and files. XML 
configuration files may also be used to create users, groups, and additional ACLs.

Figure 3–1 shows the folder hierarchy as it looks out-of-the-box. A corresponding 
table describes the specific folders in the hierarchy.
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Figure 3–1 Default Folder Hierarchy

 ifs/
   system/
     security/
        users/
        groups/
        acls/
   webui/
   clients/
        winui/
   apps/
   outbox/
   jsp-bin/
home/
public/

Table 3–1 Elements of the Default Folder Hierarchy

Folder Description

/ifs Oracle 9iFS root folder that contains application-specific data 
and Oracle 9iFS system administrators’ folders.

/ifs/system Administrators’ folders.

/ifs/webui Required files for the Web interface.

/ifs/clients/winui Contains the setup.exe for the Windows interface.

/ifs/apps Recommended directory for storing application files.

/ifs/outbox System-wide applications outbox; used by any custom agents to 
send e-mail.

/ifs/jsp-bin Java Server Pages (JSPs) that have been approved by the 
administrator for use. The JSPs will not execute unless they 
reside in this folder.

/home By default, all users’ home folders are created under this folder.

/public A folder that all users can access; used to store files that are 
intended to be shared throughout the system.
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Guidelines for Structuring the Folder Hierarchy
Follow these guidelines when planning your folder hierarchy.

■ The top-level folder is called root, which represents the highest level where 
documents and folders can be stored.

■ Folders and files can also be placed in multiple folders. By using multiple 
folders, the same files and folders can be organized differently, but only one 
copy exists in the repository. This optimizes the time it takes to create a folder 
hierarchy and provides a more flexible way for users to navigate the folders.

■ You can create mount points for your folder hierarchy. Mount points in Oracle 
Internet File System are named subdirectories that can be accessed in the 
Windows and the Web interfaces as if they were top-level folders.

Planning Access Requirements
Access Control Lists (ACLs) are associated with each object in the hierarchy. An 
ACL contains a list of users and groups who can perform certain actions on the 
folder, such as browsing its contents, or adding or deleting items from that folder.

When designing the access permissions for the folder hierarchy, note the following 
features:

■ If a user does not have access to a folder, but the folder contains a file which the 
user does have access to, the user will not be able to find the file via browsing, 
but the user will be able to find the file via searching.

■ If a file does not have an ACL specified, the file is specified as PUBLISHED for 
non-admin users; therefore, that file can be accessed by all users. It is strongly 
recommended that default ACLs are specified in the Primary User Profile when 
users are created. Creating users using Oracle 9iFS Manager or through the Web 
interface sets the default ACLs to the ACLs you specify.

Default Folder ACLs
Folder security is defined by the ACL applied to it. The ACL applied to any newly 
created folder is the default ACL specified in the Primary User Profile of the user 
who created the folder. The ACL for a folder can be changed at any time by its 
owner once the folder has been created.
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Setting Up Folders for Users
If you create a user with Oracle 9iFS Manager, the Web interface, or XML, Oracle 
9iFS automatically creates the user, home folder, e-mail folder, Primary User Profile, 
and e-mail profile.

Folder security is distinct from file security. Folder security defines who can browse 
the contents of the folder and add or delete folder items. File security defines who 
can access, modify, and delete attributes and contents of a file. If an ACL is not 
specified at the time the folder or file is created, then the ACL is determined by the 
user’s default ACL. If a file is placed in a user’s home folder, it does not mean the 
file is associated with the PRIVATE ACL, and if a file is placed in a public folder, it 
does not mean the file is associated with the PUBLIC ACL. The ACL associated 
with a folder or file can be modified at any time once it has been created to reflect 
appropriate access.

Step 2: Create Users and Groups
Before you actually set up the folder hierarchy, create users and groups. Oracle 9iFS 
users are the end users who use Oracle 9iFS as a file management system. Groups 
are composed of users that are related in some way. For example, the Marketing 
group could contain all of the members of the corporate marketing organization.

Most people will use Oracle 9iFS as an enhanced file system. To customize Oracle 
9iFS for your organization, some of these users should have administrative 
permissions. 

User and System Administrator Privileges
There are three levels of system privileges:

■ End users: No system privileges. The majority of Oracle 9iFS users will have not 
special privileges. These users will be able to use the Oracle 9iFS clients and 
protocols and access documents and folders based on the ACLs associated with 
them.

■ Administrators: Administrative privileges. Oracle 9iFS administrators can work 
in two modes: as regular end users accessing documents and folders based on 
ACLs, and an "admin" mode where they can access all objects, regardless of the 
ACL. Working in "admin" mode allows them to administer the system and 
perform tasks such as changing the ownership of documents of an employee 
who has left the company. In addition to bypassing ACLs, administrators can 
manage (create, modify, and delete) system and schema objects.  When an 
administrator logs on to any of the Oracle 9iFS clients, he or she is automatically 
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put in "admin" mode. Both FTP and the Commandline Utilities have commands 
that allow the administrators to toggle "admin" mode on and off.

■ System administrators: All privileges. System administrators have the ability to 
manage the domain controller. They are able to start and stop the domain 
controller, nodes, and servers. In addition to starting and stopping the Oracle 
9iFS system they are also administrators. When system administrators work in 
"admin" mode, they have the same privileges as administrators.

User Profiles
Oracle 9iFS maintains Oracle 9iFS-specific user information in user profiles. Each 
active Oracle 9iFS user may have a Primary User Profile, an e-mail user profile, and 
an extended user profile:

■ Primary User Profile—Contains user information, such as the user’s home 
folder, default Access Control List (security), and quota control information.

■ E-mail user profile—Contains e-mail management information.

■ Extended user profile—Custom applications can define extended user profiles 
to contain application-specific profile information for a user. An e-mail user 
profile is an extended user profile.

Primary User Profile
Each user has a Primary User Profile. This profile points to the user’s home folder 
location and the user’s default ACLs. The default ACLs determine which ACLs 
should be associated when the user creates different objects, such as folders and 
documents. By default, Oracle 9iFS sets the non-administrator user’s default ACL to 
PUBLISHED (except for e-mail-related objects, such as messages. These have the 
PRIVATE ACL as the default), and sets the administrator’s default ACL to PRIVATE 
(except ACL, PropertyBundle, DirectoryObject, VersionSeries, and 
VerionsDescription, which are PUBLISHED).

A user’s home folder is the default directory where a user starts when logging into 
Oracle 9iFS. Users can use their home folder as their personal workspace and to 
store their private files. A user’s home folder can reside anywhere, so Oracle 9iFS 
Manager provides a dialog to change the default home folder location. The user’s 
Primary User Profile points to the user’s home folder location.
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E-mail User Profile
The user ’s e-mail profile points to the user’s e-mail folder location and specifies the 
user’s e-mail address. Oracle 9iFS Manager and the Web interface create the user’s 
e-mail folders under the home folder. For example, /home/jsmith/mail/inbox.

Using Extended User Profiles
In addition to the Primary Profile and Email profile information on the Profile 
property sheet, an Extended profile section allows you to specify an application 
name to associate with the user’s profile. For example, if you wrote a custom 
application that displayed the items of a user-specified folder, you could subclass 
ExtendedUserProfile to create MyAppUserProfile and store the folder path in a 
custom attribute. Each user would have his/her own MyAppUserProfile. When the 
user logs into the custom application, the application would look in that user’s 
MyAppUserProfile and display the contents of the specified folder.

Credential Manager Users
Oracle 9iFS uses a credential manager to authenticate users. A credential manager is 
an extensible authentication mechanism that determines the validity of a credential, 
such as a user name and password.

Each Oracle 9iFS user profile specifies the name of the credential manager used to 
authenticate that user, as well as the distinguished name that identifies that user to 
the credential manager.

A single default credential manager is created when Oracle 9iFS is installed. For 
each Oracle 9iFS user created, a corresponding entry, consisting of the user’s 
distinguished name and password, is stored in this default credential manager.

The default credential manager optionally requires users to be RDBMS users. If this 
feature is enabled, the Oracle 9iFS user named "jsmith" could only log into Oracle 
9iFS if there was an RDBMS user named "jsmith." The credential manager only 
checks the user name. The RDBMS password does not have to match the Oracle 
9iFS password.

Set the IFS.SERVICE.CREDENTIALMANAGER.Ifs.RdbmsUserMustExist 
property to true in the service configuration file to enable this setting. This property 
is located in the following directory:
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HTTP Authentication
HTTP authentication is a common mechanism for adding security to static Web 
pages. Oracle 9iFS uses its own security features as the basis for HTTP 
authentication. Files and folders need to have the PUBLISHED ACL applied for 
users to use a browser to access these objects without being forced to log in. If they 
are forced to log in, they must supply their Oracle 9iFS username and password.

Creating Users
Users can be created with all the Oracle 9iFS administration tools. Oracle 
recommends that you use Oracle 9iFS Manager, XML, or the Web interface. These 
tools create all objects associated with a new users with standardized settings.

Creating users involves two steps:

1. Set the default user definitions in Oracle 9iFS Manager.

2. Create the user using Oracle 9iFS Manager, XML, or the Web interface.

Setting the Default User Definition: Use Oracle 9iFS Manager
Before creating a user, you can set the default user definitions which will be applied 
to all users you create. The user definitions provide a uniform way of creating users 
that is consistent with the various clients. Using Oracle 9iFS Manager, you can edit a 
small subset of the defined user definitions (see Table 3–2, "User Definitions 
Reference"). To change the rest of the default user definitions, use XML. See 
"Creating Users: Using an XML Configuration File".

To set the default user definitions: 

1. From the Object menu on the Menu bar, select Options.

2. Select User Definitions from the Options menu. The User Definition Dialog 
displays.

3. Specify the Home Folder Parent, the directory in which to store the users' home 
folders. The default is /home.

Platform Directory

UNIX $ORACLE_HOME/9ifs/settings/oracle/ifs/server/properties

Windows NT %ORACLE_HOME%\9ifs\settings\oracle\9ifs\ 
server\properties
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4. Specify whether or not users have the ability to change their passwords. You 
can override this setting on the Create User dialog.

5. To allocate a specific amount of storage to each user, enable quota control. Type 
the storage size, in bytes, in the Quota Storage field. 

The default allocated quota storage is 25 megabytes per user. If a user’s quota is 
reached, he or she will be unable to save documents in Oracle 9iFS. If you 
disable quota, the user has an unlimited quota. Users with administrative 
permissions usually have an unlimited quota amount.

6. Specify whether or not to create an e-mail profile. If Yes, type the e-mail address 
domain and the e-mail folder name in the fields provided. If you select No, 
these fields are disabled.

7. The Email Address field is automatically populated when the users’ name is 
entered and consists of the <username>@<domain>. By default, the suffix for 
the users’ e-mail address is what you specify when setting the user definitions.

The Email Folder field is a specified value that is the parent folder for all 
mailboxes, such as Inbox.

8. Click OK.

Table 3–2 User Definitions Reference

Definition Option Default Value Data Type Description/Purpose

UserName None String Required. A name for the user 
being created.

Password None String Required. A password for the 
user being created.

ShouldCreateCredentialManagerUser TRUE Boolean Set to false to use the existing 
Credential Manager user.

ReplaceCredentialManagerPassword FALSE Boolean If using an existing credential 
manager user, set true to 
override old password.

CredentialManager DEFAULT String The credential manager to use 
for access to the authentication 
engine.

AdminEnabled FALSE Boolean If user will have administration 
privileges.
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CanChangePassword TRUE Boolean If creating a guest user, this can 
be set to false.

DirectoryUserDefinition NULL String This can be the user’s full name 
or any descriptive information.

EmailFolderRoot home folder String Used to specify desired location 
of the mail folder.

HasPrimaryUserProfile TRUE Boolean Whether to create a Primary 
User Profile for this user.

HasHomeFolder TRUE Boolean Whether to create a home folder 
for this user.

HomeFolderRoot "/home" String Root folder of the user’s home 
folder.

HomeFolderHasPolicyBundle TRUE Boolean If administration privileges 
required to free home folder.

HasContentQuota TRUE Boolean Whether to implement a content 
quota for this user.

ContentQuotaAllocatedStorage 25000000 Long Storage space allocated to user in 
bytes.

ContentQuotaEnabled FALSE Boolean Whether to enable or disable the 
implemented content quota.

HasEmail TRUE Boolean Whether to create an e-mail 
profile for this user.

DistinguishedNameSuffix The value you enter 
as the distinguished 
name during 
installation is the 
default value.

String Suffix of the distinguished name.

PrimaryUserProfileNameSuffix " Primary Profile" String Suffix of the Primary User 
Profile name.

EmailUserProfileNameSuffix " Email Profile" String Suffix of the e-mail profile name.

EmailAddressSuffix The value you enter 
as the distinguished 
name during 
installation is the 
default value with 
an "@" attached.

String Suffix of the e-mail address.

Definition Option Default Value Data Type Description/Purpose
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ContentQuotaNameSuffix " Content Quota" String Suffix of the content quota name.

HomeFolderNameSuffix "" String Suffix of the home folder name.

HomeFolderDescriptionSuffix "’s home folder" String Suffix of the home folder 
description.

DefaultAclsBundleNameSuffix " DefaultACLs" String Suffix of the default ACL’s name.

HomeFolderPolicyBundleNameSuffix "Policy Bundle for 
Home folder and 
Inbox"

String Suffix of the home folder policy 
bundle name.

EmailSubfolderName "mail" String Name of the email subfolder.

InboxName "inbox" String Name of the email inbox.

DirectoryUserAcl Published SystemAcl ACL of a directory user.

HomeFolderPolicyBundleAcl Published SystemAcl ACL of the home folder policy 
bundle.

HomeFolderAcl Private SystemAcl ACL of home folder.

DefaultAclsBundleAcl Published SystemAcl ACL of default ACLs bundle.

ContentQuotaAcl Private SystemAcl ACL of the content quota.

PrimaryUserProfileAcl Private SystemAcl ACL of the Primary User Profile.

EmailUserProfileAcl Private SystemAcl ACL of the e-mail profile.

EmailSubfolderAcl Private SystemAcl ACL of the e-mail subfolder.

InboxAcl Private SystemAcl ACL of the e-mail inbox.

AclBundleAllPublished AclBundleAllPublis
hed

Property 
Bundle

An out-of-an-the-box property 
bundle for the default ACLs of a 
non-administration user.

AclBundleForAdmin AclBundleForAdmin Property 
Bundle

An out-of-the-box property 
bundle for the default ACLs of 
an administration user.

DefaultAcls AclBundleAllPublis
hed for non-admins.

AclBundleforAdmin 
for admin users.

String The property bundle to use for 
the defaults.

DefaultAclsTable None Hashtable Customizing a property bundle 
for the default ACLs

Definition Option Default Value Data Type Description/Purpose
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ReadIndicationEnabled FALSE Boolean If enabled, documents will be 
marked as read by a user when 
read for the first time.

SystemAdminEnabled FALSE Boolean If true, user will have the added 
capability of managing the 
Oracle 9iFS domain and nodes, 
and services and servers running 
on them.

DistinguishedName  username +                          
DistinguishedName
Suffix

String The   name   by  which  the                                                                    
CredentialManager  refers                                                                    
to the user.

PrimaryUserProfileName username + 
"Primary                           
Profile"

String The   name   of   the   user’s                                                                     
Primary User Profile.

Email UserProfileName username + "Email                           
Profile"

String The  name  of  the  user’s                                                                     
e-mail profile.

ContentQuotaName username + 
"Content                     
Quota"

String The  name  of  the  user’s                                                                     
content quota object.

HomeFolderName username String The  name  of  the  user’s                                                                     
home folder.

HomeFolderDescription username + "’s home                           
folder"

String The  description  of  the                                                                    
user’s home folder.

DefaultAclsBundleName username + 
"DefaultAcls"

String The   name  of   the   user’s                                                                    
default Acl property                                                                    
bundle.

HomeFolderPolicyBundleName username + "Policy                           
Bundle for Home 
folder                           
and Inbox"

String The   name   of   the   user’s                                                                    
home folder policy                                                                    
bundle.

EmailAddress username + "@" +                           
EmailAddressSuffix

String The   e -mail   address   for     the                                                                    
user.

Definition Option Default Value Data Type Description/Purpose
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Creating Users: Using Oracle 9iFS Manager
To create an Oracle 9iFS user, you specify general information and profile 
information about the user and add the user to groups for easier administration.

To specify general user information:

1. From the toolbar or Object menu, select Create.

2. Select User from the Select Object Type window. The Create User dialog 
displays.

3. In the Name field, enter the user name for the user you are creating. When you 
enter a user name, the Home Folder and Mail Folder fields are automatically 
populated based on the name you entered. 

4. In the Distinguished Name field, enter the fully qualified name in a domain 
used by Credential Manager for authentication. 

5. (Optional) In the Description field, provide a description of the user. You 
usually enter the user’s full name.

6. In the Credential Manager field, the default credential manager for 
authentication is displayed. This was set in the default user definitions.

7. In the Password field, enter the user’s password. This can be changed by the 
user you are creating. Or, you can keep users from changing passwords by 
checking the box next to User Cannot Change Password.

8. In the Confirm field, type the password a second time.

9. If this user is to have administrative permissions (required for run-time domain 
management), select the Admin Enabled checkbox. This option gives the user 
access only to the 9iFS Manager tool to manage objects.

10. If this user is to have full administrative permissions, select the System 
Admin-enabled checkbox.

To specify user profile information:

1. Click the Profile tab.

2. By default, the Primary Profile is selected. Oracle recommends that you use this 
feature. Notice that the defaults you specified when setting the default user 
definitions are displayed. The profile points to the user’s home folder location 
and shows whether the Quota function has been enabled and, if so, the 
allocated bytes. Change these values if desired.
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3. Specify the user’s default document and folder ACLs. The default ACLs 
determine which ACLs should be associated when the user creates different 
objects, such as documents and folders. By default, Oracle 9iFS sets the 
non-administrator user’s default ACL to PUBLISHED (except for e-mail-related 
objects, such as messages. These have the PRIVATE ACL as the default), and 
sets the administrator’s default ACL to PRIVATE (except ACL, PropertyBundle, 
DirectoryObject, VersionSeries, and VerionsDescription, which are 
PUBLISHED).

4. By default, the Email Profile is enabled. Oracle recommends that you retain 
these settings. In the Mail Folder field, enter a folder name if it is different from 
the user name. The user’s e-mail profile points to the user’s email folder location 
and specifies the user’s email address. Oracle 9iFS Manager and the Web 
interface create the user’s email folders under the home folder. For example, 
/home/jsmith/mail/inbox.

To add this user to existing groups:

1. Click the Group tab. The Select Group window displays.

2. From the Available Groups list, select the groups to which to add the user. 

3. Click the Add button to add the user to the selected group. The groups display 
in the Selected Groups list.

4. Click Create.

Creating Users: Using an XML Configuration File
Creating users can be complicated since many other user-related objects, such as 
home folders, user profiles, and mail folders are created at the same time. Using the 
<SimpleUser> tag within the XML file applies all the default definitions found in 
Table 3–2, "User Definitions Reference". You can change the user default settings in 
Oracle 9iFS Manager to suit your requirements. You do not need to specify every 
single value unless you want to override any of the default values. You override the 
defaults by explicitly setting them in the XML file. The values are case-sensitive.

Creating a single user and all its user-related objects are created in a single 
transaction. These objects include a Directory User, Primary User Profile, Email 
Profile, Inbox, and a Home Folder. Therefore, do not include any other objects in 
your XML file. Also, if you are creating 10 users in a single file, and an error occurs 
on the 7th user, the previous 6 users and their user-related objects are not rolled 
back. The file will have to be edited and the definitions for the created users deleted 
before being able to use it again.
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XML Example  The following XML file lists the definitions used to create users with 
an XML file. When using XML, you really only need to include the username and 
password, but this example displays other definitions you can include to override 
the defaults you set using Oracle 9iFS Manager. This example also shows you how 
to create users by parsing the XML file and checking that the users were created 
using the Command Line Utilities.

1. Create your user XML file:

    <SimpleUser>
       <UserName>gking</UserName>
       <Password>ifs</Password>
       <DistinguishedNameSuffix>.yourcompany.com</DistinguishedNameSuffix>
       <DirectoryUserDescription>Gary King</DirectoryUserDescription>
       <AdminEnabled>true</AdminEnabled>
       <HomeFolderRoot>/home</HomeFolderRoot>
       <EmailAddressSuffix>@yourcompany.com</EmailAddressSuffix>
    </SimpleUser>

2. Create the users by loading the XML file into Oracle 9iFS. Use the following 
command to load the XML file into Oracle 9iFS using the Command Line 
Utilities. You must be an administrator.

$ORACLE_HOME/9ifs/bin/ifslogin system/<password>
$ORACLE_HOME/9ifs/bin/ifsput users.xml

3. Confirm that the users were created:

$ORACLE_HOME/9ifs/bin/ifsls -class DirectoryUser

You can also drag and drop the user file into Oracle 9iFS through the Windows or 
Web interface and FTP. Oracle 9iFS invokes the XML parser and the users are 
created. The parse mode must be on in the protocols.

Creating Users with the Web Interface
You must have administrator permissions to create users in the Web interface.

1. Log into the Oracle 9iFS Web interface with an account with administrator 
permissions. 

2. On the Directory Tree, click Users. 

3. On the toolbar, click the New icon, then select User. 

4. On the User screen, type a name for the user in the User Name field. 
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5. Notice that Oracle 9iFS fills in the information in the Unique ID, Home 
Directory fields, and Email Directory fields based on the user name. 

6. Type a password for the user in the Password field. 

7. To confirm the password, type the password again in the Confirm Password 
field. 

8. Select the user type. Click Yes if this user is to have administrator permissions. 
If this user is not an administrator, and should be allowed to modify his/her 
password, click "No, but allow user to change password." If this user is not an 
administrator, and should not be allowed to modify his/her password, click 
"No." 

9. (Optional) Add the new user to groups. Select the groups to which to add the 
user in the Available box and click the right arrow button. The groups you have 
selected display in the Selected box. 

10. The user’s home directory is automatically entered in the Home Directory field 
as the user is created. If you wish to change the default home directory, type a 
different home directory in the Home Directory field. 

11. To change the user’s default e-mail address, type a different one in the Email 
Address field. 

12. To change the name of the Email folder in the home directory, type the name in 
the Email Folder in Home Directory field. 

13. Click OK to create the user. 

14. Click OK to return to the Web interface. 

15. To view the new user, click the Users folder on the Directory Tree. The new user 
displays in the File List and a User icon displays in the Type column. 

Creating Groups
By assigning users to groups, you make administration and maintenance easier. 
Instead of adding each user to an Access Control List for a file or folder—a time 
consuming task—you can add a group of users all at the same time. Oracle 9iFS is 
shipped with World, a default group. When users are created, they are 
automatically added to this group. To create a group, you define the group itself, 
then populate it. Group names are unique within the owner’s set of groups.

The default ACL of the user that created this group is assigned to any new group 
the user creates. Therefore, a group with the PUBLISHED ACL cannot be edited by 
any user. When creating groups, it is important to discuss with department 
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managers and other users if they want all Oracle 9iFS users to have read-only access 
to the groups you are creating for their respective departments. If you need to 
change the default ACL, you can do so by modifying the ACL for a specific group.

Using Oracle 9iFS Manager, you can modify, view, and delete group. Modifying a 
group includes such tasks as adding or removing users and group to an existing 
group and renaming a group.

Creating Groups Using Oracle 9iFS Manager
1. On the toolbar, click Create.

2. Select User Group and click Create. The Create User Group window displays.

3. Type a name for the group. The name should not match (without regard to case) 
any other group that you already own.

4. Type an optional description. The description displays only when you modify 
the group.

5. Select the ACL for the group from the drop-down list.

The default ACL of the user who created this group is assigned to any new 
group you create. Therefore, a group with the PUBLISHED ACL cannot be 
edited by any user. When creating groups, it is important to discuss with 
department managers and other users if they want all Oracle 9iFS users to have 
read-only access to the groups you are creating for their respective departments. 
If you need to change the default ACL, you can do so by modifying the ACL for 
a specific group.

6. From the Available Users/Groups list, select the users and groups to add to the 
group.

7. Click the Add button to add the user or group to the group.

8. Click Create. The new group displays in the Navigator. 

Creating Groups Using XML
This example XML file creates groups. You can use this file, although you must 
modify the name of the group to match the name of the group you are creating. 
When adding users to the group, the user names must exist. If you use any protocol 
to load the XML file into Oracle 9iFS, it is parsed and not saved anywhere in Oracle 
9iFS.

<DIRECTORYGROUP>
  <Name>DemonstrationUsers</Name>
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  <Members>
    <MEMBER reftype=’name’>msmith</MEMBER>
    <MEMBER reftype=’name’>mallen</MEMBER>
    <MEMBER reftype=’name’>sward</MEMBER>
    <MEMBER reftype=’name’>rjones</MEMBER>
    <MEMBER reftype=’name’>tmartin</MEMBER>
    <MEMBER reftype=’name’>dblake</MEMBER>
    <MEMBER reftype=’name’>eclark</MEMBER>
    <MEMBER reftype=’name’>sscott</MEMBER>
    <MEMBER reftype=’name’>gking</MEMBER>
    <MEMBER reftype=’name’>tturner</MEMBER>
    <MEMBER reftype=’name’>jadams</MEMBER>
    <MEMBER reftype=’name’>pjames</MEMBER>
    <MEMBER reftype=’name’>gford</MEMBER>
    <MEMBER reftype=’name’>amiller</MEMBER>
  </Members>
</DIRECTORYGROUP>

Creating Groups with the Web Interface
1. In the Directory Tree, click the Groups icon. (If there is no Groups icon, see your 

system administrator.) A list of existing user groups will be displayed at the 
right. 

2. Click the New icon and choose Group. 

3. In the New Group dialog, enter a name for the group. 

4. Click the Users icon. 

5. In the Users List, click the Select checkbox to the left of each user you want to 
add to your group. 

6. Click the Edit icon and choose Copy. 

7. In the Directory Tree, click the Groups icon. 

8. Click the name of the group you just created. 

9. Click the Edit icon and choose Paste. 

You can add users to the group at any time by following steps 4-9. 
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Step 3: Set Up the Folder Hierarchy and Load Files into Oracle 9iFS
When you planned your system and folder hierarchy, you should have defined the 
following:

■ Structure. The first step in setting up the folder hierarchy is deciding the 
hierarchy for the folder or directory tree. A folder can reside in multiple folders 
(have multiple parents), although this type of folder tree can be confusing to 
users as they browse through the tree. It is recommended to start with each 
folder descending from a single parent folder.

■ Folder Names and Descriptions. Examine your folder hierarchy and decide on 
a name and description for each folder. It is important to use meaningful names 
and enter complete descriptions as users will use these keywords for searching.

■ Folder Security. The initial ACL for folders is the default ACL in the Primary 
User Profile of the user creating the folder tree. If security needs to be more 
finely grained, create new ACLs specific to users’ requirements. Users can 
change a folder’s ACL after creating it. The Web and Windows interfaces do not 
support files without an associated ACL.

Create the Folder Hierarchy
Create the folder hierarchy by starting at the root of the tree, adding the folders, 
then creating each folder’s child folders, working downward. You can create folders 
using Oracle 9iFS Manager, the Web or Windows interfaces, or through the 
Command Line Utilities.

Creating Folders with Oracle 9iFS Manager
Using Oracle 9iFS Manager, you can only create folders one at a time and only from 
a single level. To create folders:

1. Access the Browser by selecting the Browse option from the File menu.

2. Navigate to the directory where you want to place the new folder and select 
that directory.

3. Select the New command from the File menu or right-click the directory and 
select New Object from the context menu.

4. Type a name for the folder in the Create Object dialog.

5. Click OK. The new folder displays in the Navigator.

The owner of the folders created is the user who is logged into Oracle 9iFS Manager.
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Creating Folders with the Web Interface
1. Navigate to the directory where you want to create the new folder. 

2. On the toolbar, click the New icon, then Folder. 

3. At the prompt, type the name of the new folder. 

4. Oracle 9iFS adds the folder to the File List. 

Note: If you plan to upload a foldered set of documents to the Oracle 9iFS server, 
create the folders first using this procedure, then upload the files to the proper 
folders. 

Creating Multiple Folders Using XML
Using XML, you can create multiple folders. When creating multiple objects, you 
must use the <ObjectList> tag. The following code creates multiple folders. This 
can be used when creating the folder hierarchy.

<ObjectList>
   <Folder>
       <Name> FY 2000 Budgets </Name>
       <FolderPath> /managers </FolderPath>
   </Folder>
   <Folder>
       <Name> Marketing </Name>
       <FolderPath> /managers/FY 2000 Budgets </FolderPath>
   </Folder>
   <Folder>
       <Name> Human Resources </Name>
       <FolderPath> /managers/FY 2000 Budgets </FolderPath>
   </Folder>
</ObjectList>

This XML example specifies that the folders are placed under the "managers" folder, 
therefore, this folder must already exist in Oracle 9iFS for the other folders to be 
created.

When using the Windows interface to load this XML file, you may drag and drop 
the XML file to any directory. In this example, the XML file was placed in 
/managers. After this XML file has been loaded into Oracle 9iFS, the directory 
looks like:
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Figure 3–2 Folder Hierarchy

Generally, creating objects in an objectlist tag is always in a single transaction, 
meaning, if there is an error, the complete transaction is rolled back, the objects are 
not created, and a log file is generated in the directory in which the XML file was 
dropped. You can use this log file to troubleshoot errors.

However, class objects and Directory object creation are implicitly committed. So, if 
there is an error while creating some of these objects in the objectlist tag, the objects 
prior to the error are created and committed to the database. The XML file will have 
to be edited and those object definitions deleted from the XML file before parsing it 
again.

Creating Folders Using the Command Line Utilities
To create several folders at a time, it is recommended that you use the Command 
Line Utilities and a batch file. Using the batch file, you create the folders and assign 
different ACLs.

To create folders:

1. Write a batch file using a text editor. For example:

     login system/<password>
     cd /public
     mkdir specifications
     mkdir specifications/development
     mkdir specifications/qa
     setattr /public/specifications ACL -avsystemacl public
     setattr /public/specifications/development ACL -avsystemacl public
     setattr /public/specifications/qa ACL -avsystemacl public

2. Run the batch file using the following command:

$ORACLE_HOME/9ifs/bin/ifsshell -i batchfile.txt
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3. To acknowledge that the folders were created, use any interface and browse to 
the /public directory. Drill down to see all folders.

Tips
To see if any errors occurred during the execution of your batch file, check the 
CupServer.log found in the following directory:

Set the Mount Points
Mount points in Oracle 9iFS are named directories that can be accessed as if they 
were top-level folders through the Windows and Web interfaces. The important 
attributes of mount points, especially for your users, are:

■ Their names, which will show up in Windows Explorer and the Directory Tree 
in the Web interface.

■ The description, which is an optional free-form description of the mount point.

■ The folder path, which is the location in the folder hierarchy where users will 
end up if they connect to that mount point.

As the administrator, you should limit the number of mount points you create 
because having more than a few dozen makes it very difficult for users to find what 
they need.

The following mount points are set up by default:

■ Root

■ Home

■ Public

You use mount points for two reasons:

■ Convenience—If a user always accesses the /Public/product 
information/oracle ifs folder, he or she can use a mount point to start 
there instead of browsing through the hierarchy.

■ Security—You might instruct users to log onto a specific point in the hierarchy.

Platform Directory

UNIX $ORACLE_HOME/9ifs/log

Windows NT %ORACLE_HOME%\9ifs\log
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Creating Mount Points with Oracle 9iFS Manager
1. Click Create on the toolbar.

2. Select Mount Point from the Select Object Type dialog. You can also use the 
Create Like option.

3. Click Create. The Create Mount Point dialog displays.

4. Enter information in the following fields:

■ Name (required)—A meaningful name for the mount point.

■ Description—A description of the mount point.

■ Associated Folder (required)—The folder referred to by the mount point. 
For example, for the mount point "public," the associated folder is 
"/public." You can also click the Browse button to select a folder from the 
hierarchy.

5. Select the appropriate ACL for the mount point from the drop-down list.

6. Click Create.

The new mount point displays in the Navigator.

Migrating Data from Your Legacy Systems
It may be necessary to migrate your data from your legacy systems. This process 
requires you to manually transfer the data to the new environment. There are five 
different ways to load files into Oracle 9iFS:

■ Drag and drop—In Windows Explorer (if the SMB or NTFS server is running) 
and the Web interface (if the Web server is running), you can drag and drop 
files into Oracle 9iFS as well as build the folder hierarchy. When you load files 
using either SMB or drag and drop in the Web interface, the XML files are 
parsed by default. If you do not want the XML files to be parsed, you must use 
another protocol to load your files.

■ FTP—If the File Transfer Protocol (FTP) server is running, use any FTP client to 
load files into Oracle 9iFS. FTP is the most efficient protocol to use for bulk file 
loading. When you load files using FTP, XML files are parsed by default. You 
can turn off the parsing mode by using a quote command.

■ Upload by Browse—Use the Web interface to select a single file to upload to 
Oracle 9iFS. This method allows you to upload only one file at a time.
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■ Command Line Utilities—You can use the Command Line Utilities to load files 
into Oracle 9iFS one at a time by using the ifsput command. XML files are 
parsed by default. You can turn off the parsing mode by using the ifsmode 
parse off command.

■ Import/Export Utility—This utility enables you to create an ExportSet and 
import its objects into a second Oracle 9iFS schema without losing structural 
data such as versioning information, multiple links, and custom subclassing 
information. For step-by-step procedures, see Chapter 7, "Migrating, Backing 
Up, and Restoring Data".

Drag and Drop Files into Oracle 9iFS
In Windows:

1. Select the files from your local directory.

2. Drag and drop the files into a folder on the Oracle 9iFS drive.

In the Web interface:

1. Navigate to the folder where you want to store the file.

2. Click the Upload icon and choose Via drag and drop. An Upload window is 
displayed with the current folder information.

3. Select one or more files, then drag and drop them into the Upload window.

4. Click OK to confirm that you want to upload the files. If you are uploading 
multiple files, a progress window appears and lists each file as it is transferred 
to Oracle 9iFS.

5. You can continue to drag files into the Current Directory window to transfer 
additional files. When you are finished uploading files, close the Current 
Directory window.

To retain the file structure:

1. Log into Oracle 9iFS through Microsoft Windows as an administrator.

Note: You cannot upload folders using this method. You must 
explicitly create the folders by navigating to where you want the 
new folder, then clicking the New icon and choosing Folder. In the 
dialog box, type the name for the new folder.
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2. Click and drag the entire directory structure from the original file system into 
Oracle 9iFS,

-or-

Drag different parts of the directory tree separately, confirming that each part of 
the tree has been copied before copying the next one.

3. Log into Oracle 9iFS through Windows as a test user and verify that all the files 
and folders are accessible.

4. From the Start menu, select Oracle 9iFS from the Find option and perform a 
series of searches—on both filename and contents—to ensure that users can 
find files easily.

FTP Your Files into Oracle 9iFS
To FTP your files into Oracle 9iFS, the following requirements must be met:

■ An FTP client must be installed on your local machine.

■ You must know the port number for FTP, which is chosen during configuration.

■ An account on the Oracle 9iFS server must be already set up.

To FTP your files into Oracle 9iFS:

1. Using an FTP client, log into the Oracle 9iFS server. You can use either the 
hostname of the Oracle 9iFS server or its IP address.

2. Navigate to the files on your local machine that you want to load into Oracle 
9iFS and use your FTP client’s utilities to load the files.

Upload Files via Browse Using the Web Interface
Using the Web interface, you can only load one file at a time:

1. Navigate to the directory where you want to store the file.

2. Click the Upload icon and select Via Browse.

3. In the Upload window, click the Browse button.

Note: If you have trouble logging into Oracle 9iFS using your FTP 
client, make sure to enter the correct port, which is chosen during 
configuration of Oracle 9iFS.
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4. Locate the file you want to upload and click Open.

5. In the Options section, the following options are available:

■ Apply ACL—Select the ACL you want to apply to the file from the 
drop-down list. You must use an existing ACL. The default document ACL 
is PUBLISHED, for a non-admin user.

■ Language—Select the language for this file. This option cannot be used to 
convert from one language to another.

■ Character Set—Select the character set for this file.

6. In the Upload window, click the Upload button.

Tips
When you want to view a file using the Web interface that is not recognized, a new 
navigator window is opened and a dialog prompts for you to pick the application, 
save the file, or cancel this operation.

Upload Files Using the Command Line Utilities
To browse and upload files using the Command Line Utilities:

1. Login into Oracle 9iFS using the following command:

ifslogin system/<password>

2. Browse the repository to select the folder to which you want to upload the file. 
Use the following command:

ifscd /public

3. Load the selected files. Use the following command:

ifsput myfile.doc

Step 4: Set Up Security
As you set up users and groups and loaded files into Oracle 9iFS, you assigned 
Access Control Lists (ACLs) to the folders and files involved. Security in Oracle 9iFS 
is defined using Access Control Lists (ACLs). An ACL is a list of users and groups 
with a set of access permissions. The ACL is applied to a file or folder to grant the 
defined access settings for the users and groups in the list.
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System Access Control Lists (ACLs)
Four system ACLs are provided to apply to your documents and folders. These 
ACLs cover the most common security needs in most shared environments. The 
system ACLs are listed and described in Table 3–3, "System ACLs".

Table 3–3 System ACLs

All objects may have an associated ACL. If no ACL is assigned, the object is 
PRIVATE (only the owner has full access to it). If a default ACL is specified in a 
user’s Primary User Profile, that ACL is assigned to the new public object created 
by that user.

Similar to files, ACLs have an ACL associated with them to manage the users who 
can use them or modify them. System ACLs can be created and modified by system 
administrators only.

ACL Description

Private Grants no permissions to any other user. Other users cannot 
view, modify, or delete a user’s document in any way, unless 
changed by the owner.

Protected For folders only. Enables other users to see the files in the folder, 
add documents and folders to the folder, and remove documents 
and folders they have created from the folder, but are not 
allowed to delete the folder itself.

Public Allows full access to the item. All users can make any changes 
that the owner can make.

Published Allows other users to view the contents, but they are not 
allowed to modify or delete the document.

Note: A system administrator has the privilege to modify System 
ACLs (PUBLIC, PUBLISHED, PROTECTED). The administrator 
can mistakenly modify a system ACL in a manner that renders it 
useless by deleting the WORLD Access Control Entry (ACE). Care 
should be taken when modifying any system ACLs.
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Access Control Entries (ACEs)
Each ACE is comprised of a:

■ Grantee—A grantee is a specific Oracle 9iFS user or group. 

■ Set of Permissions—The permissions granted to the user or group, or revoked 
from the user or group.

■ Action—Specifies the action to be taken, either Grant or Revoke.

For each user or group, you need to decide which of the permission bundles will be 
granted to them. Permission bundles are sets of permissions that are applied to 
users. The set of permission bundles assigned to a specific user or group is called an 
Access Control Entry (ACE).

ACLs give you the flexibility to grant the permission bundles your co-workers 
require while helping to protect your files against accidental modification or 
unauthorized access.

By setting the permission bundles for an individual or group, you create an Access 
Control Entry (ACE) in your Access Control List (ACL). It’s possible to create a 
different ACE for every user in your Oracle 9iFS repository for every file you 
control, but, in most cases, the standard ACLs that come with Oracle 9iFS should 
meet your needs, and the remaining cases can be handled by creating an ACL.

When you define an ACE, the first choice you must make is whether the ACE 
you’re creating is going to grant the permission bundles you select, or revoke them. 
If you are going to give only a few permission bundles to a selected user or group, 
choose Grant, and select only the permission bundles that they will be given. If you 
are going to give the selected user or group general access with only a few 
restrictions, choose Revoke. Then explicitly grant those permission bundles to the 
grantee.

Permission Bundles
A permission bundle is a collection of permissions. Permission bundles are 
convenient because you do not have to specify the individual permissions. For 
example, the permission bundle, "All," is a collection of permissions which grants 
all possible permissions. A permission bundle can be granted to a user or group, or 
revoked from a user or group. Oracle 9iFS Manager, the Web interface, and the 
Windows interface support ACLs and ACEs with permission bundles.

Table 3–4, "Permission Bundles Provided in Oracle 9iFS" lists the permission 
bundles used in Oracle 9iFS and the permissions they contain. The ClassCreate and 
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ClassRestrictedCreation permission bundles are used exclusively for ACLs 
associated with class objects and are also known as ClassAccessControlLists.

Table 3–4 Permission Bundles Provided in Oracle 9iFS

Permission Bundle Description Permissions

All All permissions are 
included.

AddItem, AddMember, AddRelationship, 
AddVersion, AddVersionSeries, Delete, 
Discover, GetContent, Grant, Lock, 
RemoveItem, RemoveMember, 
RemoveRelationship, RemoveVersion, 
RemoveVersionSeries, SetAttribute, 
SetContent, SetDefaultVersion, SetPolicy

Read User can find and 
read the content of 
the object.

Discover, GetContent

Delete Users can find and 
delete the object.

Discover, Delete

Modify Users can find and 
modify the object.

AddItem, AddMember, AddRelationship, 
AddVersion, AddVersionSeries, Discover, 
GetContent, Lock, RemoveItem, 
RemoveMember, RemoveRelationship, 
RemoveVersion, RemoveVersionSeries, 
SetAttribute, SetContent, 
SetDefaultVersion, SetPolicy

Protected To be used for 
folders; users can 
find the folder and 
add or delete folder 
items, but they 
cannot modify the 
folder.

Discover, AddItem, RemoveItem

ClassPublic To be used with class 
object; users can 
create instances of 
this class and search 
them.

Create, SelectorAccess

ClassRestrictCreation To be used with class 
object; users can 
access instances of 
this class.

SelectorAccess
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The permissions bundled in the above permission bundles are listed and defined in 
Table 3–5, "The Individual Permissions". "Item" can be either a file or directory, 
unless stated otherwise.

Table 3–5 The Individual Permissions

Permission Definition

Add Item Grantee can add an item to a folder.

Add Member Grantee can add a member to a group.

Add Relationship Grantee can create a link to the item in another folder.

Add Version Grantee can update a versioned file.

Add Version Series Grantee can change a file to a versioned file.

Create Grantee can create instances of a class object. Applies only to 
ClassAccessControlLists.

Delete Grantee can delete the object.

Discover Grantee can browse to the item through a Directory Tree, and 
can find the item using Find operations.

Get Content Grantee can view and copy the content of the file.

Grant Grantee can modify the ACL assigned to the item to grant 
additional permissions.

Lock Grantee can lock and unlock the object.

Remove Item Grantee can delete an item from the folder.

Remove Member Grantee can remove a member from a group.

Remove Relationship Grantee can delete an existing link to the item in another folder.

Remove Version Grantee can remove a version of a versioned file.

Remove Version Series Grantee can remove a version series from a family. Permission 
applies to the family.

Selector Access Grantee can search a class in either a search or selector. Applies 
only to ClassAccessControlLists. Selector access is governed by 
the class’s ClassACL.

Set Attribute Grantee can change any of the item’s attributes.

Set Content Grantee can change the contents of the file.
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Defining Permission Bundles Using Oracle 9iFS Manager
In a new dialog, the administrator/user can specify the name, a description, and 
add any or all standard out-of-the-box permissions currently in the repository. Both 
sets of permissions are present to the user as a scrollable shuttle interface, from 
which the user can add or remove any number of items.

To define a custom permission bundle:

1. On the Oracle 9iFS Manager toolbar, click Create.

2. Select Access Control List from the Select Object Type window and click Create. 
The Create Permission Bundle window displays.

3. In the Name field, type a name for the permission bundle.

4. In the Description field, type an optional description for the permission bundle. 
The description is used to describe the type of permission bundle.

5. Select the permissions from the Available Standard Permissions list to add to 
this permission bundle. Hold down the Control key to select multiple items. 
Click the Add button to add the permissions to the Selected Standard 
Permissions list.

6. Click Create. The permission bundle displays in the Navigator.

Users and Groups as Grantees
Groups and ACLs provide a powerful mechanism for managing access to objects. 
Assume a group is defined as a grantee in an ACE. If the group membership is 
changed, either by adding or deleting a member, those changes are reflected 
automatically in access to the object. If the group is granted permissions on an 
object and a new member is added to the group, that new member automatically 
has access to the object the on which the group has permission. The order of the 
ACEs is significant. The ACL is resolved in the order of the ACEs.

Users can also be specified as a grantee in an ACE. For example, if the user "jsmith" 
is part of the group "ifsdev." The ACL results in everyone in "ifsdev" having full 
access, except "jsmith," who cannot delete the object.

Set Default Version Grantee can change the default version of a version series of a 
family or version series.

Set Policy Grantee can change a policy property bundle associated with a 
public object. Permission applies to the policy property bundle.

Permission Definition
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■ ACL Name—IFSDEV ACL

■ ACL Description—Grants read access to "ifsdev" and, in addition, allows 
"jsmith" the delete permission.

■ ACEs (or ACL):

Primary User Profiles and Default ACLs
Each user has a Primary User Profile. One of the attributes of this profile is a set of 
default ACLs. These ACLs determine the default ACL associated with all objects the 
user creates. Default ACLs can be:

■ An ACL for each class.

■ One ACL for a public object and its subclass.

Default ACLs are used at the time an object is created, unless the creator specifies a 
different ACL. The ACL can be changed at any time after the object has been 
created.

When an object has no ACL, the owner and administrator have access to it. 
Therefore, it is strongly recommended that a Primary User Profile with the default 
ACLs specified is created for each user. Creating a user with Oracle 9iFS Manager, 
the Web interface, or XML creates a user profile with the following default ACLs:

■ Non-administrator user—PUBLISHED, except Rfc822Message, an e-mail 
message which is PRIVATE.

■ Administrator user—PRIVATE, except ACL, Property Bundle, Directory Object, 
Version Series, and Version Description, which are PUBLISHED.

Grantee Permission Bundle Grant or Revoke

IFSDEV All Grant

JSMITH Delete Revoke

Note: The order of the ACEs is significant. If the order of the 
grantees is reversed, the ACL in the example above would resolve 
to "jsmith" having ALL permissions.
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Access Control on Created Objects
The ACL associated with any created object is determined by the user’s default ACL 
as specified in the Primary User Profile. A non-admin-enabled user’s default ACL is 
set to PUBLISHED, except for MailBox, MailDocument, MailFolder, and Message, 
which are PRIVATE. An admin-enabled user’s default ACL is set to PRIVATE, 
except for the following classes, which are set to PUBLISHED:

■ VersionSeries

■ VersionDescription

■ AccessControlList

■ PropertyBundle

■ DirectoryObject

To change the default ACL applied to a document, access Oracle Internet File 
System from the Web or Windows interface.

Using Oracle 9iFS Manager to Create an ACL
If you want to create a batch of ACLs, use the Create Like option. This creates an 
ACL similar to an existing ACL, which you can then customize. To apply an ACL, 
to a file or folder, use the Oracle 9iFS Manager Browser, or use the Web or the 
Windows interface.

1. On the Oracle 9iFS Manager toolbar, click Create.

2. Select Access Control List from the Select Object Type window and click Create. 
The Create Access Control List window displays:

3. In the Name field, type a name for the ACL. The name you select must not 
match (without regard to case) any other ACL that you already own.

Note: You do not need administrative permissions to define 
ACLs, therefore, users can also define ACLs.

Note: Modifying system or class ACLs is not recommended.
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4. Select the ACL type from the drop-down list. The choices are:

■ AccessControlList--Any custom ACL created.

■ SystemAccessControlList--Generally for system-wide use.

■ ClassAccessControlList--Used only for class objects.

5. In the Description field, type an optional description for the ACL. The 
description is used to describe the type of ACL.

6. Select an ACL for this ACL from the drop-down list. Because the ACL itself is a 
file, it needs access security.

7. Select the groups or users for whom you want to create ACEs. Hold down the 
Control key to select multiple items. Click the Add button to add the groups or 
users to the Selected Users/Groups list.

8. Associate a permission bundle with each grantee by selecting the corresponding 
checkbox.

Each of the users or groups you selected can have a separate set of ACEs 
associated with it. For each, select Grant to grant the permission bundles you 
select. If Grant is not selected, the permission bundles you select are revoked 
from that user or group. Scroll right to see all of the available permission 
bundles.

9. Click Create. The ACL displays in the Navigator.

Using the Web Interface to Create an ACL
1. Click ACLs in the Directory Tree. 

2. Click the New icon and choose ACL.

3.  In the dialog, enter a name for the ACL and click OK. The ACL is added to the 
ACL list.  Note: The name you select must not match (without regard to case) 
any other ACL that you already own.

4. Click the icon or ACL name you just created. The Edit ACL window is 
displayed.

5.  Select the Users or Groups for whom you want to create ACEs. Hold down the 
Ctrl key to select multiple users or groups.

6. Click the Add Access Control Entries button.

 Each of the users or groups you selected has a separate ACE. For each, choose 
whether the ACE will Grant the privileges you select or Revoke the privileges 
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you select. Scroll right to see all of the available permissions. Set the 
permissions by selecting the corresponding checkbox. 

7. When you have selected all of the permissions for each of the ACEs, arrange the 
ACEs in the correct order of precedence. Click the Up arrow at the left edge of 
the ACE to move it up in the list. Click the Down arrow to move the ACE 
down. The lowest ACEs in the ACL always take precedence over those ACEs 
listed above. If a user’s permission is revoked in the first ACE but granted in the 
second ACE, that user will be granted the permission. 

8. When you have set all of the permissions and arranged the ACEs in order of 
precedence, click the Apply Permission Changes button. 

Using the Windows Interface to Create an ACL
1. Right-click the file to which you want to assign the new ACL.

2. Select Properties from the context menu.

3. On the Properties window, click the 9iFS Security tab.

4. If the ACL you want to create is similar to an existing ACL, you can use that 
ACL as a template. Do so by clicking the User Existing Access Control 
Entry...button and selecting the ACL on which you will base your new ACL. 
Otherwise, continue with Step 7.

5. Enter a name for your new ACL in the Access Control List Name field, typing 
over the name shown if necessary. The name you select must not match 
(without regard to case) any other ACL that you already own.

6. If necessary, delete any unwanted ACEs by selecting the corresponding entries 
and clicking the Remove button.

7. To add an ACE, click the New Entry...button to display the Create Access 
Control Entry dialog.

8. In the Add Oracle iFS Access Control Entry dialog, click the Browse button.

9. Select the permission bundles you want to grant or revoke in this ACE. To grant 
all selected permission bundles, leave the Revoke selected permission bundle(s) 
checkbox unchecked. To revoke all selected permission bundles, check the 
Revoke selected permission bundle(s) checkbox.

10. Click OK to create the ACE.

11. Repeat steps 7-10 to create any additional ACEs for this ACL.

12. Click OK or Apply in the Property window to complete the new ACL creation.
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Using XML to Create an ACL
Through XML, you can create an ACL using the existing permission bundles. In 
addition, you can also create your own custom permission bundle. Once you have 
created your own permission bundle, you can use Oracle 9iFS Manager, the Web 
interface, or XML to create ACLs using the custom permission bundle.

Example
To create your own custom permission bundle:

<PermissionBundle> 
      <Name> MyPermissionBundle </Name> 
      <AccessLevel> 
            <Discover> true </Discover> 
            <GetContent> true </GetContent> 
            <SetContent> false </SetContent> 
      </AccessLevel> 
</PermissionBundle> 

To create an ACL using the custom permission bundle:

<AccessControlList> 
  <Name> MyAcl </Name> 
  <Description> Custom ACL using custom permission bundle </Description>
  <ACEs> 
    <AccessControlEntry> 
      <Grantee classname=’directorygroup’ Reftype="name"> ifsdev </Grantee> 
      <Granted> true </Granted> 
      <PermissionBundles> 
         <PermissionBundle Reftype=’name’> MyPermissionBundle </PermissionBundle>
      </PermissionBundles>
    </AccessControlEntry> 
  </ACEs> 
</AccessControlList>

Using the Oracle 9iFS Manager to Apply ACLs
ACLs are applied to objects through the Browser. To apply an ACL to an object in 
the Browser:

1. Select Browse from the File menu. Oracle 9iFS Manager displays the Browser, a 
window showing the folder hierarchy of the connected Oracle 9iFS instance.

2. Select an object (file or folder) in the Navigator or the Detail View.
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3. Right-click on the object to display the context menu and select Apply ACL. The 
Apply ACL dialog displays.

4. In the Shared ACLs box, select an ACL to apply to the object displayed in the 
Apply this ACL to field. Only one ACL can be selected at a time.

5. Optionally, if you are applying the ACL to a folder, select the Apply recursively 
checkbox to apply the ACL to all items in the folder.

6. Click OK.

Using the Web Interface to Apply ACLs
To apply an ACL to a file or folder:

1. Navigate to the folder or file to which you want to apply the ACL.

2. Click the Select checkbox to the left of the file or folder. You can select more 
than one item at a time.

3. Click Edit and select Apply ACL. A dialog displays with a list of all system 
ACLs and custom ACLs you have added.

4. Select the ACL you want to apply to the selected file(s) or folder(s).

5. Click OK.

A success message displays to tell you that the ACL has been applied to the 
items.

6. Click OK.

Using the Windows Interface to Apply an ACL
To apply an ACL to a file or folder:

1. Navigate to the file or folder for which you want to apply an ACL.

2. Right-click the file, then select Properties.

3. On the Properties dialog box, click the Oracle 9iFS Security tab.

4. To apply an existing ACL, click the Use Existing ACL and select the ACL from 
the window.

5. Click Use ACL. The ACL is ready to be associated with the file or folder.

6. Click Apply or OK to associate the ACL with the file or folder.
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Service and Server Configuration

Since service and server configuration parameters are stored in the Oracle 9iFS 
repository along with your files and data as objects, you can use Oracle 9iFS 
Manager to manage these parameters. This chapter describes how these 
configuration parameters are used and how to modify them. Detailed descriptions 
of the parameters are found in Appendix B, "Service Configuration Properties" and 
Appendix C, "Server Configuration Objects". Topics include:

■ Configuration Settings Are Stored as Objects in the Repository

■ Service Configurations

■ Server Configurations

■ Node Configurations
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Configuration Settings Are Stored as Objects in the Repository
During installation, you ran the Oracle Internet File System Configuration Assistant 
to install and set up Oracle 9iFS. When you specified which processes to start 
automatically when the domain is started, you set up your default Oracle 9iFS 
configuration. 

Figure 4–1 Oracle 9iFS Processes Setup

The configuration settings you specified during installation were stored as objects in 
the Oracle 9iFS repository.  These include the default settings you accepted when 
you used the Configuration Assistant to install Oracle 9iFS as well as settings you 

Option Description

Run Domain Controller Select if you want to run the Domain Controller on this 
machine. For one Oracle 9iFS domain, you should have one 
Domain Controller only.

Run Node Select if you want to run the main node to run the Oracle 9iFS 
protocol servers.

Run Oracle 9iFS System 
Agents

Configures all the Oracle 9iFS system agents to run.

Run Protocol Servers Configures all the Oracle 9iFS protocol servers to run.

Run HTTP Node Configures the node to run the Oracle 9iFS DAV server for 
HTTP.
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explicitly made on a running service or server or their corresponding configuration 
objects. You can modify these configurations using the Administrator’s Tasks 
section of Oracle 9iFS Manager.

Figure 4–2 Administrator’s Section of Oracle 9iFS Manager

Three types of objects are used to manage this information.

■ Service Configurations

■ Server Configurations

■ Node Configurations

Service Configurations
A service configuration is a template for creating a service on a generic node.  Each 
service configuration specifies values for properties such as the database instance 
and schema name of the repository, the sizes of the cache and database connection 
pools, the maximum number of sessions, and the service’s default language and 
character set.  (See Appendix B, "Service Configuration Properties" for a complete 
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list of service configuration parameters.)  Service configurations are uniquely 
named across the domain. 

How Service Configuration Properties Are Obtained
Whenever an Oracle 9iFS service is started, it reads a set of service configuration 
properties. These service configuration properties help determine the behavior of 
the new service. A service can obtain its service configuration properties in either of 
two ways:

■ From a service configuration file. A service configuration file is a text file of 
name/value pairs, located in $ORACLE_
HOME/9ifs/settings/oracle/ifs/server/properties.

■ From a service configuration object. A service configuration object is an object in 
the Oracle 9iFS repository. Like a service configuration file, a service 
configuration object is a set of name/value pairs.

Service Configuration Files versus Objects
Service configuration files are used by the Oracle 9iFS domain controller, as well as 
by other standalone Oracle 9iFS utilities such as Export/Import. Standalone Oracle 
9iFS applications that you create may also start services using service configuration 
files.

Service configuration objects are used to start services on Oracle 9iFS nodes. In this 
way, the configuration of services used by agents and protocol servers (whether 
Oracle-provided or custom-developed) is determined by service configuration 
objects in the Oracle 9iFS repository.

Each time the Oracle 9iFS software is installed into an ORACLE_HOME, a single 
service configuration file, named IfsDefault.properties, is created.   
Whenever a new Oracle 9iFS schema is created, three service configuration objects 
are generated: SmallServiceConfiguration, 
MediumServiceConfiguration, and LargeServiceConfiguration. These 
objects are named to reflect the sizes of their data caches.

Changing a Service Configuration
You can create new service configuration files or service configuration objects, or 
change the properties of existing ones. You can change the configuration parameters 
of the service currently running through the Oracle9i Enterprise Manager Console 
(see "View the Status of Services and Servers" in Chapter 2, "Administering an 
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Oracle 9iFS Domain"). These changes are lost when you shut down or restart the 
service.

Use Oracle 9iFS Manager to create or edit service configuration objects (see 
Figure 4–3, "A Service Configuration"). Use any text editor to create or edit service 
configuration files. Remember that services only read their service configuration 
properties as they start. You must stop and re-start a service for changes to take 
effect. The changes you make this way are applied each time you start a service and 
overwrite any changes you make on a particular service while it is running.

Figure 4–3 A Service  Configuration

1. On the Administrator’s Tasks section of Oracle 9iFS Manager, expand the 
Services Configurations folder.

2. Click the service whose configuration you want to change to display the 
property sheet associated with the service.

3. Change the configuration as desired. You can change the following parameters 
as well as add and remove parameters:

■ Name of the service configuration.

■ Description of the service configuration.

■ The ACL assigned.
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■ A list of properties associated with the service configuration. 

See Appendix B, "Service Configuration Properties" for detailed information on 
each service’s parameters.

4. Click Apply to process your changes, or Revert to keep the original values.

Server Configurations
A server configuration is a template for creating a particular type of server on a 
generic node.  Server configurations specify their server types as Java classnames 
(see Figure 4–4, "The CUP Server Configuration").  In addition to the server type, 
each server configuration specifies values for parameters relevant to that type (see 
Appendix C, "Server Configuration Objects").  For example, a server configuration 
for the Oracle 9iFS FTP server specifies the FTP port number, whether anonymous 
FTP connections are allowed, and the connection time-out period.  

Figure 4–4 The CUP Server Configuration
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Most of the server configuration information is used by the server itself. Only the 
server Java class entry is used by the node to instantiate a new server. When Oracle 
9iFS is installed, server configurations are automatically created for each protocol 
server and agent.  Server configurations are uniquely named across the domain.You 
can edit these configurations or create additional server configurations using Oracle 
9iFS Manager. Any changes you make will be reflected the next time the server is 
loaded or started. 

Working with Server Configurations
Out of the box, the Server Configurations contains the full set of servers (agents and 
protocols) you can run in a domain. For each:

Click Server Configurations under Administrator’s Tasks to see the server names, 
the owner, the ACL assigned, and the last modification date.

The servers include:

Table 4–1 Server Configurations Stored in the Repository

Server Description

ContentGarbageCollectionAgentConfiguration Content is stored separately from file attributes. The Content 
Garbage Collection agent identifies unreferenced content and 
deletes it. 

CupServerConfiguration The CUP server responds to the requests from the Oracle 9iFS 
command line utilities, a set of low-level development tools.

DanglingObjectAVCleanupAgentConfiguration This agent is similar to the Garbage Collection agent. This agent 
cleans up dangling object type references and identifies all 
invalid object references, such as references to objects that no 
longer exist, and sets these references to null for array type 
attributes and zero for scalar attributes. 

DavServerConfiguration This is the server that controls the Oracle 9iFS servers that run 
with Apache and Jserv.

EventExchangerAgentConfiguration This agent periodically purges expired events from the event 
queue. 
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ExpirationAgentConfiguration All public objects have an attribute called ExpirationDate. Once 
this date passes, the public objects are automatically deleted. 
This is handled by the Expiration agent, which periodically 
deletes expired objects. 

FtpServerConfiguration The FTP server allows users to easily transfer files between one 
file system and the Oracle 9iFS repository. 

GarbageCollectionAgentConfiguration The Garbage Collection agent runs at specific times of the day 
as specified in the server configuration file. Currently, this 
agent fixes invalid public object owners, creators, deletors, and 
modifiers.

ImapServerConfiguration This is an implementation of Internet Mail Access Protocol. 
This provides a mechanism for mail clients to access mail from 
Oracle 9iFS accounts.

InterMediaAnnotatorAgentConfiguration InterMediaAnnotatorAgent extracts metadata from multimedia 
content and creates categories to store that metadata.

NbServerConfiguration The NbServer is a DNS server for Windows NetBIOS names. It 
tells client machines that its name is registered to a particular IP 
address.

NfsServerCofiguration The Network File System (NFS) protocol is used to provide file 
sharing between a client machine and a server machine across a 
network. The NFS protocol is a standard protocol which is 
widely used for file sharing on UNIX platforms. 

NtfsServerConfiguration The NT File System Protocol Server (NTFS) allows the Oracle 
9iFS repository to appear as a local hard drive on the server 
machine. 

OutboxAgentConfiguration The Outbox Agent provides a mechanism to deliver Oracle 9iFS 
e-mail created programmatically. 

QuotaAgentCofiguration The Quota agent is triggered by an event to check for any users 
who may have used up their quota. This agent also periodically 
checks all users who are active, according to a specified timer 
period.

ServiceWarmupAgentcofiguration When a node is started, this agent automatically preloads the 
service’s data cache.

ServiceWatchdogAgentConfigration ServiceWatchdogAgent cleans up after the Oracle 9iFS services 
that do not shut down cleanly.

Server Description
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Changing Server Configuration Settings
1. On the Administrator’s Tasks section of Oracle 9iFS Manager, expand the 

Servers Configurations folder.

2. Click the server whose configuration you want to change to display the 
property sheet associated with the server.

3. Change the configuration as desired. You can change the following parameters 
as well as add and remove parameters:

■ The name of the server.

■ The description of the server.

■ The ACL associated with the server configuration.

■ The parameters associated with the server configuration. For each 
parameter the value and datatype is shown.

See  Appendix C, "Server Configuration Objects"for detailed information about 
each server’s parameters.

4. Click Apply to process your changes, or Revert to keep the original values.

Node Configurations
A node configuration defines the behavior of a particular node. Any changes you 
make to the node configuration via the Administrator ’s Tasks section of Oracle 9iFS 
Manager are applied to the node each time it is started. Changes you make to the 
node configuration on the Oracle9i Enterprise Manager Console apply only to that 
session. If you are not running the Oracle HTTP Server, powered by Apache, you 

SmbServerConfiguraration The SMB server allows Windows users to easily copy files 
between their local drives and the Oracle 9iFS repository. 

SmtpServerConfiguration This is a base implementation of the Simple Mail Transfer 
Protocol. Oracle 9iFS uses Sendmail as the mail transfer agent. 
The SMTP server is used as the mail delivery agent for Oracle 
9iFS. 

WcpServerConfiguration The Windows Client Protocol (WCP) is the main protocol used 
by the Oracle 9iFS Utilities on Windows 95, Windows 98, 
Windows NT 4.0, and Windows 2000. 

Server Description
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may want to consult Appendix D, "Process Configuration Files" for information on 
defining the HTTPNode.def file.

Viewing Information about a Node
To view information about a node:

 A node configuration contains the following information:

1. On the Administrator’s Tasks section of Oracle 9iFS Manager, expand the 
Nodes Configurations folder.

2. Click the node whose configuration you want to view to display the property 
sheets associated with the node.

There is a General property sheet (see Figure 4–5, "Node Configuration: General 
Property Sheet") that displays:

■ The name of the node.

■ The locator of the node.

■ The description of the node.

■ The ACL associated with the node configuration.

■ Whether the node is currently active.
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Figure 4–5 Node Configuration: General Property Sheet

There is also a Content property sheet (see Figure 4–6, "Node Configuration: 
Content Property Sheet") displaying:

■ The services associated with the node and whether they are active or not.

■ The node’s default servers.  For each, the node configuration records:

– Which server configuration object provides the server’s configuration 
parameters.

– Whether the server is currently active.  Inactive servers are not 
automatically loaded by the node.

– Name of the service against which the server should operate.

– Whether the server is automatically started once loaded.
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Figure 4–6 Node Configuration: Content Property Sheet

The set of active node configurations determines the domain’s nodes.  The domain 
controller only allows nodes in this set to access the domain’s repository. For more 
information on managing nodes, see Chapter 2, "Administering an Oracle 9iFS 
Domain".

Changing a Node Configuration
1. On the Administrator’s Tasks section of Oracle 9iFS Manager, expand the 

Nodes Configurations folder.

2. Click the node whose configuration you want to change to display the property 
sheets associated with the node.

3. Change the configuration as desired. You can change the following parameters 
on the General property sheet:

■ The name of the node.

■ The node locator.

■ A description of the node.
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■ The ACL applied to this node.

■ Whether the node is active or not.

You can change the following parameters on the Content property sheet:

■ The services associated with the node and whether they are active or not.

■ The node’s default servers.  For each, the node configuration records:

– Which server configuration object provides the server’s configuration 
parameters.

– Whether the server is currently active.  Inactive servers are not 
automatically loaded by the node.

– Name of the service against which the server should operate.

– Whether the server is automatically started once loaded.

4. Click Apply to process your changes, or Revert to keep the original values.
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Managing Objects Used by Developers with

Oracle 9iFS Manager

The Developer’s section of the Oracle 9iFS Manager  allows you to control objects 
often used by developers within Oracle 9iFS.  Many of these tasks can be performed 
using XML. For more information, see the Oracle Internet File System Developer 
Reference.

Topics include:

■ Managing Class Objects

■ Class Domains

■ Value Domains

■ Value Defaults

■ Using Java Server Pages

■ Parsers

■ Renderers

■ Formats (Mimetypes)

■ Working with Categories
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The Developer’s Section of Oracle 9iFS Manager
The Developer’s Section of Oracle 9iFS Manager
Oracle Internet File System (Oracle 9iFS) is a development platform for content 
management applications written using Java and XML. For developers, using 
Oracle 9iFS offers several specific advantages:

■ Storing all data, including both files and relational data, in a single system 
simplifies application development. Rather than having to coordinate two 
separate data stores, you need only keep track of a single repository.

■ You can customize the behavior of Oracle 9iFS using standard coding tools: 
XML, HTML, and Java.

What does adding these customized components to an Oracle 9iFS mean for you, 
the administrator? 

■ You now have new agents to monitor. Some agents, such as the Expiration 
Agent and the Garbage Collection Agent, already appear in the Oracle 9iFS 
Manager. New agents you install will then appear in this list.

■ When you add custom attributes to files, the repository creates new tables in the 
database to store the settings for these attributes.

■ You now have new Java code deployed with Oracle 9iFS. Any Java code, for 
example: agents, JavaBeans behind Java server pages, or renderers, needs to be 
deployed on the same machine as the Java components for Oracle 9iFS. You also 
need to make sure that these new components are registered and stored in the 
correct directory.

■ Any new components you add, such as parsers, will appear in Oracle 9iFS 
Manager.

■ If someone develops a new protocol server (for example, an NNTP server for 
newsgroup client access to Oracle 9iFS), you need to deploy this server on the 
same machine running the other protocol servers.

■ Finally, you’ll need to update configuration settings in the files or database 
tables where this information is stored.

As a system administrator, developers may ask you to perform simple development 
tasks involving the objects shown in the Developer’s section of Oracle 9iFS Manager 
(see Figure 5–1, "Developer’s Section of Oracle 9iFS Manager"). Or, you may assign 
developers administrative privileges so that they may perform these tasks 
themselves. For more information on developing applications with Oracle 9iFS, see 
the Oracle Internet File System Developer Reference.
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Figure 5–1 Developer’s Section of Oracle 9iFS Manager

Managing Class Objects
Using Oracle 9iFS Manager, you can create, modify, and delete class objects. A class 
object represents a class whose instances are persistently stored and managed by 
the Oracle 9iFS repository. During installation, Oracle 9iFS creates a number of class 
objects. Some of these are used internally; others are for commonly encountered 
data types in content management applications. An application can use the class 
objects provided, or create its own by subclassing them. Each class object may 
define one or more attributes for its data. In addition to these, a class object inherits 
the attributes of its superclass.

You can subclass an existing class by creating a new class object and specifying the 
parent class for the new class object. The new class object inherits all the attributes 
of the parent class and allows you to define additional attributes. For example, to 
create a custom document type, you would create a new class object, such as 
Purchase Order with a parent class of Document, and specify any additional 
attributes you want associated with the purchase order (Due Date, Customer 
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Number, etc.). You can subclass object types using Oracle 9iFS Manager by creating 
new class objects.

Class Hierarchy
The Oracle 9iFS class hierarchy is presented below. Table 5–1, "Class Hierarchy 
Descriptions" describes each class. Note that the classes are subdivided into three 
groups under each abstract superclass: public object, system object, and schema 
object. The class hierarchy shows which child classes inherit from which parent 
classes. For example, Primary User Profile is a child class of User Profile and 
inherits all the attributes of User Profile. You can add or create new classes through 
subclassing.

PublicObject
   Document
        MailDocument
        Rfc822Message
   Folder  
        Mailbox
        Message
        MailFolder
    SearchObject
    SelectorObject
    AccessControlList  
       SystemAccessControlList 
       ClassAccessControlList 
   Category  
        MountPoint  
        InterMediaSource
           InterMediaMovie 
           InterMediaAudio 
               InterMediaAudioCdTrack 
           InterMediaVideo 
           InterMediaImage 
    Family  
    VersionSeries  
    UserProfile
        PrimaryUserProfile  
        ExtendedUserProfile 
             EmailUserProfile
             PortletUserProfile
    ApplicationObject 
        NodeConfiguration
        PropertyBundle  
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             PolicyPropertyBundle  
             ValueDefaultPropertyBundle  
             ValueDomainPropertyBundle 
             ServerConfiguration
             ServiceConfiguration 
         ContentQuota
    VersionDescription
    DirectoryObject  
         DirectoryUser  
         DirectoryGroup  
       
                     
SystemObject  
    Policy
    AccessControlEntry
    Format
    Media
          MediaLob
             MediaBlob
                  MediaTextBlob
    ExtendedPermission
    PermissionBundle 
    Relationship  
        FolderRelationship  
              FolderPathRelationship 
        GroupMemberRelationship  
          
SchemaObject  
    ClassObject
    Attribute
    Class Domain
    ValueDomain  
    ValueDefault  

Table 5–1 Class Hierarchy Descriptions

Class Description

PublicObject An object that can be secured by an ACL, can be foldered, 
and can be versioned. These objects are most likely the 
objects that end-users will interact with. Both folders and 
documents are subclasses of public object. 
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Document The public object which contains content. 

Folder Resembles a directory tree, containing other public objects.

SearchObject A complex search definition that is persistent. 

SelectorObject A simple search definition that is persistent. 

AccessControlList A group of at least one Access Control Entry that defines 
the security access of the object(s) with which it is 
associated.

SystemAccessControlList An Access Control List that is uniquely named across the 
system. 

ClassAccessControlList Controls who is allowed to create the class with which it is 
associated.

Category An additional way to group objects that span across 
classes.

MountPoint Specifies a mountpoint and its folder path.

InterMediaSource Represents metadata extracted from multimedia files.

Family Defines a group or "family" of versioned objects--the 
top-most object in the versioning hierarchy.

VersionSeries The second object of the versioning hierarchy. A version       
series tracks the group of versioned objects.

UserProfile Stores profile information on a Directory User.

PrimaryUserProfile Contain information related to a DirectoryUser such as 
home folder, default ACLs, etc.

ExtendedUserProfile Intended to be used to store application-specific user 
information. 

ApplicationObject Objects intended to be extended for application-specific 
behavior. 

NodeConfiguration Defines configuration information for a node. 

PropertyBundle A group of properties.

ValueDefaultPropertyBundle A value default whose value points to a property bundle.

ValueDomainPropertyBundle A value domain whose value points to a property bundle.

PolicyPropertyBundle A group of policies.

ServiceConfiguration A group of properties used to configure a service. 

Class Description
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ServerConfiguration A group of properties used to configure a service. 

ContentQuota Limits the amount of content space a user may consume.

Server A managed Oracle 9iFS application.

VersionDescription The third object in the versioning hierarchy. A version     
description points to the actual versioned public object.

DirectoryObject Defines either a user or a group.

DirectoryUser Defines an Oracle 9iFS user and specifies the credential manager 
used for authentication.

DirectoryGroup Defines a group of users or other groups.

SystemObject Objects that manage the foundation of Oracle 9iFS. Only 
system administrators can directly access these objects.

Policy Governs additional behavior of the class with which it is 
associated. 

AccessControlEntry One entry of an Access Control List (ACL) that specifies 
the access level for a given user or group. 

Format The format of a document’s content; used to determine if 
the document should be indexed for content searching.

Media Specifies where the document’s content is stored. 

MediaLOB Specifies content to be stored in a database LOB. 

MediaBLOB Specifies content to be stored in a database BLOB. 

MediaTextBLOB Specifies a MediaTextBlob to store content.

ExtendedPermission Extended customer-defined permissions. 

PermissionBundle Defines a group of permissions for ease of use in 
managing ACLs. 

Relationship Associates two objects with one another.

FolderRelationship Specifies a folder’s contained items and eliminates cycles.

FolderPathRelationship Specifies a folder’s contained items; forcing unique names 
within each level of the folder tree and eliminating cycles.

GroupMemberRelationship Specifies the members (a user or group) of a group.

ContentObject Contains the actual content of a document.

Property A name/value pair, used to store ad hoc information.

Class Description
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Persistent Domain Configuration
To manage the domain configuration, note that three class objects have been added 
to the Oracle 9iFS class hierarchy:

■ serviceconfiguration—Specifies the configuration of a service. This 
information is currently stored in the service properties file. This class object is 
uniquely identified by name and specified by name in starting a service on a 
node.

■ serverconfiguration—Specifies the configuration of a server. This class 
object is specified by name in starting a server on a node.

■ nodeconfiguration—Specifies the configuration of a node, including the 
node location (as a URL), the services to be automatically started, the servers to 
be automatically loaded, and whether these servers should be automatically 
started. This class object is uniquely identified by name. The set of active 
nodeconfigurations forms the domain controller’s node list.

Creating Class Objects
Creating a new class object involves the following tasks:

1. Define the class object information, including the class object name, superclass, 
and server classpath.

SchemaObject Abstract superclass for other Oracle 9iFS objects that 
define and manage data.

ClassObject Represents a class whose instances are managed by Oracle 
9iFS.

Attribute Represents an attribute of a ClassObject.

ClassDomain Defines a list of valid classes for an object type attribute.

ValueDomain Defines a list of valid values for an attribute.

ValueDefault Defines a default value for an attribute.

Note: It is still possible to specify a service’s configuration 
through service properties files, allowing application development 
and testing outside the domain administration framework.

Class Description
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2. Add extended attributes to the class object. Extended attributes are attributes 
particularly defined for this class object. Inherited attributes are attributes of the 
parent class object or superclass and cannot be modified.

Define the Class Object Information
To create a new class object:

1. Click Create on the toolbar.

2. Select Class Object from the Select Object Type dialog. You can also use the 
Create Like option.

3. Click Create. The Create Class Object window displays.

Figure 5–2 Create Class Object Window

4. Enter information in the following fields:

■ Name (required)—The name of the new class object. Each class object must 
have a unique name

■ Superclass—The superclass of the new class object. Every class object must 
have a superclass. The superclass can be any class object that is not "final."

■ Bean Classpath—The fully-qualified name of the Java class that is 
instantiated to represent the instances of the new class object in the 
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development ("beans") API. It defaults to the bean classpath of the 
superclass class object. It is recommended that you accept this default. If the 
default is accepted, you can access the extended attributes of an instance of 
the new class object by calling the getAttribute and setAttribute 
methods inherited from oracle.ifs.beans.LibraryObject. If you 
specify a value other than the default, you must manually create a new Java 
class whose name is the value specified. You must compile this new class 
and ensure it is in the Java classpath before instances of the new class object 
can be instantiated. This is an advanced topic.

■ Server Classpath—The fully-qualified name of the Java class that is 
instantiated to represent the instances of the new class object in the 
extensibility ("server") API. Defaults to the server classpath of the 
superclass class object. It is recommended that you accept this default. If 
you accept the default, you can access the extended attributes of an instance 
of the new class object by calling the getAttribute and setAttribute 
methods inherited from oracle.ifs.server.S_LibraryObject. If 
you specify a value other than the default, you must manually create a new 
Java class whose name is the value specified. You must compile this new 
class and ensure it is in the Java classpath before instances of the new class 
object can be instantiated. This is an advanced topic.

■ Selector Classpath—Defaults to the superclass selector classpath. Always 
accept this default. Changing this value is not supported for this release.

■ Description (optional)—A description of the new class object.

■ Access Control—The class ACL for the new class object. Class ACLs control 
who can perform certain operations on instances of the class object, such as 
creating new instances of a class object.

■ Is Abstract—Check this box to make the new class object "abstract." 
Abstract class objects cannot be instantiated. Making a class object abstract 
is only useful if you intend to further subclass it (with those subclasses 
being non-abstract).

■ Is Final—Check this box to make the new class object "final." Final class 
objects cannot be subclassed.

5. If extended attributes are not needed for this class object, click Create. If you 
intend to create extended attributes, see "Adding Extended Attributes".
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Adding Extended Attributes
When subclassing objects, if you intend to create extended attributes, follow these 
steps:

1. On the Create Class Object window, click the Attribute tab to add extended 
attributes.

The Attribute property sheet displays:

Figure 5–3 Create Class Object: Attribute Tab

2. To view an existing attribute, select the attribute and click View. A new window 
displays with the attribute information.
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Figure 5–4 Attribute Information

3. To add an extended attribute, click Add on the Class Object Attribute property 
sheet. The Class Object Attribute Definition window displays:
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Figure 5–5 Class Object Attribute Definition Window

4. Enter information in the following fields:

■ Name (required)—The name of the attribute. Each attribute must have a 
name that is unique across the other attributes of the new class object as 
well as all the attributes it inherits from its superclasses.

■ Description—A description for the new attribute.

■ Referential Integrity—Allows the referential integrity behavior of the new 
attribute to be defined. Referential integrity rules apply only to attributes of 
the following datatypes: PublicObject, DirectoryObject, 
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PublicObject_Array, and DirectoryObject_Array The referential 
integrity rule value is ignored for all other datatypes. For these four 
datatypes, a referential integrity rule value of Restrict prevents a 
PublicObject or DirectoryObject (or subclass) referenced by instances of this 
attribute from being freed. This is analogous to a "Delete Restrict" database 
constraint. A referential integrity rule value of Clear allows a PublicObject 
or DirectoryObject (or subclass) referenced by instances of this attribute to 
be freed, causing the value of the referencing attribute (or attribute element, 
for array-type attributes) to become null.

■ Is Required—If checked, instances of the attribute must have a non-null 
value. Oracle 9iFS treats zero-length, i.e., "empty," STRING attributes as 
null.

■ Is Unique—If checked, each non-null instance of the attribute must have a 
unique value.

■ Is Indexed—If checked, the attribute is indexed. This allows searches and 
selectors that are qualified by the attribute to perform more quickly.

■ Datatype—Select a datatype from the drop-down list.

■ Length—For a data type of string, the maximum length of instances of the 
attribute, in bytes. The number of characters to which this corresponds 
depends upon both the database character set and the value stored.

■ Scale—Unused for this release.

■ Is Settable—In creating a new instance of this class object, whether a value 
for this attribute can be explicitly set in the definition class for this class 
object. If unchecked, the attribute is "system-set," meaning that its value can 
be only be set in the extensibility ("server") API.

■ Read Only—Whether the value of this attribute in an existing instance of 
this class object can be updated. If checked, the attribute is 
"non-updateable," and can only be changed in the extensibility API. Making 
an attribute read only is useful for enforcing business rules that prevent 
data from changing over time.

■ Class Domain—Applies only to attribute of the following data types: 
PublicObject, DirectoryObject, SystemObject, SchemaObject, 
PublicObject_Array, DirectoryObject_Array, SystemObject_
Array, and SchemaObject_Array. Specifies an optional class domain on 
attributes of these datatypes. A class domain performs basic data validation 
upon creating an instance of a class object or updating the attributes of an 
existing instance of a class object. For example, without a class domain, a 
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PublicObject attribute could be set to any PublicObject: a Document, a 
Folder, etc. You could use a class domain to restrict this to, for example, 
only Documents, or only Documents and any subclasses of Documents. See 
"Creating a Class Domain" for more information on class domains.

■ Value Domain—Specifies an optional value domain for the new attribute. A 
value domain performs basic data validation upon creating an instance of a 
class object or updating the attributes of an existing class object. For 
example, a value domain could ensure a STRING attribute is a valid color-- 
"red," "green," "blue"—or an INTEGER attribute lies within a certain range-- 
0 to 10 inclusive. See "Creating New Value Domains" for more information 
on value domains.

■ Value Default—Specifies an optional default value for the new attribute. In 
creating a new instance of a class object, Oracle 9iFS sets this value for this 
attribute if no value is otherwise provided. See the "Creating a New Value 
Default" for more information on value defaults.

■ Edit Custom Attribute Client Privileges—Click the Advanced button to edit 
privileges. The privileges you can set to true or false are webui.displayable, 
webui.updateable, webui.searchable; winui.displayable, winui.updateable, 
winui.searchable; and admintool.displayable, admintool.updateable, 
admintool.searchable.

■ Is Value Domain Validated—Specifies whether the value domain applied to 
this attribute is enforced; in other words, in creating a new instance of this 
class object or updating an existing instance of this class object, whether 
Oracle 9iFS ensures the value of this attribute (if set or changed) lies within 
the specified value domain.

5. On the Create Class Object window, click Create. To edit custom client 
privileges, click Advanced. 

Modifying Class Objects
The only modifications allowed for class objects are adding or editing an extended 
attribute and modifying the privileges of attributes. 

1. Select the class object to edit in the Navigator.

2. On the property sheet, click the Attribute tab.

3. Select the extended attribute to "Edit" and click Edit.

4. On the Class Object Attribute Definition window, edit the appropriate fields 
and click OK.
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5. Click Apply on the property sheet.

Editing Custom Client Privileges
1. On the Create Class Object window, click Create. To edit custom client 

privileges, click Advanced. The Modify privileges dialog displays. You can only 
modify the value of the privilege name.

Figure 5–6 Modify Privileges Dialog

2. Click the value of the privilege to modify. The value is automatically set to the 
counter-value. For example, if a value is set as true, when clicked, it is set to 
false.

3. When all values have been set, click OK.

4. When all the information has been entered on the ClassObject Attribute 
Definition dialog, click OK.

5. On the Create Class Object window, click Create.

Class Domains
Using Oracle 9iFS Manager, you can create and modify class domains. A class 
domain is used in conjunction with class objects. For attributes that point to objects, 
you can limit values to specific classes by using class domains. For example, the 
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AccessControlList attribute for public objects has a class domain which 
restricts the value to objects of the AccessControlList class.

Why Use a Class Domain?
Each attribute has a datatype, such as int or String. As you would expect, Oracle 
9iFS supports: 

■ The standard Java datatypes, such as int, long, double, Boolean, String, and 
Date.

■ Their array variants.

In addition, Oracle 9iFS supports four top-level object datatypes unique to Oracle 
9iFS:

■ PublicObject 

■ SystemObject 

■ SchemaObject 

■ DirectoryObject 

You can use a value domain to validate any of these four datatypes. But, if you want 
to be more specific and limit an attribute’s value instance of a single class, you need 
a validation technique to ensure that the value entered is not, for example, just any 
Public Object, but specifically, a Document object. In this case, you would use a class 
domain to specify the single class that the attribute’s datatype must match.

If an attribute’s datatype is a subclass of one of the four unique Oracle 9iFS top-level 
datatypes listed above, you can specify a class domain on that attribute. Oracle 9iFS 
will throw an exception if the attribute is of any other class.

Creating a Class Domain
1. Click Create on the toolbar.

2. Select Class Domain from the Select Object Type dialog. You can also use the 
Create Like option.

3. Click Create. The Create Class Domain dialog displays.
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Figure 5–7 Create Class Domain Dialog

 

4. Enter information in the following fields:

■ Name (required)—The name of the new class domain. Each class domain 
must have a unique name.

■ Type—Choose Enumerated Classes to include only the classes listed in the 
Classes field in the new class domain. Choose Enumerated Classes and 
Subclasses to include the classes listed in the Classes field and any of their 
subclasses.

■ Description (optional)—A description of the class domain.

■ Classes—The classes in the class domain. In creating a new instance of a 
class object or updating an existing instance of a class object, the values of 
any attributes to which this class domain has been applied, if set or 
changed, must be instances of one of these classes (or their subclasses, if 
Type is Enumerated Classes and Subclasses).

5. Click Create.

Modifying Class Domains
When modifying a class domain, the Description field is the only field that can be 
updated. To modify a selected class domain:

1. Select the class domain to be modified.
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2. Enter a new description on the property sheet.

3. Click Apply.

Deleting Class Domains
If a class domain is deleted, the data validation performed by that class domain no 
longer occurs. To delete a class domain:

1. Select the class domain to be deleted.

2. Click Delete on the toolbar.

3. Click Yes at the prompt.

Value Domains
In many cases, the number of possible valid values for an attribute is limited. A 
frequently used form of data validation takes the value entered and checks it 
against a list of valid values, returning an error message if the value entered is not 
valid.

A value domain is a separate class which can contain a list of values used by 
developers for custom applications. You can limit attribute values to specific values 
by using value domains. Limiting the possible values helps with data validation. 
User input is checked against the list, and if the input value is not on the list, Oracle 
9iFS throws an exception.

Creating New Value Domains
To create a new value domain with Oracle 9iFS Manager:

1. Click the Create button on the toolbar.

2. Select Value Domain from the Select Object Type dialog. You can also use the 
Create Like option.

3. Click Create. The Create Value Domain dialog displays.
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Figure 5–8 Create Value Domain Dialog

4. Enter information in the following fields:

■ Name (required)—The name of the new value domain. Each value domain 
must have a unique name.

■ Datatype—The datatype of the value domain. This determines to which 
attributes the new value domain may be applied. For example, an 
INTEGER_ARRAY value domain may be applied to attributes whose 
datatypes are either INTEGER or INTEGER_ARRAY.

■ Type—The type of the value domain.

– Enumerated values: the acceptable values in the value domain are 
defined by a set. For example, the integer values 1, 2, 3, 5, 7.

– An inclusive range, defined by a minimum and maximum. For 
example, the integer values 0 to 10, inclusive.
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– An inclusive minimum. For example, the integers 
greater-than-or-equal-to 3.

– An inclusive maximum. For example, the integer values 
less-than-or-equal-to 14.

– An exclusive range, defined by a minimum and maximum. For 
example, the integer values 14 to 69, not including either 14 or 69.

– An exclusive minimum. For example, the integers greater-than 3 (but 
not including 3 itself).

– An exclusive maximum. For example the integers less-than 14 (but not 
including 14 itself).

■ Enumerated values—Applies only if Type is Enumerated Values. The 
values in the set, one per line.

■ Minimum—Applies only for certain Types. The minimum value.

■ Maximum—Applies only for certain Types. The maximum value.

5. If the datatype selected is either DirectoryObjectArray, SchemaObjectArray, 
SystemObjectArray, or PublicObjectArray, then click the Edit Values button and 
click Create Search to search for objects to add to this value domain.

6. Click Create.

Modifying Value Domains
You can make the following modifications to value domains:

■ Modify the Description field.

■ Set object-type values in the Enumerated Values list. 

■ Add an object value.

■ Remove an object value.

Note: To find a specific value, click the Create Search button.

To modify a value domain description:
1. Select the value domain to be modified in the Navigator.

2. On the property sheet, enter a new description.

3. Click Apply.
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4. You can only modify the enumerated values if the datatype is of a 
non-primitive type. 

To set object-type values for a value domain:
1. Select the value domain to be modified in the Navigator. Make sure this value 

domain is of a non-primitive type.

2. On the property sheet, click Edit Values. The Select Object Value dialog 
displays.

3. Using the Select Object Value dialog, you can add and remove object values, or 
search for object values to add. This dialog does not allow you to create an 
object.

To add an object value:
1. In the Available Objects list, select an object value to add.

2. Click Add to add it to the Selected Objects list.

To remove an object value:
1. In the Selected Objects list, select an object value to remove.

2. Click Remove. The object is moved to the Available Objects list.

Value Defaults
Value defaults are particularly useful if you need to apply the same default value to 
a large number of attributes. Using a value default lets you specify the default value 
once, and apply it to many attributes. If the default value needs to be changed, you 
can then change the value default in one place, and all attributes that use the value 
default will now have access to the new value. 

By using value defaults, you can specify an initial value for an attribute. If no value 
is set, the repository sets the default value for the attribute. Should the default value 
be outside the value domain when the value domain validation is on, the Oracle 
9iFS server throws an exception upon setting the attribute with the invalid default 
value.
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Creating a New Value Default
To create a new value default with Oracle 9iFS Manager:

1. Click Create on the toolbar.

2. Select Value Default from the Select Object Type dialog. You can also use the 
Create Like option.

3. Click Create. The Create Value Default window displays.

Figure 5–9 Create Value Default Window

4. Enter information in the following fields:

■ Name (required)—The name of the new value default. Each value default 
must have a unique name.

■ Datatype—The datatype of the new value default. This determines to which 
attributes the new value default may be applied. For example, an INTEGER 
value default may be applied to attributes whose data type is either 
INTEGER or INTEGER_ARRAY. However, an INTEGER_ARRAY value 
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default may only be applied to attributes whose data type is INTEGER_
ARRAY.

■ Description (optional)—A description for the value default.

■ Values—The value of the new value default.

5. Select the Multi-valued checkbox if this value default is to have more than one 
value. Indirectly, you are creating a Value Default Property Bundle. This is how 
multiple values can be stored for a value default.

■ If you checked the Multi-valued checkbox or the datatype you selected is a 
class object or class object array, click the Edit Value button.

■ If you checked the Multi-valued checkbox, click the Add Primitive Value 
button to add a value. Click the Select Values button to add a class object.

■ If you did not select the Multi-valued checkbox, click the Create Search 
button to search for an object to add to this value default.

6. Click Create.

Example
Assume that ExpenseReport has an attribute called ApproverName. You could use 
a value default on ApproverName to specify the name of your department’s vice 
president, Chris Stevens. When an ExpenseReport object is created, "Chris Stevens" 
would be the default Approver Name. This same ApproverName attribute might be 
used for approving hiring requests, as well as approving expense reports. If there 
was a reorganization and Kim Naser became the new vice president, you could 
change the value default object, and the new name would become the default 
approver for both expense reports and hiring requests.

Modifying Value Defaults
You can modify the Description field and set primitive-type values in the 
Enumerated Values list. Only one object can be added at a time.

Note: Changing the value default in this way would not affect any 
earlier expense reports or hiring requests, which would continue to 
indicate "Chris Stevens." Only expense reports or hiring requests 
created after the ValueDefault was updated to "Kim Naser" would 
have the new name.
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 To modify the description of a value default:

1. Select the value default to be modified in the Navigator.

2. Enter a new description using the property sheet.

3. Click Apply.

You can edit any non-multi-type value default. If the value default is multi-typed, 
you can click Edit Value to open the Multi-value Editor (see Figure 5–10, "Edit 
Multi-valued Object Dialog"). Using the Multi-value Editor, you can add/edit 
primitive values, but only view non-primitive values.

To set object type values for a value default:

1. Select the value default to be modified in the Navigator. Make sure this value 
default is of a primitive type.

2. On the property sheet, click Edit Values. The Edit Multi-valued Object dialog 
displays.

Figure 5–10 Edit Multi-valued Object Dialog

3. Select the name or value of the value for which you want to modify. When it is 
highlighted, type a new name or value for the value and then click outside of 
the field. The name or value is modified.

4. Select the datatype of the value you want to modify. When selected, an arrow 
appears next to the datatype to indicate a drop-down list.
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5. From the drop-down list, select a new datatype.

Using Java Server Pages
Java Server Pages (JSPs) are a way to create web-based applications based on Oracle 
9iFS. (In fact, the Oracle 9iFS Web interface uses JSPs.) JSPs use JavaBeans to extract 
data from the repository and display information on the Web by generating HTML 
documents. Although JSPs provide a way for users to view and manipulate 
documents, providing functionality parallel to that of renderers, using a JSP is not 
technically "rendering" because it does not involve a specific renderer class. The JSP 
lookup is created with Oracle 9iFS Manager by registering the JSP.

JSP Execution
The /ifs/jsp-bin folder is provided for developers to place JSPs in to be 
executed. The list of these JSP-executable directories, however, is configurable. To 
add more JSP-executable directories, modify the property  
IFS.SERVER.PROTOCOL.DAV.Jsp.AllowedDirs in the domain configuration.

Registering JSPs
You do not have to register a JSP for it to execute. You do have to register it if you 
want the JSP to be the way you display a particular class through the Web. Using 
Oracle 9iFS Manager, you can view, register, and edit JSPs. When a JSP is added, it is 
added to the JSP registry.  

To register a JSP:

1. From the Object menu, select Register.

2. Select Java Server Page (JSP) Lookup from the Select Object Type dialog.

3. Click Register. The Java Server Page (JSP) Lookup Register Window displays 
with the existing registered JSPs listed.

Note: You cannot remove either of the two default directories.
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Figure 5–11 Java Server Page (JSP) Lookup Register Window

 

4. Click Add. The Java Server Page (JSP) Lookup Entry window displays.

Figure 5–12 Java Server Page (JSP) Lookup Entry Window

5. Enter information in the following fields:

■ Classname—Select a classname for the JSP.

■ Mimetype—Select a mimetype for the JSP.

■ Java Server Page—Enter the JSP information. This is the complete path of 
the JSP inside of the Oracle 9iFS repository.

6. Click OK.

7. Click OK on the Java Server Page (JSP) Lookup Registry Window to return to 
the Oracle 9iFS Manager Navigator.

Parsers
At its simplest, parsing simply means reading a document and performing some 
automated data extraction. Parsing occurs when a document is being inserted or 
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updated, and may involve storing the resultant parts of the document inside the 
repository. Since the platform itself supports such a broad spectrum of document 
types, the parsing framework necessarily supports a wide variety of parsing 
scenarios. The parsing behavior assigned to new or existing file types can be 
managed using the Oracle 9iFS Manager. 
Oracle 9iFS exposes this parsing framework in several ways. In addition to 
relatively easy customization, the Oracle 9iFS Java API includes classes and 
interfaces that can be extended to handle additional use cases and business 
problems. These custom objects can easily be deployed within the existing parsing 
framework, minimizing your work. 
When you want to create objects in Oracle 9iFS, you can either use the standard 
parsers provided, or, if your application requires special treatment, you can create a 
custom parser.

Associating the Parser with a File Extension
Parsers are associated with file extensions, where the parser is invoked by Oracle 
9iFS when a file of corresponding extension is stored in the system. The parser will 
process the file according to the functionality implemented by the parser. Parsers 
and file extensions are registered in the ParserLookupByFileExtension property 
bundle. For example, Oracle 9iFS associates the parser "IfsXmlParser" with the 
"xml" file extension. In this way, the "IfsXmlParser" is invoked whenever a file with 
the "xml" file extension is stored in the system. (See "Registering Parsers"  on 
page 5-31 for information on how to associate a parser with a file extension using 
Oracle 9iFS Manager.)

Custom parsers can invoke other parsers, including IfsSimpleXmlParser, during the 
parsing process. This feature is important to compound documents, which may 
create instances of multiple Oracle 9iFS subclasses, perhaps based on a variety of 
XML or other file formats. Custom parsers also give you control over whether you 
create a Document Object Model (DOM) object during parsing. 

For more information on working with custom parsers, see the Oracle Internet File 
System Developer Reference.

XML Parsing Framework
The IfsXmlParser is the standard XML parser class that is registered for the "xml" 
file extension. The IfsXmlParser creates an object in the Oracle 9iFS repository from 
an XML document body and is used as the default parser for all XML documents 
stored in Oracle 9iFS. The parser provides a flexible mechanism for invoking 
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different XML parsers, based on the content of the XML file. These XML parsers are 
registered in the XmlParserLookup property bundle.

When the IfsXmlParser finds an XML Namespace specified for the root element of 
the XML file, it invokes the parser associated with the specified namespace in the 
XmlParserLookup property bundle. If there is no entry for the namespace in the 
property bundle, IfsXmlParser looks for an entry associated with the key 
CustomXmlParser. If there is no such entry, the parser invokes the 
LiteralDocumentParser, which simply stores the document.

When there is no namespace specified for the root element, the IfsXmlParser will 
check to see if the root element is the name of an Oracle 9iFS class, or one of 
"SimpleUser" or "ObjectList," and, if so, it will invoke the parser associated with the 
key IfsDefaultNamespace in the XmlParserLookup property bundle. If the root 
element is not the name of an Oracle 9iFS class, or one of "SimpleUser" or 
"ObjectList," then the IfsXmlParser will look for an entry associated with the key 
CustomXmlParser and invoke the parser pointed to by that key. If there is no 
CustomXmlParser, IfsXmlParser will invoke the LiteralDocumentParser.

Out of the box, the XmlParserLookup property bundle has the following parser 
entries:

Table 5–2 XmlParserLookup Property Bundle

As shown in Figure 5–13, "Parsing Sequence", the XML parsing framework is 
invoked when a document is inserted or updated through one of the default 
protocols provided with the Oracle 9iFS. 

Name Value

IfsDefaultNamespace http://xmlns.oracle.com/ifs

http://xmlns.oracle.com/ifs oracle.ifs.beans.parsers.IfsSimpleXmlParser

LiteralDocumentParser oracle.ifs.beans.parsers.LiteralDocumentParser
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Figure 5–13 Parsing Sequence

DTD Validation
The Oracle 9iFS parser framework lets the XML parser validate your XML file 
against a Document Type Definition (DTD). A DTD describes the structure of an 
XML document and specifies various validation rules that the document must 
follow. If the document does not conform to the expected structure of these 
rules--for example, a required element is missing--the document is invalid. The 
DTD information can be embedded in the document itself, or it can reside at a URL; 
e.g., the Oracle 9iFS system itself. 

There is a property called IfsDefaultDTDValidation defined in XmlParserLookup. 
Oracle 9iFS uses this property to determine whether or not to validate XML 
documents that are handled by the LiteralDocumentParser. Custom parsers that are 
registered in the XmlParserLookup property bundle can also use this property to 
determine whether or not to validate XML files. The default value of 
IfsDefaultDTDValidation is FALSE; that is, DTD validation is turned off by default.

If the XML parser discovers that a file is invalid, an error is generated that you can 
trap in a parser callback mechanism or some other piece of an application. 
Additionally, the protocol server used to upload the file displays an error message. 
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If the file is not valid, Oracle 9iFS does not store it. The user needs to correct the 
errors in the file and upload it again. 

Registering Parsers
Using Oracle 9iFS Manager, you can register custom parsers created for special 
applications, and edit or delete parsers. When a parser is added, it is added to the 
parser registry. 

1. From the Object menu, select Register.

2. Select Parser Lookup from the Select Object Type dialog and click Register.

The Parser Lookup Registry Window displays the existing parsers by extension 
and XML parsers listed. 

Figure 5–14 Parser Lookup Registry Window

This dialog provides three functions: 

■ Registering a Parser by Extension

■ Registering an XML Parser

■ Registering an Object Type Lookup by File Extension (for the ClassSelection 
Parser)
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Registering a Parser by Extension
If you’ve created a parser for a particular document type, you will register it by the 
document extension. For example, if you want to enable the ClassSelection parser, 
you need to register it with any extension with which you want to associate it.

1. On the Parser Lookup Registry window, click the Parser by Extension tab. 

Figure 5–15 Parser Lookup Registry Window: Parser by Extension Tab

2. Click Add on the Parser by Extension tab. The Parser Lookup Entry dialog 
displays.

Figure 5–16 Parser Lookup Entry Dialog

3. Select an extension for the custom parser.
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4. Enter the parser classname and click OK.

5. Click OK on the Parser Lookup Registry Window to return to the Oracle 9iFS 
Manager Navigator.

Registering an XML Parser
To register an XML parser, do the following:

1. On the Parser Lookup Registry window, click the XML Parser tab. 

Figure 5–17 Parser Lookup Registry Window: XML Parser Tab

2. Select the DTD validation by default box to perform DTD validation by default.

3. Select the Roundtrip Enabled box to save all comments and unrecognized tags 
when creating instances of DOCUMENT class or its subclasses, so that this file 
can be rendered in its original form.

4. Click Add in the XML Parser box. The XML Parser Lookup Entry dialog 
displays.
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Figure 5–18 XML Parser Lookup Entry Dialog

5. Enter a name or an XML namespace for the XML Parser. The name should 
either be an XML namespace or CustomXmlParser.

6. Enter a parser classname.

7. Click OK.

Registering an Object Type Lookup by File Extension (for the ClassSelection 
Parser)
A common way to customizeOracle 9iFS is to create subclasses of Document and 
add custom attributes to them. You can specify the default Document subclass 
instance  to be created when a document is inserted into the repository, through any 
Oracle 9iFS protocol. To use this feature, your subclass must be associated with a 
certain file extension. The ultimate goal is that when a file is inserted into the 
repository, an instance of the desired subclass is created. Two simple steps are 
required to invoke this behavior:

■ Register the file suffix with the ClassSelectionParser. Do this by following the 
steps in "Registering a Parser by Extension".

■ Click the Extension to ClassObject tab and add an entry that maps the file 
extension to the Document subclass.
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Figure 5–19 Parser Lookup Registry Window: Extension to ClassObject Tab

For example, say you have determined a set of custom attributes for the following 
three subclasses of Document: Presentation, Memo, and Report. You want all .ppt 
files to become instances of Presentation, all .mem files to become instances of 
Memo, and all other files to be saved as instances of Report. The first thing to do is 
to cause all files to invoke the ClassSelectionParser. In this case, all files are 
designated to invoke the ClassSelectionParser by setting the Key to equal an 
asterisk, and setting the Value to the ClassSelectionParser’s fully qualified name.

Next, the ClassSelectionParser needs to know which subclass to invoke for which 
file suffix. This key/value bundle is placed in the 
ObjectTypeLookupByFileExtension property bundle.

With these registrations done, all documents inserted into the repository will be 
instances of either the MyReport, MyMemo, or MyPresentation class objects.

Renderers
A renderer accesses information stored in Oracle 9iFS and outputs the information 
in a certain format. In a sense, it is the opposite of a parser. While the information 

Note: ClassSelectionParser registration can be accomplished using 
the XML parsing framework itself. Detailed instructions on 
invoking the ClassSelectionParser are included in the Oracle Internet 
File System Developer Reference.
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output by a renderer may be identical to the document as it was input, it doesn’t 
have to be. Once information has been stored in Oracle 9iFS, it can be rendered in 
any format the developer defines. For example, a custom XML renderer can 
perform the following task:

■ Take a document that was input as HTML (using an HTML parser).
■ Render it in an XML format.

Data can be combined from several documents and displayed as a single, new 
document. For example, information that is collected from e-mail messages may be 
displayed dynamically in a Web browser window.

The rendered representation is typically some combination of the following:

■ Object attributes
■ Static content (bytes or characters)
■ Content (for Document objects)

The following table lists the Oracle 9iFS standard renderer classes provided 
out-of-the-box. 

Registering Renderers
Using Oracle 9iFS Manager, you can register and edit custom renderers. When a 
renderer is added, it is added to the renderer registry. 

To add and register a renderer:

1. From the Object menu, select Register.

2. Select Renderer Lookup from the Select Object Type dialog.

3. Click Register. The Renderer Lookup Registry Window displays.

Class Description

Simple XML Renderer Generates a complete XML representation of a LibraryObject.

Content Renderer Renders the content of a document.
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Figure 5–20 Renderer Lookup Registry Window

4. Click Add to add an entry for a custom renderer in the registry. The Register 
Renderer dialog displays.

Figure 5–21 Register Renderer Dialog

5. Enter information in the following fields:

■ Name (required)--The name of the renderer.

■ Operation--The renderer policy key.
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■ Implementation Name--The renderer implementation class name.

6. Select from the Available Classes the classes to be associated with this renderer.

7. Press the Add button to include the selected classes.

8. Click OK.

9. Click OK on the Renderer Lookup Registry Window to return to the Oracle 9iFS 
Manager Navigator.

Formats (Mimetypes)
Oracle 9iFS associates a format (mimetype) with each document. The format of a 
document specifies the way the document information is stored, retrieved, and 
rendered. Internet browsers need to know the format of documents to determine 
how to store content and index their contents. The format determines:

■ Mimetype—Specifies the type of content stored in Oracle 9iFS.

■ Extension type—Specifies the default extension to use for storing Oracle 9iFS 
content as a file.

■ Binary setting—Determines whether the content stored in Oracle 9iFS is of 
binary type.

■ Index setting—Turns on or off indexing of content  of this format.

You can either:

■ Use the default system formats—Using these requires no administration.

■ Supplement the default system formats—This is usually necessary only if you 
use custom applications or have special content requirements.

Creating a Format/Mimetype
To create a format or mimetype:

1. Using Oracle 9iFS Manager, click the Create button on the toolbar.

2. Select Format/Mimetype from the Select Object Type dialog. You can also use 
the Create Like option.

3. Click Create. The Create Format dialog displays.
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Figure 5–22 Create Format Dialog

4. Enter information in the following fields:

■ Name (required)—The name of the format/mimetype.

■ Mimetype—Specifies the type of content stored in Oracle 9iFS.

■ Extension—Specifies the default extension to use for storing Oracle 9iFS 
content as a file.

■ Is Binary—Determines whether the content stored in Oracle 9iFS is of 
binary type.

■ Is Indexed—Determines whether the content of this format should be 
indexed in Oracle 9iFS.

5. Click Create.

Modifying Formats/Mimetypes
1. In Oracle 9iFS Manager, expand the Formats/Mimetypes folder under 

Developer’s Tasks to display the formats/mimetypes associated with the 
repository.

2. Select the format/mimetype to be modified.

3. On the property sheet, modify the following fields:
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■ Mimetype

■ Extension

■ Is Binary

■ Is Indexed

4. Click Apply.

Deleting Formats/Mimetypes
1. Select the format/mimetype to be deleted.

2. Click Delete on the toolbar.

3. Click Yes at the prompt.

Working with Categories
Categories are new attributes that you can apply to any file or folder in Oracle 9iFS. 
A category is a package of attributes that you define in Oracle 9iFS Manager.  These 
are then visible to users through the Windows interface.  You cannot create an 
instance of Category; however, you can create a subclass of the Category class. You 
can then assign a category to a file or edit the attributes of a category using the 
Windows interface. 

Out of the box, Oracle 9iFS provides several categories (see Figure 5–23, 
"Out-of-the-box Categories"):

■ Mountpoint: To add another entry point to the folder hierarchy.

■ Intermedia Source:  A predefined set of categories for multimedia files so that 
when audio, video, and image files are inserted into the repository, the 
metadata accompanying these files is extracted and used to populate categories 
for these files and all the other interMedia categories (see "Class Hierarchy" for 
a list of the Intermedia Source categories).
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Figure 5–23 Out-of-the-box Categories

Subclassing a Category Class
If you subclass one of these existing categories, the subclass inherits the attributes 
and behavior of that category.

You can always subclass an existing class to add attributes. To create a subclass of 
Category, attributes are added to the class. To create an instance of a Category, use a 
CategoryDefinition.

For more information on subclassing, see the Oracle Internet File System Developer 
Reference.

The ACL of a category cannot be altered directly. The ACL of a category is derived 
from the associated public object; therefore, you must alter the ACL of that public 
object.
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InterMedia Annotator Overview
The most efficient way to make use of the various characteristics of different file 
types is to obtain metadata automatically. You can then use the custom attributes to 
search and perform other custom processing to certain types of files with minimal 
user intervention.

Previously, to extract existing metadata from multimedia files, you were required to 
write your own parser to extract this data and associate the parser with the 
appropriate file extension. In fact, this is still the preferred strategy for dealing with 
exotic file types. However, for the majority of multimedia files, you can use the 
automatic metadata extraction capability built into Oracle 9iFS.

A set of categories has been pre-defined for multimedia files, and special handling 
has been added so that when audio, video, and image files are inserted into the 
repository, the metadata accompanying these files is extracted and used to populate 
categories for these files. To perform this "offline" extraction of metadata, the 
InterMediaAnnotator agent identifies new multimedia content and invokes the 
appropriate InterMedia Annotator parsing engine.

Oracle 9iFS uses only a subset of the capabilities of interMedia. For more 
information on the rich content capabilities of InterMedia, consult the interMedia 
Java Classes User’s Guide and Reference.

NOTE: In case you want to disable this automatic extraction of multimedia 
metadata, you can halt the InterMediaAnnotator agent.

Metadata Embedded in Multimedia Files 
Examples of typical multimedia metadata include the number of colors in an image, 
the sound quality in an audio file, and the compression format for a video file. 
Using Oracle 9iFS, you can extract extra metadata that exists in many multimedia 
file formats and associate that metadata with Oracle 9iFS files. By associating the 
metadata with Oracle 9iFS, it becomes searchable using the Oracle 9iFS API. The 
text track; for example, closed captioning for a video, may be extracted and 
searched.

Viewing Multimedia Categories 
Using Oracle 9iFS Manager, you can search on categories then use the Property 
Inspector to view the attributes of the category (see Figure 5–24, "Property 
Inspector: Categories Tab"). 
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Figure 5–24 Property Inspector: Categories Tab

Categories are also visible from a Windows client machine with the Oracle 9iFS 
Utilities for Release 9.0.1 (see Figure 5–25, "Add a Category to a File with the Oracle 
9iFS Utilities").
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Figure 5–25 Add a Category to a File with the Oracle 9iFS Utilities

Using InterMedia categories 
Because they are based on the Category class, you can use these metadata objects 
the same way you use categories.

Text Captioning Closed. Caption text tracks accompanying a video or audio file are 
extracted using this same process.

Searching on Extracted Text. This integration facilitates Oracle Text indexing on 
any text track present in the multimedia content, so you do not have to modify code 
to benefit from this enhancement.

The Oracle 9iFS repository.  Identifies files containing multimedia content 
recognized by the InterMedia Annotator. Using the InterMediaAnnotatorAgent, 
InterMedia Annotator components are invoked to parse these files and the resulting 
metadata is associated with those Oracle 9iFS documents.
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Oracle 9iFS Repository SQL Views

Using the Oracle 9iFS repository SQL views, experienced database administrators 
can see the effects of changes they make to the Oracle 9iFS repository in a familiar 
format. This chapter provides information on the SQL views provided with Oracle 
9iFS and an example of each. The following topics are included:

■ Viewing Your Setup with Repository Views

■ The Views

■ Example: Selecting Attributes of a Document
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Viewing Your Setup with Repository Views
Repository views are created when Oracle 9iFS is installed. The views are owned by 
the repository owner, ifssys. These SQL read-only views are created with the Oracle 
9iFS schema and are for informational purposes only. Grant the SELECT permission 
to users who need access to these views.

The names of objects in the view may not be unique. Therefore, IDs are provided. 
Any column of type date has two columns in the view, for example:

■ CREATE_DATE—An internal representation of the create date.

■ CREATE_DATE_GMT—The standard Oracle9i platform date format, based on 
Greenwich Mean Time.

The Views
These eight repository views are provided out-of-the-box. Each view is described in 
a separate table which provides the name of the column, whether the column can be 
null, the type of column, and the length for each column.

■ View: ifs_versioned_documents

■ View: ifs_all_documents

■ View: ifs_folders

■ View: ifs_folder_items

■ View: ifs_users

■ View: ifs_groups

■ View: ifs_group_members

■ View: ifs_acls

To create additional views, see the Oracle Internet File System Developer Reference.

Note: The Oracle 9iFS views should be used exclusively by system 
administrators. The data in the views bypasses all security; 
therefore, caution should be taken in granting users access to these 
views.
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View: ifs_versioned_documents
This view shows a list of all documents which are versioned.

Column Name Null? Type of Column and Length

Modified_By Yes VARCHAR2 (700)

Modifier_ID Yes NUMBER (20)

Creator Yes VARCHAR (700)

Creator_ID Yes NUMBER (20)

Owner Yes VARCHAR (700)

Owner_ID Yes NUMBER (20)

FAMILY Yes VARCHAR2(700)

FAMILY_ID Yes NUMBER(20)

FORMAT Yes VARCHAR2(700)

FORMAT_ID Yes NUMBER(20)

DOCUMENT_SIZE Yes NUMBER(20)

CHARACTERSET Yes VARCHAR2(40)

LANGUAGE Yes VARCHAR2(40)

MEDIA Yes VARCHAR2(700)

MEDIA_ID Yes NUMBER(20)

ACL Yes VARCHAR2(700)

ACL_ID Yes NUMBER(20)

NAME Yes VARCHAR2(700)

DOCUMENT_ID Yes NUMBER(20)

DESCRIPTION Yes VARCHAR2(2000)

CREATE_DATE Yes NUMBER(20)

CREATE_DATE_GMT Yes DATE

MODIFIED_DATE Yes NUMBER(20)

MODIFIED_DATE_GMT Yes DATE

EXPIRATION_DATE Yes NUMBER(20)
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View: ifs_all_documents
This view shows a list of all documents.

EXPIRATION_DATE_GMT Yes DATE

LOCKED Yes NUMBER(1)

READ_BY_OWNER Yes NUMBER(1)

Column Name Null? Type of Column and Length

MODIFIED_BY Yes VARCHAR2 (700)

MODIFIER_ID Yes NUMBER (20)

CREATOR Yes VARCHAR (700)

CREATOR_ID Yes NUMBER (20)

OWNER Yes VARCHAR (700)

OWNER_ID Yes NUMBER (20)

FORMAT Yes VARCHAR2(700)

FORMAT_ID Yes NUMBER(20)

DOCUMENT_SIZE Yes NUMBER(20)

CHARACTERSET Yes VARCHAR2(40)

LANGUAGE Yes VARCHAR2(40)

MEDIA Yes VARCHAR2(700)

MEDIA_ID Yes NUMBER(20)

ACL Yes VARCHAR2(700)

ACL_ID Yes NUMBER(20)

NAME Yes VARCHAR2(700)

DOCUMENT_ID Yes NUMBER(20)

DESCRIPTION Yes VARCHAR2(2000)

CREATE_DATE Yes NUMBER(20)

CREATE_DATE_GMT Yes DATE

Column Name Null? Type of Column and Length
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View: ifs_folders
This view shows all folders and their attributes.

MODIFIED_DATE Yes NUMBER(20)

MODIFIED_DATE_GMT Yes DATE

EXPIRATION_DATE Yes NUMBER(20)

EXPIRATION_DATE_GMT Yes DATE

LOCKED Yes NUMBER(1)

READ_BY_OWNER Yes NUMBER(1)

Column Name Null? Type of Column and Length

MODIFIED_BY Yes VARCHAR2 (700)

MODIFIER_ID Yes NUMBER (20)

CREATOR Yes VARCHAR (700)

CREATOR_ID Yes NUMBER (20)

OWNER Yes VARCHAR (700)

OWNER_ID Yes NUMBER (20)

ACL Yes VARCHAR2(700)

ACL_ID Yes NUMBER(20)

NAME Yes VARCHAR2(700)

FOLDER_ID Yes NUMBER(20)

DESCRIPTION Yes VARCHAR2(2000)

CREATE_DATE Yes NUMBER(20)

CREATE_DATE_GMT Yes DATE

MODIFIED_DATE Yes NUMBER(20)

MODIFIED_DATE_GMT Yes DATE

EXPIRATION_DATE Yes NUMBER(20)

EXPIRATION_DATE_GMT Yes DATE

Column Name Null? Type of Column and Length
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View: ifs_folder_items
This view lists all folders and the top level items.

View: ifs_users
This view lists all users.

LOCKED Yes NUMBER(1)

Column Name Null? Type of Column and Length

CREATOR Yes VARCHAR (700)

CREATOR_ID Yes NUMBER (20)

OWNER Yes VARCHAR (700)

OWNER_ID Yes NUMBER (20)

TYPE No VARCHAR2(700)

NAME Yes VARCHAR2(700)

DESCRIPTION Yes VARCHAR2(2000)

CREATE_DATE Yes NUMBER(20)

CREATE_DATE_GMT Yes DATE

OBJECT_ID Yes VARCHAR2(700)

ACL Yes VARCHAR2(700)

ACL_ID Yes NUMBER(20)

FOLDER_NAME Yes VARCHAR2 (700)

FOLDER_ID Yes NUMBER(20)

Column Name Null? Type of Column and Length

MODIFIED_BY Yes VARCHAR2 (700)

MODIFIER_ID Yes NUMBER (20)

Column Name Null? Type of Column and Length
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View: ifs_groups
This view lists all groups.

CREATOR Yes VARCHAR (700)

CREATOR_ID Yes NUMBER (20)

OWNER Yes VARCHAR (700)

OWNER_ID Yes NUMBER (20)

ACL Yes VARCHAR2(700)

ACL_ID Yes NUMBER(20)

NAME Yes VARCHAR2(700)

USER_ID Yes NUMBER(20)

DESCRIPTION Yes VARCHAR2(2000)

CREATE_DATE Yes NUMBER(20)

CREATE_DATE_GMT Yes DATE

DISTINGUISHED_NAME Yes VARCHAR2(700)

ADMIN_ENABLED Yes NUMBER(1)

CREDENTIAL_MANAGER Yes VARCHAR2(700)

UNIQUE_NAME Yes VARCHAR2(700)

HOME_FOLDER_NAME Yes VARCHAR2(700)

HOME_FOLDER_ID Yes NUMBER(20)

Column Name Null? Type of Column and Length

MODIFIED_BY Yes VARCHAR2 (700)

MODIFIER_ID Yes NUMBER (20)

CREATOR Yes VARCHAR (700)

CREATOR_ID Yes NUMBER (20)

OWNER Yes VARCHAR (700)

OWNER_ID Yes NUMBER (20)

Column Name Null? Type of Column and Length
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View: ifs_group_members
This view lists groups and their direct members.

View: ifs_acls
This view lists all ACLs in Oracle 9iFS.

NAME Yes VARCHAR2(700)

GROUP_ID Yes NUMBER(20)

DESCRIPTION Yes VARCHAR2(2000)

CREATE_DATE Yes NUMBER(20)

CREATE_DATE_GMT Yes DATE

ACL Yes VARCHAR2(700)

ACL_ID Yes NUMBER(20)

Column Name Null? Type of Column and Length

MEMBER_NAME Yes VARCHAR2 (700)

MEMBER_ID Yes NUMBER (20)

MEMBER_DESCRIPTION Yes VARCHAR (700)

MEMBER_CREATE_DATE Yes NUMBER (20)

MEMBER_CREATE_DATE_GMT Yes DATE

GROUP_ID Yes NUMBER(20)

TYPE No VARCHAR2(2000)

Column Name Null? Type of Column and Length

CONTROLLING_ACL_NAME Yes VARCHAR2 (700)

CONTROLLING_ACL_ID Yes NUMBER (20)

NAME Yes VARCHAR2(700)

Column Name Null? Type of Column and Length
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Example: Selecting Attributes of a Document
This example uses ifs_versioned_documents to select attributes. To accomplish this, 
the following command is run:

SQL> select name, format, document_size, media, document_id, acl, owner from 
ifs_versioned_documents

The following table displays the output.

ACL_ID Yes NUMBER(20)

DESCRIPTION Yes VARCHAR2(2000)

CREATE_DATE Yes NUMBER(20)

CREATE_DATE_GMT Yes DATE

MODIFIED_BY Yes VARCHAR (700)

MODIFIER_ID Yes NUMBER (20)

CREATOR Yes VARCHAR (700)

CREATOR_ID Yes NUMBER (20)

OWNER Yes VARCHAR2(700)

OWNER_ID Yes NUMBER(20)

Name Format
Document_
Size Media ACL

Document_
ID Owner

Business Plan MS Word 11954 IndexedBlob Published 7902 jsmith

June Report Postscript 121 NonIndexedBlob Private 7936 lfrench

Oracle logo JPEG 121 NonIndexedBlob Published 7926 pbrown

Column Name Null? Type of Column and Length
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Migrating, Backing Up, and Restoring Data

This chapter describes how to migrate content and users from legacy systems to 
Oracle Internet File System (Oracle 9iFS) and from one instance of Oracle 9iFS to 
another. It also discusses basic backup and recovery features. Topics include:

■ Migrating Legacy Data to Oracle 9iFS

■ Migrating Data and Users from One Instance of Oracle 9iFS to Another

■ Backing Up and Restoring Data
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Migrating Legacy Data to Oracle 9iFS
Ideally, migration to Oracle Internet File System (Oracle 9iFS) goes so smoothly that 
end users initially don’t notice the change. Many Oracle 9iFS administrators 
accomplish this goal by scheduling downtime for the weekend, when file system 
usage is at a low point. The administrator can then perform the migration, shut 
down the old server, and give the new server the same IP address, name, and other 
characteristics of the old system. When users arrive on Monday morning, they see 
the same file, e-mail, FTP, or Web server they saw before. The only difference they 
notice is when the administrator shows them how to use the advanced features of 
Oracle 9iFS, such as versioning or multiple foldering.

Migration Checklist
When migrating from other file servers to Oracle 9iFS, you need to think about how 
to move:

❏ The user list from the old system to the new one. In short, you need to recreate 
each user as an Oracle 9iFS user.

❏ The group list. You need to recreate the groups and add members to them.

❏ Content. The actual files and folders need to be copied from the old system to 
the new one.

❏ Applications. Any applications you run on the server or that you run remotely 
from the server need to move to the new system.

❏  Network configuration. You need to build the same network configuration 
around the new file server that you had around the old one. Issues like 
assigning an IP address or server name are covered in the Oracle Internet File 
System Installation Guide.

Migrate the Users 
The first task in moving to a new Oracle 9iFS is creating the user list. Currently, 
there is no automatic way to copy the user list from an existing Windows or UNIX 
file server, so you need to use one of three options for creating users:

■ Oracle 9iFS Manager

■ The Web interface

■ XML configuration files
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For details on all three methods, consult "Step 2: Create Users and Groups" in 
Chapter 3, "Setting Up Oracle Internet File System".

Keep in mind that, when you create a user, you need to not only create the unique 
username and password, but also the e-mail ID for the user.

Scripted User Creation
If your file system’s management tools provide a way of dumping the user list to a 
tab- or comma-delimited file or similar format, you could then write a simple script 
that would translate this user information into a set of XML files, following the 
format required for XML-based user creation in Oracle 9iFS. You could then load 
the files into your new Oracle 9iFS through one of the protocol servers (most likely  
the Command Line Utilities, since it was designed for this kind of scripted 
administrator activity).

Recreate the Groups
Recreating the groups requires creating the groups, then adding the users to them. 
Since Oracle 9iFS supports nested groups, you can add a group to another group 
during this step. For details on creating groups and adding members, see "Step 2: 
Create Users and Groups" in Chapter 3, "Setting Up Oracle Internet File System".

Scripted Group Creation
If your management tools let you export group information to a file, you could then 
write a translation script to convert the groups into XML format and then load them 
into Oracle 9iFS.

Migrate the Content
After creating users and groups, the next step is to move the files and folders into 
Oracle 9iFS. 

What actually gets moved? The files and folders themselves, as well as the basic 
metadata about them that any Copy command would support during a copy 
operation through FTP, Windows networking, or some other protocol. The filename, 
size, and date last modified are the key attributes that get copied along with the 
content.

However, there may be content that you cannot migrate from the old system to 
Oracle 9iFS. For example, if your old file system or document repository stores 
owner information, this type of metadata may not be copied with the file. The 
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owner in this case becomes the Oracle 9iFS user copying the file, not the original 
owner in the old system.

Similarly, if applications running on the old system maintain metadata about files, 
this information will not be copied with the files. For example, a document 
management system may point to files in the old file system and add attributes to 
these files. Since this information is intrinsic to the document management system, 
not the file system, the extra metadata will not get copied along with the files.

Protocols for Copying Data
When copying the files, you’ll be using one of the network protocols:

■  FTP: The most lightweight protocol, FTP will move large amounts of data faster 
than the other protocols. For bulk operations, such as migrating from an 
existing system, FTP is the protocol of choice. You need to use either command 
line FTP or a GUI FTP client for this step. For more information about the FTP 
Quote commands, see Appendix F, "FTP Quote Commands".

■ SMB: The Windows file-sharing protocol SMB provides the ease of 
drag-and-drop copy operations from one system to another. However, SMB 
itself is a more complex protocol than FTP, performing extra operations like 
attempting to create a 0 kilobyte version of a file before actually copying the file. 
Therefore, SMB requires some sacrifice of performance for ease of use. For more 
information on drag-and-drop copy operations with SMB, see "Drag and Drop 
Files into Oracle 9iFS" in Chapter 3, "Setting Up Oracle Internet File System".

■ CUP: If you want to script other activities around the copy operation, such as 
assigning owners or ACLs to a file, then CUP (Command Line Utilities) is the 
protocol you should use. For more information about CUP, see Appendix A, 
"Command Line Utilities Reference".

■ WebDav: A protocol designed for Internet and intranet collaboration on files, 
WebDav lets you drag and drop data from one system to another.

■ NFS: The Network File System (NFS) protocol is used to provide file sharing 
between a client machine and a server machine across a network. The NFS 
protocol is a standard protocol which is widely used for file sharing on UNIX 
platforms.

Moving E-mail
Moving e-mail is a slightly different process. Since there is no native copy interface 
between e-mail servers in the way, for example, you can easily copy from one 
Windows NT or 2000 file server to another. Therefore, when copying e-mail, you 
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must either do it through an e-mail client, or write a copy utility that speaks to the 
different ports running IMAP on the old and new systems.

When you copy e-mail, be sure to copy it to the users’ Mail directory, or any 
subdirectories (such as Inbox) underneath them. Since the IMAP protocol server 
points to the mail directory, users will not be able to see e-mail in other folders 
through IMAP.

Migrate Your Applications
The trickiest part of the migration will probably be moving the applications running 
on the old system to the new one. Effectively, there are three types of application 
migrations:

■ Moving applications running on other Oracle 9iFS instances.

■ Migrating embedded applications. If you have a server-side application already 
running on the old server, you need to move the application logic and user 
interface to Oracle 9iFS. For example, if you have an existing web site 
management system, you may need to recreate the application components on 
the new Oracle 9iFS instance.

■ Migrating standalone applications. You may have application executables 
stored on a server, ready to be run remotely by any user from a client machine 
double-clicking  the file from Windows.

Moving Oracle Internet File System Applications
Moving Oracle 9iFS applications from one system to another really depends on 
whether the developers followed best practices when designing how to deploy the 
application. Ideally, the developers wrote scripts that copy the different application 
components to the correct directories in the correct order, so that recreating the 
application on a new system requires pointing the scripts at a different system.

An Oracle 9iFS application may include some or all of the different parts of the 
Oracle 9iFS SDK:

■ Subclasses

■ Custom parsers

■ Custom renderers

■ Custom Web interface components, written as Java Server Pages (JSPs) or static 
HTML

■ Custom agents and overrides
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■ Various configuration files designed to register these components and configure 
the system

For a complete list of application components and what they do, consult the Oracle 
Internet File System Developer Reference.

Migrating Embedded Applications
Undoubtedly the most difficult situation for application migration occurs when you 
have a server-side application already running. For example, you may have 
deployed a document or knowledge management system with its own custom 
metadata, security, business logic, and user interfaces, all designed for the old 
operating system.

These sorts of applications, if they can run remotely from the actual document 
repository, may still work. If they can connect to the file server via one of the 
standard network protocols, then the application can continue to work. The only 
complication may occur if changes on Oracle 9iFS, such as users applying restrictive 
ACLs, somehow interfere with the application.

Otherwise, you will need to rewrite the application, using the Oracle 9iFS SDK. The 
Oracle 9iFS Java API exposes all the capabilities of the file system, including 
versioning, check-in/check-out, and searching. Since these content management 
capabilities are provided as pre-existing components, rewriting a content 
management application may only require adding additional business logic and the 
user interface.

Migrating Standalone Applications
Lastly, you might have executables stored on a file server, run by users accessing the 
application across the network. In these cases, Oracle 9iFS imposes no special 
restrictions. If you could run it from your old file server, you will be able to run it 
from the new one. 

An increasing number of applications, such as Sun’s Star Portal or Microsoft Access, 
are designed for remote execution from a client. Since Oracle 9iFS is designed for 
scalability, you can better accommodate the remote execution of these applications 
by a growing number of users by hosting them on Oracle 9iFS.

Migrating Data and Users from One Instance of Oracle 9iFS to Another
Using the Import/Export utility, you can automate the migration of content and 
users from one instance of Oracle 9iFS to another without losing versioning 
information, multiple links, and custom subclassing information. 
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To do this, you first export the data to an "ExportSet," then import the data from the 
ExportSet into a different Oracle 9iFS instance. The Import/Export utility retains 
both the content and its structure, enabling you to export an entire folder hierarchy 
including metadata.

Using a similar technique, the import and export process can be used to migrate 
user definitions from one Oracle 9iFS instance to another.

Creating the Export Set
The first step is to create the ExportSet.

1. At the command line, enter:

ifsexportcontent

2. On the Import/Export screen, enter information in the four sections:

■ User Login Information

■ Service Information

■ Import/Export Information

■ Export Content Information
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Figure 7–1 Export Content Screen

Refer to Table 7–1, "Export Options" for a description of each field and a sample 
entry.
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Table 7–1 Export Options

3. Click the Export Location(s) button. 

4. Depending on the outcome of the export action, a Success or Exception dialog 
displays. To view the details of the operation, consult the log file.

Option Name Description Example

Username The name of an Oracle 9iFS 
administrator.

system

Password The password for the Oracle 9iFS 
administrator.

manager

Service The name of a 
ServiceConfiguration file.

IfsDefault

Schema password The password for the Oracle 9iFS 
schema.

ifssys

Log file The name of the file to consult to 
see if the Export Set was created 
successfully.

export.log

Verbose logging Select True for a detailed log. True

Maximum number of 
files per folder

The maximum number of files 
put into a folder while creating 
the ExportSet on the local system. 
If you specify more than 50, a 
folder hierarchy is created.

53

File location The directory on the local system 
where the export will be created. 

/Public/Development/Specifications

Filename The name of the ExportSet that 
will be created on the local 
system.

DevSpecs

Content file prefix The prefix used for any content 
file or directory created on the 
local system during an export. 
The default is to pick up the 
filename.

DevSpecs

Export location(s) The Oracle 9iFS locations to be 
exported.

/private/jsmith/backups

/public
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Importing the ExportSet
The second step is to import the ExportSet into the second Oracle 9iFS instance.

1. At the command line, enter:

ifsimportcontent

This script must be located in $ORACLE_HOME/9ifs/bin.

2. On the Import/Export screen, enter information in the three sections:

■ User Login Information

■ Service Information

■ Import/Export Information

Figure 7–2 Import Content Screen

Refer to Table 7–2, "Import Content Options" for a description of each field and 
a sample entry.
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Table 7–2 Import Content Options

3. Click the Import Location(s) button. The utility checks that the class objects are 
the same. 

■ If everything matches, the Success dialog displays. You can open the Import 
to folder/location file to check that the information is there. 

■ If not, exceptions are written to the log file, the Exception dialog displays, 
and the command line from where ImportContent was run. 

■ If the import fails, it is likely because their are directory users in the 
ExportSet that have no counterparts in the import system. See "Handling 
Phantom Users" to resolve this problem, then perform the import operation 
again.

Option Name Description Example

Username The name of an Oracle 9iFS administrator. system

Password The password for the Oracle 9iFS 
administrator.

manager

Service The name of a ServiceConfiguration file. IfsDefault

Schema password The password for the Oracle 9iFS schema. ifssys

Log file The name of the log file. import.log

Verbose logging Select True for a detailed log. True

File location The local file system location where the 
ExportSet was created.

File location = 
/private/jsmith/backups

Filename The name of the ExportSet that will be 
imported.

DevSpecs

Import to 
Folder/location

Where the originally exported objects will 
be foldered. 

/RestordFiles/Development/temp

Create Phantom users Set to Yes to create "phantom" users to 
match directory users in the ExportSet that 
don’t exist in the import system. If you 
select No, and there are unmatched 
directory users, the import action fails.

Yes
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Handling Phantom Users
If there is a directory user in the ExportSet that doesn’t exist in the import system, 
the import fails unless you create "phantom" users. Phantom users are users added 
to the import system, without user profiles or group membership information 
(hence the name, phantom). After the import is complete, you can turn the 
phantoms into real users by importing the users explicitly or deleting them.

Import a Profile   A phantom user can become a real user by importing the user from a 
UserExportSet. To add the profile, export the user from the system where the user 
exists and import it into this one. See "Exporting and Importing Users".

Delete a Phantom User  You can delete undesired phantom users on the Phantom User 
Handler screen (see Figure 7–3, "Phantom User Handler Screen").   

Figure 7–3 Phantom User Handler Screen

1. At the command line, enter:

ifsphantomuserhandler

2. On the Phantom User Handler screen, enter information in the three sections, as 
shown in:

■ User Login Information
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■ Service Information

■ Import/Export Information

Table 7–3 Handle Phantom Users Options

Exporting and Importing Users
Exporting and importing users also requires the creation of an ExportSet, called the 
UserExportSet in this case, that is then imported into the second Oracle 9iFS 
instance. In addition, when importing users it is necessary to migrate their 
passwords.

Create the UserExportSet
1. At the command line, enter:

ifsexportusers

2. On the Import/Export screen, enter information in the three sections:

■ User Login Information

■ Service Information

■ Export User(s) Information

Option Name Description Example

Username The name of an Oracle 9iFS administrator. system

Password The password for the Oracle 9iFS 
administrator.

manager

Service The name of a ServiceConfiguration file. IfsDefault

Schema password The password for the Oracle 9iFS schema. ifssys

Log file The name of the log file. import.log

Verbose logging Select True for a detailed log. True

Delete phantom users Set to True to delete the phantoms. Set to 
False to just list them in the log.

True
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The information you enter on this screen is identical to the information you 
enter on the Export Content screen, except Export User has two more options 
and the Export User option replaces the Export Location option.

The additional options are:

■ Get all groups: To include any groups the user belongs to directly or 
indirectly (because a group the user belongs to in inside of another group).

■ Get direct groups: To include only those groups of which the user is a direct 
member.

To specify which users to include in the UserExportSet, you identify them in the 
Export User(s) Information section of the screen. Type the user name in the text 
box and click the Add User button.

For details about the other options, see Table 7–1, "Export Options".
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Figure 7–4 Export User Screen

3. Click the Export User(s) button. 

4. Depending on the outcome of the export action, a Success or Exception dialog 
displays. To view the details of the operation, consult the log file.

5. (Optional) Following the instructions in "Creating the Export Set", create an 
ExportSet of files outside of the users’ home folder hierarchies which you want 
to export. If additional files are not needed, you can skip this step.

Import the UserExportSet
1. At the command line, enter:

ifsimportusers

This script must be located in $ORACLE_HOME/9ifs/bin.
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2. On the Import/Export screen, enter information in the three sections:

■ User Login Information

■ Service Information

■ Import/Export Information

Refer to Table 7–2, "Import Content Options" for a description of each field and 
a sample entry.

3. Click the Import User(s) button. The utility checks that the class objects are the 
same. 

■ If everything matches, the Success dialog displays. You can open the Import 
to folder/location file to check that the information is there. 

■ If not, exceptions are written to the log file, the Exception dialog displays, 
and the command line from where ImportContent was run. 

■ The import fails. If the import fails, it is likely because their are directory 
users in the ExportSet that have no counterparts in the import system. See 
"Handling Phantom Users" to resolve this problem, then perform the 
import operation again.

At this point, the users are unable to log into that second schema, as credential 
information does not yet exist.

4. (Optional) If you created an ExportSet of additional files, follow the steps in 
"Importing the ExportSet" to import the ExportSet of additional files into the 
second schema, placing them in a public location.

5. (Optional, if all home folders are not located correctly.) Move the home folders 
and any other files and folders to the desired location in the folder tree of the 
second schema using any of the Oracle 9iFS clients.
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Figure 7–5 Import Users Screen

Migrate the Users’ Credential Information
If the users use the Oracle 9iFS Credential Manager, migrate credential information 
for the users to the second schema’s credential management tables.

1. At the command line, enter:

ifsmigratepasswords

2. On the Migrate Passwords screen (see Figure 7–6, "Migrate Passwords Screen"), 
enter information into the three sections:

■ Import/Export Information

■ From Database Information

■ To Database Information

As the administrator, you have entered this information before, when 
connecting to the Oracle 9iFS repository. For more information, see "Launching 
Oracle 9iFS Manager in Standalone Mode" in Chapter 2, "Administering an 
Oracle 9iFS Domain". This information is being used to connect to the 
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Credential Manager table. For more information on the credential manager, see 
"Credential Manager Users" in Chapter 3, "Setting Up Oracle Internet File 
System".

3. Click the Migrate User Password(s) button.

Figure 7–6 Migrate Passwords Screen

 

Backing Up and Restoring Data
All Oracle 9iFS data is currently stored inside the database, which allows you to rely 
on the usual backup and recovery mechanisms used for all other Oracle data. This 
is an important step when migrating data; if you use FTP to migrate data, all 
versioning, ACLs, ownership of files, and extended attributes will be lost. It is 
highly recommended that you back up your data before you migrate your data.
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For more information on using Oracle’s backup and recovery mechanism, see the 
Oracle9i Recovery Manager User’s Guide and Reference. This guide explains what to do 
for the different possible scenarios, what software is required, and what to set up.

When saving files, there is no way of restoring a single document from a backup. 
The database is saved in a way which does not allow you to restore complete data 
files or to restore until a defined point in time, to save the document with all 
repository data describing it, or to restore this information back into the system.

Performing Backups with the Import/Export Utility
The Import/Export utility can be used to back up and restore a subset of the Oracle 
9iFS repository, rather than the entire database, while retaining data such as 
versioning, security, and custom attribute information. 

A detailed description of how to use the Import/Export Utility is provided in 
"Migrating Data and Users from One Instance of Oracle 9iFS to Another".
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Oracle Internet File System E-mail

Functionality

A major feature of Oracle Internet File System is its use as an E-mail server. Topics 
include:

■ Oracle 9iFS E-mail Servers

■ Users and E-mail Addresses

■ E-mail Setup

■ Security Features
ctionality 8-1
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Oracle 9iFS E-mail Servers
Oracle 9iFS offers a set of e-mail servers which allow you to send and receive e-mail 
through standard e-mail clients, and allows storage of your e-mail in the Oracle 9iFS 
repository. This also makes it possible to search on these e-mail messages, along 
with the all other documents in the repository. The Oracle 9iFS e-mail component 
itself contains an SMTP server, an IMAP server, and uses Sendmail for its mail 
transfer agent.

Users and E-mail Addresses
When users are created in Oracle 9iFS, a mail directory and an inbox are created by 
default and an e-mail address is assigned. Suppose your company uses a machine 
called mycompany.com. Therefore, when you create Oracle 9iFS users for your 
company, an e-mail address is assigned with that machine name, for example, 
jsmith@mycompany.com.

How E-mail Is Stored
The mail servers enable users to save e-mails into Oracle 9iFS and view them 
through the Windows and Web interfaces. This, in turn, enables users to include 
e-mail files and their attachments when they search for data in the repository. You 
can also configure users’ e-mail to receive their e-mail messages in their Oracle 9iFS 
inboxes, enabling them to read their e-mail messages without using an e-mail client. 

Note: By default every user will have an e-mail address, 
<user-name>@yourcompany.com. You can change the e-mail 
address you assign a user as you create the user. Or, you can change 
the default of yourcompany.com by altering the User Preferences 
through Oracle 9iFS Manager.
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Figure 8–1 Oracle 9iFS  E-mail Server -based Account in an IMAP Client

Users can then move or copy messages from e-mail into Oracle 9iFS. They can be 
included them in any search across the Oracle 9iFS drive. Versioning and check-in 
and check-out of files are not permitted for e-mail files.

The content of each message and its attachments are only stored once in the 
database no matter how many people a user sends the message to. However, the 
message objects which store the header and flags, such as read, marked as deleted, 
etc., are created for each recipient.
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Figure 8–2 The E-mail Message Copied to Oracle  9iFS Appears in the User’s Home 
Directory.

The e-mail messages in the Oracle 9iFS inboxes are read only.  

E-mail Setup
Setting up e-mail involves both server and client setup procedures.

Server Setup
After the Oracle  9iFS Configuration Assistant is run, the program then reminds you 
to run the ifsemailsetup script as root. This script automatically sets up Oracle 
9iFS e-mail. Additional software is not needed, as an open-source version of 
Sendmail 8.9.3 is shipped along with Oracle 9iFS. The same is the case for other 
UNIX-based ports. You may also purchase other versions of Sendmail, such as 
Sendmail Pro 8.9.3 or Sendmail Secure Switch, commercial products with 
configuration graphical user interfaces.

On Windows NT and Windows 2000, Sendmail 3.0 or 3.0.2, respectively, must be 
purchased from Sendmail Inc. Oracle 9iFS e-mail can be used only after installing 
the Sendmail product. After running the Oracle  9iFS Configuration Assistant on 
Windows NT (make sure the Oracle 9iFS e-mail servers are turned on), run the 
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ifsemailsetup.bat script in the <ORACLE_HOME>\9ifs\bin directory must be 
run. The syntax is as follows:

ifsemailsetup <location where sendmail is installed on the machine> 

E-mail Setup for UNIX
Oracle 9iFS uses an open-source implementation of the Sendmail 8.9.3 product as 
the mail transfer agent. Basic e-mail configuration is completed as part of 
installation and configuration of Oracle 9iFS. When e-mail is configured during 
installation, the following is done:

■ A new sendmail executable is placed in /usr/lib.

■ A sendmail.cf file is generated and placed in /etc.

The sendmail.cf file generated during installation is created from a template. 
This template is used by the Oracle 9iFS configuration program only; Oracle 9iFS 
also provides .m4 and .mc files to support your own configuration of Sendmail. 
Configuring the sendmail.cf file is not recommended unless completed by 
qualified Sendmail specialists; it will not be supported by Oracle.

The .mc and .m4 files that can be used for configuration are found in the following 
location:

■ $ORACLE_HOME/9ifs/admin/email/<OS>/ifs-<OSNAME>.mc

Note: If there are spaces in the path name, use quotes to bound 
the path name.

Note: Oracle will not provide support in configuring Sendmail. 
The sendmail.cf file provided with Oracle 9iFS allows you to use 
Oracle 9iFS e-mail. Any further extensions and enhancements to the 
sendmail.cf file is the responsibility of the user. In accordance 
with open source licensing requirements, a full copy of the 
Sendmail source is also provided with Oracle 9iFS. To view the full 
sourcecode for Sendmail, Version 8.9.3, use the 
sendmail.8.9.3.tar.gz in the $ORACLE_
HOME/9ifs/admin/email/bin directory.
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where <OS> and <OSNAME> can be the following:

■ $ORACLE_HOME/9ifs/admin/email/common/cf—For the base of the .m4 
directory tree.

For the default configuration:

■ Added files—$ORACLE_HOME/9ifs/admin/email/cf/mailer/ifs.m4

Integrating Oracle Internet File System Mail and Sendmail Pro 8.9.3 For Solaris
Oracle 9iFS e-mail does not have its own mail transfer agent, but relies on Sendmail 
to act as the mail transfer agent. This section pertains to the Sendmail Pro product 
from Sendmail, Inc., and the following steps guide you through set up and 
configuration of Sendmail Pro version 8.9.3.

Installing Sendmail Pro 8.9.3  To install Sendmail Pro 8.9.3 on a Solaris, refer to the 
Sendmail Pro 8.9.3 documentation. The installation is completed using the standard 

Platform <OS> <OSNAME>

AIX aix aix4

HP-UX hp-ux hpux10

Linux linux linux

Tru64 osf1 osf1

Solaris solaris solaris2

Note for Solaris Users: For configuration, use the GNU M4. The 
Solaris version of the M4 macro-processor is not compatible with 
the open source Sendmail m4 files. For reference, go to 
www.gnu.org or see the Help for UNIX System Administrators, 
Sendmail guide (ISBN: 1-56592-222-0, publisher: O’Reilly). GNU M4 
is not shipped with Oracle Internet File System 1.2.

Note: The following information pertains to Sun Sparc Solaris 
only.
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UNIX pkgadd utility. For further installation instructions, refer to the INSTALL 
document located for your platform of the Sendmail Pro distribution.

Sendmail Pro 8.9.3 Graphical Administration Tool
Sendmail Pro 8.9.3 includes a graphical administration and configuration tool. This 
is a Web-based tool that allows access to the configuration files from a Web server. 
However, due to the fact that the Sendmail Pro administration tool does not know 
about Oracle 9iFS, the tool cannot be used to configure Oracle 9iFS. If the tool is 
used to configure Sendmail pro, Oracle 9iFS support will not be included in the new 
configuration. Sendmail administrators will need to use the .m4 and .mc files 
provided in the distribution to reconfigure Sendmail.

Oracle 9iFS Installation Dependencies  When the Oracle 9iFS Configuration Assistant is 
run during installation of Oracle 9iFS, the required pre-configuration (.m4 and .mc) 
files are prepared for e-mail configuration.

Configuring Sendmail
The configuration process involves running the ifsemailsetup_pro893 script 
located in the $ORACLE_HOME/9ifs/bin directory. This script sets up .m4 and .mc 
files and generates a sendmail configuration file that is used to integrate Oracle 9iFS 
and Sendmail Pro 8.9.3. You must run this script as the root user.

Quick Setup Steps
Steps 1 and 2 can be executed in any order.

1. Configure Oracle 9iFS using the Configuration Assistant. This step can be 
completed independently of the Sendmail install.

2. Install Sendmail Pro 8.9.3.

3. Run the script ifsemailsetup_pro893 for configuring Oracle 9iFS e-mail.

Note: If you want to migrate to use open source Sendmail instead 
of Sendmail Pro 8.9.3, you must first de-install Sendmail Pro 8.9.3.
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Client Setup
E-mail accounts are set up through IMAP/SMTP access just as any regular mail 
server on the client machine. The following e-mail clients are supported:

■ Outlook Express 5.x

■ Netscape Messenger 4.7.x

■ Outlook

■ Eudora 4.3.x

■ Pine 4.2.x

Each of these e-mail clients have different procedures to set up user mail accounts. 
See the documentation for correct directions. Normally, the outgoing and incoming 
mail servers will be the machine on which Oracle 9iFS was installed. The users and 
passwords map to the users created on Oracle 9iFS. 

You will need to provide users with the name assigned to the Oracle 9iFS server, 
and other information, including:
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Table 8–1  E-mail Account Information

Make Sure that the Oracle 9iFS E-mail Server Is Running
To use e-mail:

1. Make sure that Sendmail is running.

■ On Solaris use "ps -edaf | grep sendmail" in a terminal window.

■ On NT use the task manager to check that the Sendmail application is 
running.

2. On the Oracle9i Enterprise Manager Console, make sure the SMTP and IMAP 
servers are running.

3. Make sure the Outbox Agent is running.

Parameter Setting

Username/

Account

The user’s Oracle 9iFS login.

Password The user’s Oracle 9iFS password.

Organization Your company or organization name.

Identified as/ 

Full Name

The name your users want to appear in the From section of all 
e-mail messages. For example, if the user’s login is jsmith, the 
user may want to print Jane Smith in the header of all your 
e-mail messages.

Outgoing mail server The name assigned to the Oracle  9iFS server as an e-mail server. 
This setting may differ from the URL of the server or its name on 
the Windows network. For example, the server identified as 
MailServer1 on the Windows network may be identified as 
mailserver1.mycompany.com for e-mail clients.The 
outgoing mail server and incoming mail server will always be 
the same.

Incoming mail server 
type

The incoming mail server (an IMAP server).

Incoming mail server The name assigned to Oracle  9iFS server as an e-mail server. For 
example, ifs.mycompany.com. The outgoing mail server and 
incoming mail server will always be the same.
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Security Features
Improving on the text-based IMAP protocol, which generally sends electronic 
messages in clear text through the network, the Java SSL security mechanism has 
been integrated into the Oracle  9iFS IMAP server. Oracle 9iFS also supports 
encrypted and signed e-mail.

Encrypted E-mail
An encrypted message is sent, as follows:

1. The message is created.

2. A random number is generated by the sending e-mail client for use as a session 
key to encrypt the message.

3. The message is encrypted.

4. The random number (session key) is encrypted using the recipient’s public key.

5. The encrypted random number (session key) is added to the encrypted 
message. 

6. the message is sent to the recipient.

To decrypt the message, the recipient performs these steps:

1. The encrypted random number (session key) and the encrypted message are 
extracted from the e-mail.

2. The session key is decrypted by the mail client using the recipient’s private key.

3. The message is decrypted by the mail client using the decrypted session key.

4. The message is displayed by the mail client.

Signed E-mail
With signed e-mail, after the message is composed and is in the process of being 
sent, a message digest is taken using the MD5 algorithm. The chances of another 
message producing the same digest is nil. The sender then encrypts the message 
digest with a private key, appends it to the message, and sends the message. The 
recipient of the message decrypts the digest with the public key, creates a message 
digest of the message, and compares it to the one just decrypted. If the message 
digests are identical, the recipient knows that the message has not been tampered 
with and was sent by the sender, because only this sender could have performed the 
encryption with the recipient’s private key.
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 IMAP Server SSL Configuration
The Oracle 9iFS IMAP server uses the Oracle Java SSL package for security and 
Oracle Wallet Manager to store certificates. To use this feature, you must create an 
Oracle wallet if one does not already exist.

1. Start the Oracle Wallet Manager tool  (OWM).  

2. Create a new wallet or open an existing one.

3. Create a "Certificate Request," and submit it to a Certificate Authority. You can 
also use "Export Certificate Request" to export it to a file.

4. Once you have received the certificate from your Certificate Authority, import it 
by selecting "Import UserCertificate."

5. Save your wallet and then export your wallet into a file by selecting "Export 
Wallet."

6. Change your IMAP server’s configuration property 
IFS.SERVER.PROTOCOL.IMAP.SSLWalletPath to include the exported 
wallet file pathname.

7. Also change configuration property 
IFS.SERVER.PROTOCOL.IMAP.SSLWalletPwd to include your wallet 
password.

For more information about SSL configuration, see the Oracle Advanced Security 
Administrator’s Guide, especially the section "Configuring Secured Socket Layer 
Authentication."
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Oracle 9iFS Troubleshooting and

Performance Information

This chapter provides information on troubleshooting and configuration logs. The 
following topics are included:

■ Troubleshooting General Problems and Performance Issues

■ Troubleshooting E-mail Problems

■ Using the Configuration Log Files

■ The WCP Server Log File

■ The Oracle 9iFS Windows Utilities Log Files

■ Globalization Support Troubleshooting
rmation 9-1
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Troubleshooting General Problems and Performance Issues
This section contains information to assist with general problems and performance 
issues.

Table 9–1, "Troubleshooting Administrative Problems" describes common 
administration problems, what may have caused them, and what you should do to 
correct the problems.

Table 9–1 Troubleshooting Administrative Problems

Problem Probable Cause Corrective Action

An out-of-memory 
exception is raised 
when running 
Oracle 9iFS

The maximum Java heap 
size is too low.

Increase the heap size by modifying the -mx 
setting for that node configuration file. See 
Appendix D, "Process Configuration Files".

Server is generally 
slow for read and 
write activity

Probable cause #1: Server 
memory is overcommitted. 
The server is excessively 
swapping memory blocks 
to disk.

Run system monitoring tools, such as vmstat 
(Unix) and look for excessive page swapping to 
verify the problem.

Adjust the following parameters in your database’s 
init.ora file:

■ Reduce processes.

■ Reduce open_cursors.

■ Reduce db_block_buffers.

Stop unneeded Java VMs or other unneeded 
processes.

You may also need to add memory to your server 
or, if you are running a single-tier configuration, 
reconfigure your Oracle 9iFS server into a two-tier 
configuration.

For more information on adjusting the parameters 
in the init.ora file, see the Oracle Internet File 
System Installation Guide.

Server is generally 
slow for read and 
write activity

Probable cause #2: CTXHX 
is using 100 percent of 
your CPU.

See "Troubleshooting Oracle Text Problems with 
Internet File System".

Server is slow only 
on read or search 
activity

Large amounts of 
documents have been 
loaded or updated and the 
Oracle9i Cost-Based 
Optimizer is using old 
statistics.

Run the analyze.sql script located in the 
<ORACLE_HOME>\9ifs\admin\sql directory. 
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Server is slow only 
on content-based 
search activity

Oracle Text tablespaces are 
on the same disk as other 
database files.

Move the Oracle Text tablespaces to other disks. 
See the Oracle Internet File System Installation Guide. 
See the Oracle9i Administrator’s Guide for more 
information on moving tablespaces.

Oracle Text indexes have 
become fragmented.

Regularly optimize the Oracle Text Oracle index 
IFS_TEXT. For more information, see the 
Appendix E, "Working with Oracle Text".

Server is slow only 
on write activity

Large amounts of 
documents are being 
loaded and the Redo logs 
are too small.

Add two or more 100 MB or larger Redo logs. See 
the Oracle9i Administrator’s Guide for more 
information. In general, Redo logs should be 
switching every hour or less frequently. See the 
ORACE_HOME/rdbms/<sid>/bdump directory 
for the latest logs which indicate the frequency of 
Redo log switching.

Large amounts of 
documents are being 
loaded and the Redo logs 
are on the same disk as the 
database files.

Place the Redo logs on a separate disk from the 
database files. See the Oracle9i Administrator’s Guide 
and the Oracle9i Designing and Tuning for 
Performance & Tuning Guide for more information.

For optimal performance, dedicate one or more 
disks (and, if possible, a disk controller) 
exclusively to the Redo logs, and optimize the 
disks for sequential write activity. For example, on 
Sun SPARC Solaris, you may choose raw partitions 
or UNIX file systems for the disks. If you choose 
UNIX file systems on Solaris 2.6 or above, use the 
"forcedirection" option when mounting the file 
systems. These options should only be used if the 
file systems are dedicated exclusively to the Redo 
logs. 

Content queries 
through the Web and 
Windows return no 
rows.

Oracle Text indexing of the 
documents has not 
occurred.

See "Update Index Using SYNC Option" in 
Appendix E, "Working with Oracle Text".

Table 9–1 Troubleshooting Administrative Problems

Problem Probable Cause Corrective Action
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If a new folder is 
created using the 
Windows interface, 
an agent is triggered.

When a folder is created in 
Windows Explorer, a new 
file is created (testdir.tmp) 
and then is deleted. 
Windows Explorer does 
this to make sure the right 
information is available to 
create information inside 
the folder. Therefore, the 
agent is triggered.

No corrective action, this is the way Windows 
Explorer is designed to work.

Want to reset the 
Oracle 9iFS system 
password without 
knowing what it is.

Have forgotten the Oracle 
9iFS system password.

You will need to contact Oracle Support or, if not, 
you must re-install the database. If you choose to 
re-install the database, you will need to make sure 
that you have copied any files stored in the Oracle 
9iFS database out to a local hard drive before 
starting the re-install process. The re-install will 
result in the loss of all information currently stored 
in the database.

Problems with 
outbound FTP on 
UNIX.

You are using 
/usr/bin/ftp on Unix 
and the default port 
number in 
/etc/services is a port 
other than 21, such as 2100.

Specify the port number explicitly, for example, 
"ftp ifs.us.oracle.com 21", where "21" is 
the port assigned.

When creating a 
class object in a 
language other than 
English, the 
following exception 
is encountered:

"Exception IFS-30002 
- Unable to create 
new LibraryObject."

Class object and attribute 
names must be in English.

Names for class objects and attributes must be in 
English. 

Table 9–1 Troubleshooting Administrative Problems

Problem Probable Cause Corrective Action
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Use Analyze to Optimize Performance
Because Oracle 9iFS uses advanced features of Oracle9i, Oracle 9iFS requires use of 
Oracle’s Cost-based Optimizer (CBO) to determine the most efficient way to execute 
SQL statements. For CBO to work properly, you should run the Analyze command 
before using Oracle 9iFS, as well as regularly during the use of Oracle 9iFS, 
especially after users have loaded large numbers of files into Oracle 9iFS or have 
changed their data in other ways.

In Word95: "Word 
cannot open the 
document". 

In other Windows 
application: "Unable 
to open 
F:\home\jdoe\ifs10
949.doc.  There are 
too many files 
already open". 

In Netscape: 
"F:\home\jdoe\ifs1
0949.doc.  Too many 
files are open.  Quit 
one or more 
programs or files, 
and try again." 

In Internet Explorer: 
"Action canceled.  
Internet Explorer 
was unable to link to 
the Web page you 
requested. The page 
might be 
temporarily 
unavailable." 

The parameter 
"MaxAllOpenFiles" in the 
SmbServer.def is too low. 

(These error messages are examples of what the 
user may see if this problem occurs.)

Adjust MaxAllOpenFiles in Smb.Server.def higher.

Table 9–1 Troubleshooting Administrative Problems

Problem Probable Cause Corrective Action
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On Solaris, perform these steps, replacing password with your password.

cd $ORACLE_HOME/9ifs/admin/sql
sqlplus ifssys/password @analyze.sql ifssys

Note that the command may take a while to complete, especially when there are 
large numbers of documents in Oracle 9iFS. In general, the command should be run 
during periods of reduced load on the system.

 For more information about the Cost-based Optimizer and dbms_stats.gather_
schema_statistics (used by analyze.sql), consult the Oracle9i database 
documentation.

Troubleshooting E-mail Problems
Table 9–2, "Troubleshooting E-mail Problems" contains solutions to common e-mail 
configuration and operation problems.

Table 9–2 Troubleshooting E-mail Problems

Problem Probable Cause Corrective Action

Incoming e-mail 
hangs.

Oracle 9iFS SMTP 
server is not running.

Uninstall e-mail using this script:

#!/bin/sh
# To uninstall smtp from 9iFS, run this 
script as root.
/usr/bin/ex /etc/sendmail.cf <<EOF
g/doCheck/p
g/doCheck/s/ /̂#/
w
q
EOF
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Troubleshooting Oracle Text Problems with Internet File System
This section addresses troubleshooting issues regarding Oracle Text. It includes the 
problem descriptions, possible causes, and solution descriptions.

Table 9–3 Troubleshooting Oracle Text Problems

Problem Probable Cause Corrective Action

Cannot search on 
document contents 
of any documents.

Oracle Text server is not 
running

See Appendix E, "Working with Oracle Text".

Using search in the 
WebUI returns error 
"IFS-22012:Search 
Failed. Invalid 
query may have 
been specified", or 
returns no results 
when user searches 
in WebUI Help.

Database character set is 
not supported by the 
Oracle Text Multi-Lexer.

Reinstall or upgrade your database to have the NLS_
CHARACTERSET of UTF8 or one of the other ones 
supported by the Oracle Text Multi-Lexer for the language 
you are using.  

For more information, see the section on "Multi_Lexer" in 
the Oracle9i Text Reference Guide.

Cannot search on 
document contents 
after upgrading the 
Oracle Internet File 
System schema 
from version 1.0 or 
version 1.1 to 
version 0.0.1.

Oracle Text index was not 
re-populated.

See Chapter 4, "Upgrading from a Previous Version of 
Oracle 9iFS" of the Oracle Internet File System Installation 
Guide for more information.

Server is slow only 
on content-based 
search activity.

Probable cause #1: Oracle 
Text tablespaces are on the 
same disk as other 
database files.

Move the Oracle Text tablespaces to other disks. See the 
Oracle Internet File System Installation Guide. See the Oracle9i 
Administrator’s Guide for more information on moving 
tablespaces.

Server is slow only 
on content-based 
search activity.

Probable cause #2: Oracle 
Text indexes have become 
fragmented.

Regularly optimize the text Oracle index INDEXEDLOB_I 
(for upgraded schemas), or GLOBALINDEXEDBLOB_I (for 
new schemas). For more information, see the Appendix E, 
"Working with Oracle Text".
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Problem Probable Cause Corrective Action

Searching on the contents of 
new documents stops 
working.

Probable cause #1: A recent 
document has caused 
Oracle Text server to fail.

1. Stop and restart the Oracle Text server.  For 
more information, see the Appendix E, 
"Working with Oracle Text".

2. Log into sqlplus as ifssys/<schema-pwd>, 
and issue 
select count(*) from ctx_user_
pending;

3. If there are any rows in that view and the 
rows are not changing, then a recent 
document has caused Oracle Text to stop 
indexing. See the problem "Internet File 
System rows show up in the ctx_user_
pending view" to determine which Oracle 
9iFS documents these rows refer to.

4. Still in sqlplus, issue 
select * from ctx_user_index_
errors;
to see if there are any recent errors.   Resolve 
any of these errors.  See the problem "Internet 
File System rows show up in the ctx_user_
index_errors view" to determine which Oracle 
9iFS documents these rows refer to.

5. If resolving these errors does not work, stop 
and restart the Oracle Text server.

6. Check again to see if there are any rows in 
ctx_user_pending and, if so, that the rows are 
changing.

7. If the problem persists, install the database 
patchset 8.1.7.2 or higher.  

8. If this patch does not resolve the issue, contact 
your Oracle Support representative for 
further assistance.
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Searching on the contents of 
new documents stops 
working.

Probable cause #2: A recent 
document has caused 
CTXHX to spin.

1. Using top or ps (on UNIX), check your 
operating system processes to verify that 
ctxhx is using more than 80% of a CPU and 
does not complete within several minutes.

2. Kill the ctxhx process.

3. Stop and restart the Oracle Text server.

4. If the problem persists, install the database 
patchset 8.1.7.2 or higher.  

5. If this patch does not resolve the issue, contact 
your Oracle Support representative for 
further assistance.

Oracle 9iFS rows never get 
processed and never leave 
the Oracle Text view ctx_
user_pending.

Oracle 9iFS documents are 
corrupt or do not have the 
correct extension.

1. Follow the steps in "Internet File System rows 
show up in the Oracle Text view ctx_user_
index_errors" to determine which Oracle 
9iFS documents are being referred to, 
substituting ctx_user_pending for ctx_
user_index_errors and pnd_rowid for 
err_textkey.

2. Examine this document, looking for these 
problems:

■ Is the file damaged in any way?

■ Is the file name extension correct for this 
document?

■ Is the character set of the document 
correct?

3. If no obvious problems are found, send the 
document to your Oracle Support 
Representative for further diagnosis.

4. Delete the document from Oracle 9iFS.

Problem Probable Cause Corrective Action
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Oracle 9iFS rows show up 
in the Oracle Text view 
ctx_user_index_
errors. 

Oracle 9iFS documents are 
corrupt or do not have the 
correct extension.

1. Determine which Oracle 9iFS document is 
being referred to.

■ sqlplus ifssys/ifssys

■ select du.uniquename, vd.name, 
co.contentsize, cs.id, vd.id
from odmv_document vd, odm_
contentobject co, odmm_
contentstore cs, odm_document 
od,
odm_directoryuser du
where vd.id = od.id
and od.contentobject = co.id
and co.content = cs.id
and du.id = vd.owner
and cs.id in 
(
select distinct od.id
from ctx_user_index_errors cp, 
odmm_contentstore od
where od.rowid = err_textkey
)
order by cs.id;

2. cd $ORACLE_HOME/9ifs/bin 

3. ifslogin system/manager

4. ifsshowallpaths -id <vd.id>  
replacing <vd.id> with the vd.id returned 
from the Select statement above. This 
command will display the absolute path of 
the document. 

5. Examine this document, looking for these 
problems:

■ Is the file damaged in any way?

■ Is the file name extension correct for this 
document?

■ Is the character set of the document 
correct?

6. If no obvious problems are found, send the 
document to your Oracle Support 
Representative for further diagnosis.

Problem Probable Cause Corrective Action
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Using the Configuration Log Files
During the configuration of Oracle 9iFS, the IfsConfigOut.log and the 
IfsConfigSql.log files are generated and stored in the following directories:

IfsConfigOut.log
The IfsConfigOut.log file is a log of the configuration, starting with saving 
properties to configuration files, then creating the schema and tablespaces. This log 
file lists which files are executed, what .adm and .typ files are executed by the 
AdminManager and CreateClasses.

If an error occurs during the Oracle 9iFS configuration, the problem is reported at 
the bottom of the log file. Notice a large Java stack trace. The trace is printed twice: 
once, exactly when the error occurred (by the thread actually executing the 
operation), and again by the main thread when it is displaying the error. Sometimes 
the first trace has more information, so be sure to examine both traces.

IfsConfigSql.log
This log file contains a SQL "dump" of all the SQL statements that were executed 
directly from the SQL scripts that create the Oracle 9iFS schema, for example, 
odmmain.sql. This file is always created in "verbose" mode.

Common Errors Found in the IfsConfigOut.log and IfsConfigSql.log Files
The following list displays the common errors found and a resolution:

■ java.lang "class not found"—A jar or library file is missing from the 
$ORACLE_HOME/lib or other directory.

■ java.sql.SQLException: procedure or package not 
available—A required package has not been installed in the Oracle software 
that Oracle 9iFS is being installed on top of, notably, the DBMS_OBFUSCATION_
PACKAGE, or certain Oracle text packages.

Platform Directory

UNIX $ORACLE_HOME/9ifs/log

Windows NT %ORACLE_HOME%\9ifs\log
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The WCP Server Log File
■ File not found or IO exceptions—Often caused by permission problems. For 
example, a configuration file has been made read-only by the root user.

The WCP Server Log File
The WCP Server Log is embedded within the log file for the node. It logs the WCP 
commands received from the Oracle 9iFS Windows Utilities, the intermediate 
output when commands are processed, and the WCP response sent back to the 
Oracle 9iFS Windows Utilities.

General Notes About the WCP Server Log
The following list describes some general information about the WCP server log.

■ After a WCP connection request, each line will be preceded by "WcpSession #", 
where "#" is a number identifying the WCP session thread created to serve one 
Windows machine. This is important to identify the relevant events 
corresponding to a particular client machine as the WCP server is a 
multi-threaded server.

■ If you set the IFS.DOMAIN.NODE.LogLevel to high (6), a dynamic property 
displays in the WCP server, called XmlLogDirectory. This directory contains the 
XML requests the WCP server receives from the Oracle 9iFS Windows Utilities 
and the XML responses that the WCP server sends to the Oracle 9iFS Windows 
Utilities. For more information, see "Node.def" in Appendix D, "Process 
Configuration Files".

Mapping Oracle 9iFS to Network Drives
Because mapping a network drive to an NT/2000 server is controlled by Windows, 
independent of Oracle 9iFS, the user must first be authenticated by Windows for 
access to that NT/2000 server.

If users are having difficulty mapping an Oracle 9iFS drive, the NT/2000 
administrator should create a shared drive on the NT/2000 server independent of 
Oracle 9iFS and have the users try to map to it. If this fails, see your Windows 
NT/2000 documentation for more information on Windows authentication.

Instructions for End Users
When mapping a network drive to Oracle 9iFS running on an NT/2000 server, 
specify a Windows user ID and password valid for that NT/2000 server. (Without a 
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The Oracle 9iFS Windows Utilities Log Files
valid Windows user ID and password on the NT/2000 server, you will be unable to 
map to Oracle 9iFS.) If this user ID does not also exist in Oracle 9iFS, you will be 
logged in with Oracle 9iFS user ID "guest" automatically. You may not connect to 
Oracle 9iFS through NTFS without a valid Windows user ID and password. (To 
connect to Oracle 9iFS running on a Windows NT/2000 server without a valid 
Windows user ID and password, use the Web interface.)

Note: Mapping a drive on Windows NT/2000 server that is in a domain you are not 
authenticated against may require supplying the user ID in the following syntax: 
<domainname>\<userid>, for example, MyDomain\gking. Oracle 9iFS ignores 
the domain prefix and only looks at the user id.

Warning: In mapping an Oracle 9iFS drive to an NT/2000 server, the user does not 
need to provide a valid Oracle 9iFS password, since the user has been authenticated 
by Windows. Therefore, the NT/2000 administrator must be trusted not to create 
NT/2000 user accounts with the same name as an Oracle 9iFS user for the purpose 
of fraudulently accessing that Oracle 9iFS user’s data.

When mapping a network drive to Oracle 9iFS running on a UNIX server, an Oracle 
9iFS user ID and password is sufficient. If the user name you provide is not a valid 
Oracle 9iFS user on this UNIX server, you will be logged in as "guest" automatically, 
assuming the administrator has not disabled this option.

Instructions for System Administrators
Each Oracle 9iFS user requires a Windows NT/2000 account with the same user ID. 
If the server is in a Windows domain, Oracle recommends the user account be 
created at the domain level. Otherwise, the user account can be local to the 
Windows NT/2000 server.

The Oracle 9iFS Windows Utilities Log Files
The Oracle 9iFS Windows Utilities also have their own log files. By default, the log 
files are not generated unless the following Windows registry values are set up. You 
can customize the path specified for IfsDebug.log, for example, C:\.

■ HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\ORACLE\IFS\Debug\Level=0x64(DWORD)

■ HKEY_LOCAL_
MACHINE\SOFTWARE\ORACLE\IFS\Debug\Path=<C:\IfsDebug.log>(string)

 There are three types of log files, all located in the "log" subdirectory under the 
directory where the Windows interface is installed.
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Globalization Support Troubleshooting
■ IfsSockMgr.log—Logs events such as Oracle 9iFS SocketManager starts and 
exceptions encountered by SocketManager.

■ IfsWcpSessions?.log—The ’?’ represents the drive letter to which the 
Oracle 9iFS (SMB) server is mapped. This file logs any exceptions during the 
interaction with the WCP server associated to the mapped drive and is 
normally blank.

■ IfsDebug.log—Logs the internal commands sent to WCP server.

Globalization Support Troubleshooting
The following information describes troubleshooting information to assist with 
general problems with Globalization Support.

Possible Problem: FTP Client
Unable to ls and put filenames and folders with non-ASCII characters from the 
MS-DOS FTP client.

Possible Solution
The character encoding of the command prompt window needs to match the 
character encoding of the FTP session. The character encoding of the FTP session 
will indicate to the FTP server the character set to use to encode the filename 
strings. This will ensure proper storage of the filenames in the repository as well as 
ensure proper display of filenames in the command prompt window.

Possible Solution for Microsoft Windows 95, 98, 2000, NT
Windows uses Unicode as its main character set. But for compatibility with 
MS-DOS, traditional code pages are supported. The MS-DOS command chcp allows 
viewing and setting the active code-page for the command prompt window.

To display the number of the active console code page, use a command line to enter 
the following:

C:\>chcp
Active code page: 437

437 is the United States code page. For example, if you are using 437, you will not 
be able to handle German characters, ö and ß, in your FTP session. To handle 
German characters, the code page 1252 should be used. 1252 is for Western 
European languages.
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To change the active code page to 1252, use a command line to enter the following:

C:\>chcp 1252 
Active code page: 1252

Only the code page installed with Windows NT will display correctly in a 
command prompt window using Raster fonts. Other code pages will display 
correctly in windows using TrueType fonts or Lucida Console. 

To change the fonts for the window:

1. Access the Properties/Font tab.

2. Start up your FTP session in this same command prompt window.

The character encoding for the session should be set using the quote command, 
setcharencoding, to the same encoding for the command prompt window. If 
you change the code page with the chcp command, it is recommended that you use 
the Lucida Console font as the console font to avoid incorrect glyphs on the screen.

Use the following code to set the character encoding for the session:

ftp> quote setcharencoding <IANA character set name>

For example: 

ftp> quote setcharencoding Windows-1252

Caveats  The German Windows NT 4.0 Operating System has a default active code 
page of 850 for the command prompt windows. 850 is the multilingual Latin1 code 
page. The command prompt MS-DOS FTP client does not recognize German 
characters using 850, so the code page should be changed to 1252, which will work 
properly.

MS-DOS Code Pages  The following tables lists some MS-DOS code pages and their 
corresponding language.

MS-DOS Code Page Language

437 United States

850 Multilingual (Latin I)

852 Slavic (Latin II)

855 Cyrillic (Russian)
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Windows ANSI Code Pages  The following table lists Windows ANSI code pages and 
their language/font.

Possible Problem: Filenames Truncated or Corrupted
Filenames truncated or corrupted when using the drag and drop feature of the Web 
interface to upload files named with Western European characters using the 
Netscape browser.

857 Turkish

860 Portuguese

861 Icelandic

863 Canadian-French

865 Nordic

866 Russian

869 Modern Greek

Windows ANSI Code Page Language/Font

1250  Central European

1251 Eastern European using Cyrillic letters

1252 Western European using Roman letters

1253 Greek

1254 Turkish

1255 Hebrew

1256 Arabic

1257 Baltic

1258 Vietnamese

MS-DOS Code Page Language
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Possible Solution
Netscape uses the Windows code page for its FTP client. If the Oracle database 
character set is UTF8, the FTP server needs to have the DefaultCharacterSet 
property in the properties file set to ISO-8859-1 for Western European languages.

Possible Problem: Unable to Drag and Drop Files Through the Web Interface
Unable to drag and drop files through the Web interface using a multibyte 
operating system.

Possible Solution
The drag and drop feature only supports the character set (or subsets) of the Oracle 
Internet File System FTP server default character set. Check the value in the 
properties file.

Possible Problem: Unable to Insert Files Through FTP
Unable to insert files correctly through FTP even if the default character set of the 
FTP server is the same as the client OS.

Possible Solution
Be sure to have the NLS_LANG environment variable set to the same character set as 
the database character set. The OCI driver reads this environment variable and uses 
for string conversion before inserting into the database. For example, if the database 
character set is UTF8, then set NLS_LANG=.UTF8 This is only a problem with the 
OCI drivers, and not thin JDBC drivers.

Possible Problem: Unable to Perform Context Searches on Multilingual Content
Unable to context search multilingual content in a document after inserting a 
document into the repository through FTP.

Possible Solution
Be sure to set the language for the current FTP session. Documents inserted via the 
’put’ command will have its LANGUAGE attribute set to this value.

To view the current language for the FTP session, use the following quote 
command:

ftp> quote showlanguage 
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226 Language English

To set the language for the FTP session, use the following quote command:

ftp> quote setlanguage <Oracle language name>
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Command Line Utilities Reference

This appendix provides instructions for running the Command Line Utilities and a 
complete listing of the commands. The Command Line Utilities allows experienced 
system administrators to perform tasks from the command line prompt rather than 
the graphical user interface.

If an argument to the Command Line Utilities has spaces or an "=", it must be 
enclosed within double quotes (""). For example, ifscat "test document" or 
ifsls "backup folder 1999" or ifsls -class Document 
"name=’Mydoc’".

Topics include:

■ Command Line Utilities Overview

■ Running the Command Line Utilities

■ Starting the Command Line Utilities

■ Navigation Commands

■ File Manipulation Commands

■ Miscellaneous Commands

■ Globalization Support Commands
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Command Line Utilities Overview
Command Line Utilities Overview
The Command Line Utilities are automatically installed into $ORACLE_
HOME/ifs<version>/bin on the server machine where Oracle Internet File 
System is installed. The Command Line Utilities can also be installed on any UNIX 
or Windows NT client machine.

Setting Environment Variables to Run the Command Line Utilities
The Command Line Utilities use three environment variables. Two of these 
variables are set at install time in the ifscmdenv file located in the following 
directory:

You can modify this script to change any of the install defaults.

When the Command Line Utilities are installed on a client machine, the variables in 
this script (which is ifscmdenv.bat if installed on a Windows machine) will need 
to be modified since the utilities are no longer running on the same machine as the 
Command Line Utility Protocol Server.

You can also set these environment variables directly on the command line itself, or 
in your local environment script, for example, the .cshenv file if you use csh.

Variables
IFS_COOKIE_DIRECTORY—The session information for the Command Line 
Utilities is maintained in the IfsCookie file, which is generated each time a user 
logs in. This variable specifies where this file should be placed on the local system. 
By default, this directory is set to $ORACLE_HOME/9ifs/log. This default should 
be changed if either of the following cases is true: 

Note: To use the Command Line Utilities, the Command Line 
server must be running.

Platform Directory

UNIX $ORACLE_HOME/9ifs/bin

Windows NT %ORACLE_HOME%\9ifs\bin
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Running the Command Line Utilities
Multiple Users—More than one user may use the Command Line Utilities on the 
same machine. If two different users have the IFS_COOKIE_DIRECTORY set to the 
same local directory, and are logged in at the same time, the IfsCookie file will be 
overwritten by the most recent user’s credential information. This means that both 
users will have the most recent user’s permissions, and any action either user takes 
will affect both users. To allow multiple users, each user must set the IFS_COOKIE_
DIRECTORY to a unique directory.

■ Security—When an IfsCookie file exists, which is only during the life of a 
user’s logon, anyone who has access to the directory containing the IfsCookie 
file could potentially use that cookie to logon as the already logged on user. If 
security is a concern, it is highly recommended that the IFS_COOKIE_
DIRECTORY be changed from the default, since $ORACLE_
HOME/ifs<version>/log is a commonly known directory. CUP commands 
will not work without setting the IFS_COOKIE_DIRECTORY.

■ IFS_CUP_SERVER—If this variable is not set, it defaults to localhost. This 
default will only work if the user is using the Command Line Utilities against a 
Command Line Utility Protocol Server (CUP) on the same machine. To access a 
different instance of the server other than localhost, set this variable to the 
appropriate server, for example, ifstestmachine. This variable will always 
need to be set when running the Command Line Utilities on a client machine 
since the Command Line Utility Protocol Server (CUP) will not be locally 
available.

■ IFS_CUP_PORT—All Oracle 9iFS commands access the CUP using the default 
port, 4180. If the CUP server is started on a port other than 4180, this variable 
should be set to that port number. For example, if you start the CUP on 4182, 
this variable should be set to 4182.

Running the Command Line Utilities
There are four different ways to run the Command Line Utilities:

1. On the Command Line.

Depending on your operating system, there are .bat or .sh (Windows NT and 
UNIX, respectively) that run individual Command Line Utilities commands. 
These files are located in the following directory:
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Starting the Command Line Utilities
For example, ifslogin.bat is used on Windows NT as ifslogin 
scott/tiger.

2. In an interactive mode.

To use the commands interactively, you must use the script. On the command 
line, type ifsshell. When using the shell, you do not need to enter the entire 
command. For example, if you want to log in, type login 
<name>/<password>.

3. In a batch mode.

Using a batch mode, you have the ability to perform many actions at once. To 
start the Command Line Utilities in batch mode, at the command prompt, type 
ifsshell -i <filename>. This tells the operating system to execute the 
batch file. The file should contain a list of commands that you use in ifsshell.

4. In scripts.

Use any commands in a script, just as you would from the operating system 
command line. For example, a .bat or .sh file.

In most cases, you will use the Command Line Utilities in an interactive mode by 
using your operating system. The following sections describe the procedures for 
running the Command Line Utilities. 

Starting the Command Line Utilities
The Command Line Utilities protocol server is started automatically when the 
Internet File System node is started. From your operating system, you can log on by 
using the ifslogin command.

Navigation Commands
The following commands are used for navigation throughout Oracle 9iFS.

Platform Directory

UNIX $ORACLE_HOME/9ifs/bin

Windows NT %ORACLE_HOME%\9ifs\bin
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File Manipulation Commands
ifscd
Changes the current working directory to the directory specified. If no working 
directory is specified, this command changes the current working directory to the 
home directory of the user in Oracle 9iFS. The default home directory is 
/home/<username>.

Syntax:
ifscd <directory>

Examples:
ifscd /osh or ifscd ./osh
Changes the current working directory to /osh, or to <current working dir>/osh.

ifscd
Changes the current working directory to the home directory of the user in Oracle 
9iFS.

ifscd ..
Changes the current working directory one level up from the current directory.

ifspwd
Displays the current working directory in Oracle 9iFS.

Syntax:
ifspwd

ifspwd does not take an argument.

Example:
ifspwd 
Displays the current directory, /home/scott.

File Manipulation Commands

ifscp
Copies the source file to the specified destination. If the destination is an existing 
directory, the file is copied into that directory with the same name. If the destination 
is a filename, the source file is copied to that file. If the destination file already 
exists, the copy defaults to versioning semantics.
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File Manipulation Commands
Syntax:
ifscp <source> <destination>

Examples:
ifscp specifications.doc /osh/specifications2.doc
Copies specifications.doc to /osh/specifications2.doc, only if /osh 
exists.

ifscp specifications.doc /osh
Copies specifications.doc to /osh.

ifsget
Renders the file to the specified local directory.

Syntax:
ifsget <iFSfile> <localfile>

Examples:
ifsget specifications.txt
ifsget specifications.txt /osh/specifications.txt
Picks up the file, specifications.txt, and copies it to the local directory, 
/osh/specifications.txt.

ifsgetattr
Display the attributes of an object. By default, all attributes are displayed.

Syntax:
ifsgetattr [<object options>] <objectvalue> [<listing options>]

Options
Object Options:

-path This is the default option but can be set explicitly. The 
object value will be evaluated as a path to an object.

-id The object value will be evaluated as an ID of an object.

-systemacl The object value will be evaluated as the name of a 
SystemAccessControlList.

-user The object value will be evaluated as the name of a 
DirectoryUser.
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File Manipulation Commands
Listing Options:

Examples:
ifsgetattr signature.txt
Displays all attributes for signature.txt.

ifsgetattr signature.txt -attr owner acl createDate
Displays the owner, ACL and creation date for signature.txt.

ifsgetattr -id 1234 -attrall
Displays all attributes for the object identified by ID 1234.

ifsgetattr -class document "name like ’%foo%’"
Displays all documents whose class is "%foo%".

-valuedefault The object value will be evaluated as the name of a 
ValueDefault.

-class <classname> Identifies objects based on the classname and the object 
value. The object value will be evaluated as a where 
clause.

-l In addition to the name of each object, this option 
displays the class name of the object, the ACLs, 
owner name, size in bytes, and timestamp (the 
modification time unless other times are selected).

-attr <attribute list> Displays the attributes specified for the identified 
object.

-attrall Displays all attributes for the identified object.
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ifsmkdir
Creates a directory with the specified name.

Syntax:
ifsmkdir [<options>] <directory>

Options:

Examples:
ifsmkdir testDir
Creates testDir in the current directory.

ifsmkdir -p a/b/testDir
Creates a/b/testDir, creating each directory in the path as needed.

ifssetattr
Sets the attribute value on an object. Given an object and an attribute name, the 
datatype can be determined. For simple attributes types (string, double, integer, 
boolean, long, and date) the attrvalue is interpreted. For attribute types that refer 
to objects, the attrvalue is interpreted as a path unless attr options are used.

Syntax:
ifssetattr [<object options>] <objectvalue> <attrname> [<attr options>] 
[<attrvalue>]

Options:
Object Options:

-p Creates the complete directory path.

-path This is the default option but can be set explicitly. The 
object value will be evaluated as a path to an object.

-id The object value will be evaluated as an ID of an object.

-systemacl The object value will be evaluated as the name of a 
SystemAccessControlList.

-user The object value will be evaluated as the name of a 
DirectoryUser.

-valuedefault The object value will be evaluated as the name of a 
ValueDefault.
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Attribute Options:

Examples:
ifssetattr -id 1234 owner -avuser scott
Changes the owner attribute of the object identified by ID 1234 to be scott.

ifssetattr -user scott description "System Administrator"
Changes the description attribute of the DirectoryUser object identified by scott.

ifsshowallpaths
Displays all folder references to the specified object. The specified object must be a 
Public Object.

Syntax:
ifsshowallpaths [<object options>] <objectvalue>

-class <classname> Identifies objects based on the classname and the object 
value. The object value will be evaluated as a where 
clause.

-avpath This is the default option, but it can be set explicitly. The 
attribute value will be evaluated as a path to an object.

-avid The attribute value will be evaluated as an id of an object.

-avsystemacl The attribute value will be evaluated as the name of a 
SystemAccessControlList.

-avuser The attribute value will be evaluated as the name of a 
Directory User.

-avvaluedefault The attribute value will be evaluated as the name of a 
ValueDefault.

-avclass 
<classname>

Identifies a unique object based on the classname and the 
attribute value. The attribute value will be evaluated as a 
where clause. If more than one object is identified, an error 
message is generated.

-avnull Sets an attribute to null.
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Options:

Examples:
ifsshowallpaths signature.txt
Displays all folder references to signature.txt.

ifsshowallpaths -id 1234
Displays all folder references to the object identified with the id 1234.

ifsls
Lists the items as specified. If no arguments are specified, the contents of the current 
directory are listed alphabetically. If the object identified is a folder, the contents of 
the folder are listed. Wildcard strings are not supported.

Syntax:
ifsls [<options>] [<objectvalue>] [<listing options>]

Options:
Object Options:

-path This is the default option but can be set explicitly. The 
object value will be evaluated as a path to an object.

-id The object value will be evaluated as an id of an object.

-systemacl The object value will be evaluated as the name of a 
SystemAccessControlList.

-user The object value will be evaluated as the name of a 
DirectoryUser.

-valuedefault The object value will be evaluated as the name of a 
ValueDefault.

-class <classname> Identifies objects based on the classname and the object 
value. The object value will be evaluated as a where 
clause.

-path This is the default option but can be set explicitly. The 
object value will be evaluated as a path to an object.

-id The object value will be evaluated as an ID of an object.

-systemacl The object value will be evaluated as the name of a 
SystemAccessControlList.
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Listing Options:

Examples:
ifsls
Lists the names of the items in the current directory.

ifsls osh
Lists the names of the items in the osh directory.

ifsls -id 1234 -attrall
Lists all the attribute values of the object identified by the ID, 1234. If the object 
identified is a folder, all the attributes for the contents of the folder are listed.

ifsls -class DOCUMENT -attr name description
Lists the names and descriptions of all the documents in Oracle 9iFS.

ifsmv
Moves the source file to the destination. If the destination is an existing directory, 
the source file is moved to the destination directory. If the destination is a file, the 
source file is renamed to the destination filename. Wildcards are not supported.

Syntax:
ifsmv <source> <destination>

-user The object value will be evaluated as the name of a 
DirectoryUser.

-valuedefault The object value will be evaluated as the name of a 
ValueDefault.

-class <classname> Identifies objects based on the classname and the object 
value. The object value will be evaluated as a where 
clause.

-l In addition to the name of the object, this option displays the file type, 
ACLs, owner name, size in bytes, and modification date. Last line is 
the total number of objects.

-attr This option displays the attributes specified by the identified object.

-attrall Displays all attributes for the identified object.
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Examples:
ifsmv sample.html sample2.html
Renames sample.html to the sample2.html.

ifsmv specifications.txt testdir/specifications.txt
Moves specifications.txt into testdir.

ifsmv groups.fm documention/groups2.fm
Moves groups.fm into documentation and renames the file to groups2.fm.

ifsput
Stores the specified local file in Oracle 9iFS. If iFSfile is not specified; the file is 
stored in the current Oracle 9iFS directory. If iFSfile exists, the file is updated 
according to the versioning semantics.

Syntax:
ifsput <localfile> [<iFSfile>]

Examples:
ifsput sample.html
Stores the local file in the current Oracle 9iFS directory as sample.html.

ifsput sample.html sample2.html
Puts the local file into Oracle 9iFS again, this time storing it as sample2.html.

ifsrm
Removes an object from Oracle 9iFS. If the object is identified by path and the object 
is not in any other directory, then it is actually deleted from Oracle 9iFS. Otherwise, 
the object is only deleted from the current directory. If the object value is a directory, 
by default, the directory must be empty unless the -r (recursive) flag is specified.

Syntax:
ifsrm [<options>] [<object options>] <objectvalue>
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Options:

Object Options:

Examples:
ifsrm sample.html
Removes sample.html from the current directory.

ifsrm -r a/b/myDir
Removes myDir from b and any items in myDir.

ifsrm -id 1234
Deletes the object identified by the ID, 1234.

ifsrmref
Removes a reference from a directory. The reference is removed only if there exist 
other references. If it is the last reference, it can only be removed using "rm"  (or 
ifsrm), not ifsrmref. Otherwise, the source is only deleted from the current 
directory. If the source is a directory, by default, the directory must be empty.

Syntax:
ifsrmref  <source>

Examples:
ifsrmref signature.txt
Removes signature.txt from the current directory.

-r This option causes the recursive removal of a directory and all its contents 
without prompting.

-path This is the default option, but can be set explicitly. The 
object value will be evaluated as a path to an object.

-id The object value will be evaluated as an ID of an object.

-systemacl The object value will be evaluated as the name of a 
SystemAccessControlList.

-valuedefault The object value will be evaluated as the name of a 
ValueDefault.

-class <classname> Identifies objects based on the classname and the object 
value. The object value will be evaluated as a where 
clause.
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ifsrmref testDir
Removes testDir and all of its contents from the current directory.

ifscat
Prints an ASCII rendering of the identified object to the screen. For Document and 
its subclasses, the content of the document’s content will be rendered by default.  
All other objects are rendered as XML by default. For information regarding 
changing the default rendering behavior, refer to the Oracle Internet File System 
Developer Reference.

Syntax:
ifscat [object options] [object value] 

or:

ifstype[object options] [object value] 

Options:
Object Options:

Listing Options:

-path This is the default option, but can be set explicitly. The 
object value will be evaluated as a path to an object.

-id The object value will be evaluated as an ID of an object.

-systemacl The object value will be evaluated as the name of a 
SystemAccessControlList.

-user The object value will be evaluated as the name of a 
Directory User.

-valuedefault The object value will be evaluated as the name of a 
ValueDefault.

-class <classname> Identifies objects based on the classname and the object 
value. The object value will be evaluated as a where 
clause.

-attrall Renders the effective attributes of the identified object. 
This option is relevant only when rendering as XML.
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Examples:
ifscat myFile
Displays the contents of myFile.

ifscat -id 1234
Displays the rendering of object with ID 1234.

ifscat -id 1234 -attrall
Renders the effective attribute values of the object identified by the ID 1234. This 
option is relevant only when the object is rendered as XML.

ifsaddref
Adds an item to a directory. The result will be that the source will show up in the 
destination directory. This does not affect any other directories in which the source 
may already be in.

Syntax:
ifsaddref <filename> <pathDir>

Examples:
ifsaddref signature.txt a/oshDir
Adds signature.txt to a/oshDir.

ifsaddref oshDir a/oshDir2
Adds oshDir to a/oshDir2.

ifsfind
Returns the objects based on the classname and an optional where clause. By 
default, only the name of the attribute is displayed.

Syntax:
ifsfind classname [<whereclause>] [<listing option>]

Options:
Listing Options:

-l In addition to the name of each file, this option 
displays the file type, ACLs, owner name, size in 
bytes, and timestamp (the modification time unless 
other times are selected).
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Examples:
ifsfind FOLDER -attrall
Displays all the attributes for all the folders in Oracle 9iFS.

ifsfind DOCUMENT "description=’FY 2000’" -attrall
Displays all the attributes for the folders with the description "FY 2000".

Miscellaneous Commands

ifshelp
Displays help on all commands or on the specified command.

Syntax:
ifshelp [cmd]

Examples:
ifshelp
Displays usage for all commands.

ifshelp ifscd
Displays the description and command usage for cd.

ifslogin/ifslogon
Establishes an Oracle 9iFS session.

Syntax:
ifslogin <username/password> or ifslogon <username>/<password>

Example:
ifslogin scott/tiger
Logs scott in to Oracle 9iFS.

ifslogout
Terminates the current Oracle 9iFS session.

-attr <attribute list> Displays the attributes specified for the identified 
object.

-attrall Displays all attributes for the identified object.
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Syntax:
ifslogout

ifsmode
Sets the modes for the session.

Syntax:
ifsmode <modetype> [<object options>] <object value>

Options:
Mode Types:

Object Options:

acl When creating new objects, sets the ACL for new objects to 
the ACL specified. The ACL can also be specified with the 
-parent or the -profile option.

dateformat Sets the format for dates. The object value is a date format.

parse Sets the parse mode (on/off). The object value is a boolean 
value.

delimiter Sets the folder path delimiter. The object value is a string  
representing the folder path delimiter.

language Sets the language to be set on uploaded documents. The object 
value is the language name.

charset Sets the character set to be set on uploaded documents. The 
object value is IANA character set name.

admin Turns admin mode on or off.

-id The object value will be evaluated as an ID of an object.

-systemacl The object value will be evaluated as the name of a 
SystemAccessControlList.

-profile Sets the ACL mode to take the ACL from the user 
profile.

-parent Sets the ACL mode to take the ACL from the parent 
directory.
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Boolean Values:
The following Boolean values are valid:

■ True—true, t, on, 1, y, and yes are legal true values.

■ False—f, off, 0, n, and no are legal false values.

Examples:
ifsmode acl -id 1234
Sets the default ACL to be an ACL identified by ID 1234.

ifsmode acl -profile
Sets the default ACL to be taken from the user profile.

ifsmode acl -parent
Sets the ACL determination to be taken from the parent folder.

ifsmode parse off
Sets the parse mode to off, so that files put in Oracle 9iFS are not parsed.

ifsmode acl
Sets the default ACL to be determined from the system.

ifsmode acl -systemacl Published
Sets the default ACL to be Published.

ifsmode dateformat "MMM dd HH:mm"
Sets the date format to "MMM dd HH:mm".

ifsmode admin true
Turns admin mode on for the current session.

ifsmode delimiter \
Sets the folder path delimiter to \.

ifswhoami
Displays the current user.

Syntax:
ifswhoami

Example:
ifswhoami
Displays the name of the user that is currently logged in.
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ifsascii
Changes to ascii mode.

Syntax:
ifsascii

ifsbin
Changes to binary mode.

Syntax:
ifsbin

ifsversion
Displays the Oracle Internet File System version information.

Syntax:
ifsversion

ifsshell
Starts the Command Line Utilities shell. If no arguments are specified, an 
interactive shell is started.

Syntax:
ifsshell [-i <filename>]

Options:

Examples:
ifsshell
Starts up an interactive shell that takes in Command Line Utilities commands.

ifsshell -i batchcommands.txt
Reads in the commands from the input file, batch commands.txt, and runs 
them.

-i Indicates a file containing Command Line Utilities 
commands. This will run all the commands in a single JVM.
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Globalization Support Commands

ifsshowchar
Shows the character set for this session.

Syntax
ifsshowchar

Example:
ifsshowchar
Character Set: UTF-8

ifssetchar
Sets the character set for this session. Documents inserted using this CUP session 
will have its attributes set to this character set.

Syntax
ifssetchar [IANA charset name]

Example:
ifssetchar UTF-8
Sets to UTF-8 for this session.

ifsshowlang
Shows the language for this session.

Syntax
ifsshowlang

Example:
ifsshowlang
Displays the language for this CUP session.

ifssetlang
Sets the language for this session. Documents inserted using this CUP session will 
be indexed in this language.
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Syntax
ifssetlang

Example:
ifssetlang French
Sets the language for this CUP session to French.
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Service Configuration Properties

This appendix provides information on the Oracle 9iFS service configuration 
properties. For information regarding the properties you are required to set, refer to 
Chapter 4, "Service and Server Configuration". Topics include:

■ The Service Configuration Properties

■ Oracle9i Database/JDBC

■ Service

■ Service Data Cache

■ Writeable Connection Pool

■ Read-Only Connection Pool

■ Directory Service

■ Session

■ Session Object Cache

■ Tracing

■ NLS
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The Service Configuration Properties
The following sections describe each service configuration property, including the 
default values of each property if omitted from a service configuration object or 
service configuration file.

Oracle9i Database/JDBC
■ IFS.SERVICE.JDBC.Schema

The name of the 9iFS database schema. Required.

■ IFS.SERVICE.JDBC.DatabaseUrl
The JDBC database URL of the database instance containing the Oracle 9iFS 
schema. Refer to Oracle9i JDBC Developer’s Guide and Reference for syntax and 
examples. Required.

■ IFS.SERVICE.JDBC.TracingEnabled
Whether JDBC debug information will be printed to the standard output 
stream. Optional; defaults to false.

■ IFS.SERVICE.JDBC.DefaultRowPrefetch
The number of result set rows prefetched from the database by the JDBC driver.  
Optional; if unspecified or set to 0, a value of 10 rows is used.

Service
■ IFS.SERVICE.MaximumConcurrentSessions

The maximum number of sessions that can be concurrently hosted by the 
service. Unlimited if set to 0. Optional; defaults to 0.

■ IFS.SERVICE.CheckForOrphanSessionsPeriod
The period, in seconds, between successive checks for orphan sessions. An 
orphan session is a session that has ceased to have a session “heartbeat” 
(automatically generated by healthy sessions). Upon detecting an orphan 
session, the service disconnects it and releases its resources. A value of 0 
disables orphan session detection. Optional; defaults to 60.

■ IFS.SERVICE.SessionOperationTimeoutPeriod
The period, in seconds, after which certain Oracle 9iFS API calls are terminated, 
even if incomplete. If an operation times out in this manner, it is terminated, its 
transaction is aborted, and an exception is thrown. The session performing the 
operation remains valid. A value of 0 disables session operation timeouts. 
Optional; defaults to 300.
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■ IFS.SERVICE.OrphanSessionTimeoutPeriod
The period, in seconds, after which a session that has ceased to have a session 
“heartbeat” becomes an orphan session. Upon detecting an orphan session, the 
service disconnects it and releases its resources. A value of 0 disables orphan 
session timeouts. Optional; defaults to 600.

■ IFS.SERVICE.ServiceKeepAliveEventPeriod
The period, in seconds, between successive service “heartbeats.” The Service 
Watchdog Agent detects services that cease to have a heartbeat, and cleans up 
information associated with the failed service in the Oracle 9iFS repository.  A 
value of 0 disables the service heartbeat.  Optional; defaults to 60.

■ IFS.SERVICE.PollForEventsFromOtherServicesPeriod
The period, in seconds, between successive checks by the service for incoming 
events from other services.  A value of 0 disables inter-service event processing.  
Optional; defaults to 2.

■ IFS.SERVICE.TransportEventsToOtherServicesPeriod
The maximum period, in seconds, that the service buffers outgoing events 
before sending them to other services.  A value of 0 disables buffering of 
outgoing events.  Optional; defaults to 2.

Service Data Cache
■ IFS.SERVICE.DATACACHE.Size

The absolute maximum size of the service’s data cache, in LIBRARYOBJECTs.  
The service data cache holds the attribute values of recently used 
LIBRARYOBJECTs.  Optional; defaults to 7500.

■ IFS.SERVICE.DATACACHE.NormalTrigger
The cache size, in LIBRARYOBJECTs, at which the service data cache schedules 
a low-priority purge of data that has not been recently used.  Optional; defaults 
to 5000. 

■ IFS.SERVICE.DATACACHE.UrgentTrigger
The cache size, in LIBRARYOBJECTs, at which the service data cache schedules 
a high-priority purge of data that has not been recently used.  Must be greater 
than IFS.SERVICE.DATACACHE.NormalTrigger.  Optional; defaults to 
5500.

■ IFS.SERVICE.DATACACHE.EmergencyTrigger
The cache size, in LIBRARYOBJECTs, at which the service data cache performs 
an immediate purge of data that has not been recently used.  Must be greater 
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than IFS.SERVICE.DATACACHE.UrgentTrigger but less than 
IFS.SERVICE.DATACACHE.Size.  Optional; defaults to 6000.

■ IFS.SERVICE.DATACACHE.PurgeTarget
The target cache size, in LIBRARYOBJECTs, upon completion of a purge cycle.  
Must be less than IFS.SERVICE.DATACACHE.NormalTrigger.  Optional; 
defaults to 4000.

Writeable Connection Pool
■ IFS.SERVICE.CONNECTIONPOOL.WRITEABLE.MinimumSize

The initial number of database connections in the writeable connection pool.  
Optional; defaults to 2.

■ IFS.SERVICE.CONNECTIONPOOL.WRITEABLE.TargetSize
The target maximum number of database connections in the writeable 
connection pool.  Must be greater than or equal to 
IFS.SERVICE.CONNECTIONPOOL.WRITEABLE.MinimumSize.  Optional; 
defaults to 5.

■ IFS.SERVICE.CONNECTIONPOOL.WRITEABLE.MaximumSize
The absolute maximum number of database connections in the writeable 
connection pool.  Must be greater than or equal to 
IFS.SERVICE.CONNECTIONPOOL.WRITEABLE.TargetSize.  Optional; 
defaults to 10.

■ IFS.SERVICE.CONNECTIONPOOL.WRITEABLE.TargetSizeTimeout
The maximum period, in milliseconds, that the service will postpone a 
connection allocation request when there are no unallocated connections, if the 
current size of the writeable connection pool is greater than or equal to its target 
size but less than the maximum size.  If a database connection does not become 
available within this period, a new connection will be created.  Optional; 
defaults to 1000.

■ IFS.SERVICE.CONNECTIONPOOL.WRITEABLE.MaximumSizeTimeout
The maximum period, in milliseconds, that a service will postpone a connection 
allocation request when there are no unallocated connections, if the current size 
of the writeable connection pool is equal to its maximum size.  If a database 
connection does not become available within this period, the allocation request 
will fail and an exception will be thrown.  Optional; defaults to 10000.
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Read-Only Connection Pool
■ IFS.SERVICE.CONNECTIONPOOL.READONLY.MinimumSize

The initial number of database connections in the read-only connection pool.  
Optional; defaults to 2.

■ IFS.SERVICE.CONNECTIONPOOL.READONLY.TargetSize
The target maximum number of database connections in the read-only 
connection pool.  Must be greater than or equal to 
IFS.SERVICE.CONNECTIONPOOL.READONLY.MinimumSize.  Optional; 
defaults to 5.

■ IFS.SERVICE.CONNECTIONPOOL.READONLY.MaximumSize
The absolute maximum number of database connections in the read-only 
connection pool.  Must be greater than or equal to 
IFS.SERVICE.CONNECTIONPOOL.READONLY.TargetSize.  Optional; 
defaults to 10.

■ IFS.SERVICE.CONNECTIONPOOL.READONLY.TargetSizeTimeout
The maximum period, in milliseconds, that the service will postpone a 
connection allocation request when there are no unallocated connections, if the 
current size of the read-only connection pool is greater than or equal to its target 
size but less than the maximum size.  If a database connection does not become 
available within this period, a new connection will be created.  Optional; 
defaults to 1000.

■ IFS.SERVICE.CONNECTIONPOOL.READONLY.MaximumSizeTimeout
The maximum period, in milliseconds, that a service will postpone a connection 
allocation request when there are no unallocated connections, if the current size 
of the read-only connection pool is equal to its maximum size.  If a database 
connection does not become available within this period, the allocation request 
will fail and an exception will be thrown.  Optional; defaults to 10000.

Directory Service
■ IFS.SERVICE.CaseSensitiveAuthentication

Whether, in performing authentication, user names and passwords are case 
sensitive.  Optional; defaults to true.

■ IFS.SERVICE.CREDENTIALMANAGER.Names
The primary names of the credential managers used by this service.  
(Comma-delimited for service configuration files.)  Required.
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■ IFS.SERVICE.CREDENTIALMANAGER.Ifs.Classname
The fully qualified Java classname of the default Oracle 9iFS credential 
manager.  Required.

■ IFS.SERVICE.CREDENTIALMANAGER.Ifs.AlternateNames
Alternate names for the default Oracle 9iFS credential manager.  
(Comma-delimited for service configuration files.)  Required.

■ IFS.SERVICE.CREDENTIALMANAGER.Ifs.Schema
The credential manager schema name for the default Oracle 9iFS credential 
manager.  Required.

■ IFS.SERVICE.CREDENTIALMANAGER.Ifs.RdbmsUserMustExist
Whether, to authenticate using the default Oracle 9iFS credential manager, a 
user must also be a database user in the database instance used by Oracle 9iFS.  
Optional; defaults to false.

■ IFS.SERVICE.CREDENTIALMANAGER.Ifs.AcceptCleartextCredential
Whether the default Oracle 9iFS credential manager allows authentication by 
clear-text username and password.  Optional; defaults to false.

■ IFS.SERVICE.CREDENTIALMANAGER.Ifs.AcceptChallengeResponseCredential

Whether the default Oracle 9iFS credential manager allows SMB 
challenge/response authentication.  Optional; defaults to false. 

■ IFS.SERVICE.CREDENTIALMANAGER.Ifs.AcceptHttpDigestCredential
Whether the default Oracle 9iFS credential manager allows HTTP 1.1 Message 
Digest challenge/response authentication.  Optional; defaults to false.

■ IFS.SERVICE.CREDENTIALMANAGER.Ifs.AcceptTokenCredential
Whether the default Oracle 9iFS credential manager allows authentication using 
token credentials.  Optional; defaults to false.

Session
■ IFS.SERVICE.SESSION.TransactionStackSize

The maximum number of nested transactions by the session.  Optional; defaults 
to 100.

■ IFS.SERVICE.SESSION.EventPoller
The event poller used by a session to generate the session’s “heartbeat.”  Must 
be either 
oracle.ifs.beans.LibrarySessionEventPollerThreadPerProcess 
(recommended) or 
oracle.ifs.beans.LibrarySessionEventPollerThreadPerSession.  
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Optional; defaults to 
oracle.ifs.beans.LibrarySessionEventPollerThreadPerSession.

■ IFS.SERVICE.SESSION.EventPollerPeriod
The period, in milliseconds, of the session’s “heartbeat.”  In addition to 
indicating the session’s health to the service, the heartbeat allows an idle session 
to process events generated by other sessions or services.  Optional; defaults to 
2500.

■ IFS.SERVICE.SESSION.DefaultSearchTimeoutPeriod
The period, in seconds, after which a search API call is terminated, even if 
incomplete.  If a search times out in this manner, it is terminated and an 
exception is thrown.  The session performing the search remains valid.  A value 
of 0 disables search timeouts.  Optional; defaults to 60.

■ IFS.SERVICE.SESSION.FOLDERPATHCACHE.Enabled
Whether the session caches the resolution of folder paths.  Optional; defaults to 
true.

■ IFS.SERVICE.SESSION.FOLDERPATHCACHE.Size
The absolute maximum size of the session’s folder path cache, in cached folder 
paths.  Optional; defaults to 150.

■ IFS.SERVICE.SESSION.FOLDERPATHCACHE.NormalTrigger
The cache size, in folder paths, at which the session’s folder path cache 
schedules a low-priority purge of data that has not been recently used.  
Optional; defaults to 100. 

■ IFS.SERVICE.SESSION.FOLDERPATHCACHE.UrgentTrigger
The cache size, in folder paths, at which the session’s folder path cache 
schedules a high-priority purge of data that has not been recently used.  Must 
be greater than 
IFS.SERVICE.SESSION.FOLDERPATHCACHE.NormalTrigger and less 
than IFS.SERVICE.SESSION.FOLDERPATHCACHE.Size.  Optional; defaults 
to 110.

■ IFS.SERVICE.SESSION.FOLDERPATHCACHE.PurgeTarget
The target cache size, in folder paths, upon completion of a purge cycle.  Must 
be less than IFS.SERVICE.SESSION.FOLDERPATHCACHE.NormalTrigger.  
Optional; defaults to 80.

Session Object Cache
■ IFS.SERVICE.SESSION.SERVEROBJECTCACHE.IsUnbounded

Whether the session object caches are unbounded in size.  The session object 
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caches hold references to LIBRARYOBJECTs discovered by the session.  For Java 
1.1, the session object caches are always unbounded, regardless of this value.  
Optional; defaults to false.

■ IFS.SERVICE.SESSION.BEANSOBJECTCACHE.Size
The target maximum size of the “bean-side” session object cache, in 
LIBRARYOBJECTs.  The bean-side session object cache holds instances of 
oracle.ifs.beans.LibraryObject.  If 
IFS.SERVICE.SESSION.SERVEROBJECTCACHE.IsUnbounded is false, this 
value is ignored and implicitly equal to 
IFS.SERVICE.SESSION.SERVEROBJECTCACHE.Size.  Optional; defaults to 
750.

■ IFS.SERVICE.SESSION.SERVEROBJECTCACHE.Size
The absolute maximum size of the “server-side” session object cache, in 
LIBRARYOBJECTs.  The server-side session object cache holds instances of 
oracle.ifs.server.S_LibraryObject.  Not enforced if 
IFS.SERVICE.SESSION.SERVEROBJECTCACHE.IsUnbounded is true.  
Optional; defaults to 750.

■ IFS.SERVICE.SESSION.SERVEROBJECTCACHE.NormalTrigger
The cache size, in LIBRARYOBJECTs, at which the session data caches schedule 
a low-priority purge of data that has not been recently used.  Ignored if 
IFS.SERVICE.SESSION.SERVEROBJECTCACHE.IsUnbounded is true.  
Optional; defaults to 500. 

■ IFS.SERVICE.SESSION.SERVEROBJECTCACHE.UrgentTrigger
The cache size, in LIBRARYOBJECTs, at which the session data caches schedule 
a high-priority purge of data that has not been recently used. Ignored if 
IFS.SERVICE.SESSION.SERVEROBJECTCACHE.IsUnbounded is true.  
Must be greater than 
IFS.SERVICE.SESSION.SERVEROBJECTCACHE.NormalTrigger.  
Optional; defaults to 550.

■ IFS.SERVICE.SESSION.SERVEROBJECTCACHE.EmergencyTrigger
The cache size, in LIBRARYOBJECTs, at which the session data caches perform 
an immediate purge of data that has not been recently used. Ignored if 
IFS.SERVICE.SESSION.SERVEROBJECTCACHE.IsUnbounded is true.  
Must be greater than 
IFS.SERVICE.SESSION.SERVEROBJECTCACHE.UrgentTrigger but less 
than IFS.SERVICE.SESSION.SERVEROBJECTCACHE.Size.  Optional; 
defaults to 600.
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■ IFS.SERVICE.SESSION.SERVEROBJECTCACHE.PurgeTarget
The target cache size, in LIBRARYOBJECTs, upon completion of a purge cycle. 
Ignored if IFS.SERVICE.SESSION.SERVEROBJECTCACHE.IsUnbounded is 
true.  Must be less than 
SERVICE.SESSION.SERVEROBJECTCACHE.NormalTrigger.  Optional; 
defaults to 400.

Tracing
IFS.SERVICE.TRACING.ChannelCount
The number of trace logger channels.  Oracle reserves channels 0 to 
TraceLogger.LAST_RESERVED_CHANNEL.  Refer to the Javadoc for class 
oracle.ifs.common.TraceLogger for a list of Oracle-defined channels.  
Optional; defaults to 50.

IFS.SERVICE.TRACING.ServiceTraceType
The destination of trace data generated by a service.  Must be TRACETYPE_NONE 
(disabled) or TRACETYPE_LOCAL (writes to a file on the local file system).  
Optional; defaults to TRACETYPE_NONE.

IFS.SERVICE.TRACING.ServerSessionTraceType
The destination of trace data generated by a server-side session.  Must be 
TRACETYPE_NONE (disabled), TRACETYPE_LOCAL (writes to a file on the local 
file system), TRACETYPE_REMOTE (routes to the service’s trace logger), or 
TRACETYPE_BOTH (writes to a file on the local file system and routes to the 
service’s trace logger).  Optional; defaults to TRACETYPE_NONE.

IFS.SERVICE.TRACING.BeansSessionTraceType
The destination of trace data generated by a bean-side session.  Must be 
TRACETYPE_NONE (disabled), TRACETYPE_LOCAL (writes to a file on the local 
file system), TRACETYPE_REMOTE (routes to the server-side session’s trace 
logger), or TRACETYPE_BOTH (writes to a file on the local file system and routes 
to the server-side session’s trace logger).  Optional; defaults to TRACETYPE_
NONE.

IFS.SERVICE.TRACING.TraceLevelChanneln
The tracing verbosity for trace channel n.  Refer to the Javadoc for class 
oracle.ifs.common.TraceLogger for a list Oracle-defined trace levels.

IFS.SERVICE.TRACING.DefaultTraceLevel
The default tracing verbosity for all trace channels. Refer to the Javadoc for class 
oracle.ifs.common.TraceLogger for a list Oracle-defined trace levels.
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NLS
■ IFS.SERVICE.DefaultCharacterSet

The default character set, in IANA format, for sessions hosted by this service.  
Can be overridden on a per-session basis.  Provides the default character set for 
text documents created by the session (if not explicitly specified in creating a 
document).  Optional; defaults to the character set of the database instance.

■ IFS.SERVICE.DefaultLanguage
The default language, as an Oracle language name, for sessions hosted by this 
service.  Can be overridden on a per-session basis.  Provides the default 
language for text documents created by the session (if not explicitly specified in 
creating a document and if the language cannot be determined from the 
document’s character set).  Also provides the default language for 
content-based searches (if not explicitly specified in performing the search).  
Optional; defaults to null (“unspecified”).
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Server Configuration Objects

The server configuration objects are stored in the Oracle 9iFS repository and 
administered through Oracle 9iFS Manager.  Server Configurations, located under 
Administrator’s Tasks, provides access to these server configuration files:

■ InterMedia Annotator Agent

■ Service Warmup Agent

■ Expiration Agent

■ Garbage Collection Agent

■ Content Garbage Collection Agent

■ Dangling Object AV Cleanup Agent

■ Event Exchanger Agent

■ Service Watchdog Agent

■ Quota Agent

■ Outbox Agent

■ Windows Client Protocol (WCP) Server

■ Windows NT File System Protocol Server (for Windows NT Only)

■ NFS Protocol Server

■ Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) Server

■ Server Message Block (SMB) Protocol Server

■ NbServer

■ File Transfer Protocol (FTP) Server
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■ Command Line Utilities Protocol (CUP) Server

■ Internet Mail Access Protocol (IMAP) Server

Overview of Server Configuration
A server configuration is a template for creating a particular type of server on a 
generic node.  Server configurations specify their server types as Java classnames.  
In addition to the server type, each server configuration specifies values for 
parameters relevant to that type.  For example, a server configuration for the Oracle 
9iFS FTP server specifies the FTP port number, whether anonymous FTP 
connections are allowed, and the connection time-out period.

Most of the ServerConfiguration information is used by the server itself. Only the 
server Java class entry is used by the node to instantiate a new server. What follows 
is a description of ServerConfiguration for each of the servers that ship with Oracle 
9iFS.

InterMedia Annotator Agent
InterMediaAnnotatorAgent extracts metadata from multimedia content and creates 
categories to store that metadata. It can also add a text column, which is indexed by 
Oracle Text, to a document’s Media if that Media is an instance of MediaTextBlob.

Parameter Default Entry Description

IFS.SERVER.Class oracle.ifs.management.servers.
InterMediaAnnotatorAgent

The agent 
class.

IFS.SERVER.SESSION.User system The 
username 
for agent 
sessions.

IFS.SERVER.AGENT.INTERMEDIAANNOTATOR
AGENT.ANNOTATOR.TraceLevel

1

Following is a list of valid values for trace 
level:

0 = status, 1 = terse, 2 = verbose, 3 = trace.  

Trace level 
of the 
annotator.
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Service Warmup Agent
When a node is started, this agent automatically preloads the service’s data cache. It 
expects the following entries in the Server Configuration file.

IFS.SERVER.AGENT.INTERMEDIAANNOTATOR
AGENT.IndexAttributes 

MEDIA_TITLE, MEDIA_DESCRIPTION, 
MEDIA_INFORMATION, MEDIA_
USER_DATA, AUDIO_ARTIST, AUDIO_
CD_ARTIST, AUDIO_CD_TRACK_
ALBUM, MOVIE_DIRECTOR, MOVIE_
CAST

Attributes 
listed here 
will have 
their values 
indexed by 
Oracle Text.

IFS.SERVER.AGENT.INTERMEDIAANNOTATOR
AGENT.ClassMap

default=INTERMEDIASOURCE, 
MovieAnn=INTERMEDIAMOVIE, 
VideoAnn=INTERMEDIAVIDEO, 
AudioAnn=INTERMEDIAAUDIO

Maps an 
annotation 
type with an 
Oracle 9iFS 
category 
class.

 Format is 
<annotation
_
type>=<iFS_
category_
classname>. 
Make sure 
there are no 
spaces 
surrounding 
the "=."

Parameter Default Entry Description

IFS.SERVER.Class oracle.ifs.management.
servers.Service
WarmupAgent

The Agent class.

IFS.SERVER.SESSION.User system The username for 
agent sessions.

IFS.SERVER.AGENT.SERVICEWARMUP.WarmupSetAdmin true If the warmup is 
done in 
administration 
mode.

Parameter Default Entry Description
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Expiration Agent
All public objects have an attribute called ExpirationDate. Once this date passes, the 
public objects are automatically deleted. This is handled by the Expiration agent, 
which periodically deletes expired objects. If the expiration date of a public object 
passes, the agent deletes the public object. This agent runs at specific times of the 
day as specified in the server configuration parameter, 
IFS.SERVER.TIMER.ACTIVATIONPERIOD.

The following information must be included in the server configuration file to run 
the Expiration agent:

IFS.SERVER.AGENT.SERVICEWARMUP.WarmupUsers true If set to true, warms 
up user collection.

IFS.SERVER.AGENT.SERVICEWARMUP.WarmupAcls true If set to true, warms 
up ACL collection.

IFS.SERVER.AGENT.SERVICEWARMUP.WarmupFormats true If set to true, warms 
up format 
collection.

IFS.SERVER.AGENT.SERVICEWARMUP.WarmupMedias true If set to true, warms 
up Media collection.

Parameter Default Entry Description Comments

IFS.SERVER.Class oracle.ifs.management.
servers.ExpirationAgent

The agent 
class.

Do not 
modify.

IFS.SERVER.SESSION.User system Username 
for agent 
session.

IFS.SERVER.TIMER.InitialTimeOfDay 02:00:00 First event. Set time based 
on a 24 hour 
clock.

IFS.SERVER.TIMER.ActivationPeriod 24h Defines the 
time interval 
between 
when the 
agent will be 
triggered.

h = hours, m 
= minutes, s = 
seconds.

Parameter Default Entry Description
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Garbage Collection Agent
The Garbage Collection agent runs at specific times of the day as specified in the 
server configuration file. Currently, this agent fixes invalid public object owners, 
creators, deletors, and modifiers. It uses the following four parameters for this 
purpose, which are specified in the server configuration file:

■ IFS.SERVER.AGENT.GARBAGECOLLECTIONAGENT.ReplacementOwner

■ IFS.SERVER.AGENT.GARBAGECOLLECTIONAGENT.ReplacementCreator

■ IFS.SERVER.AGENT.GARBAGECOLLECTIONAGENT.ReplacementModifier

■ IFS.SERVER.AGENT.GARBAGECOLLECTIONAGENT.ReplacementDeletor

For example, a document is created and modified by "ssmith." The creator, owner, 
and last modifier attribute of document are set to ssmith’s object id. If "ssmith" is 
deleted, the attribute value becomes invalid. The agent replaces these invalid 
attribute values with the ID of the replacement owner, creator, or deletor specified 
in the server configuration file.

The following information must be included in the server configuration file to run 
the Garbage Collection agent:

Parameter Default Entry Description
Comment
s

IFS.SERVER.SESSION.User system Username for 
agent session.

IFS.SERVER.Class oracle.ifs.management.servers.
GarbageCollectionAgent

The agent 
class.

Do not 
modify.

IFS.SERVER.TIMER.TimeOfDay

 

02:30:00 First timer 
event occurs 
here.

Set time 
based on 
24-hour 
clock.

IFS.SERVER.TIMER.ActivationPeriod 1h The time 
interval 
between the 
agent’s 
subsequent 
runs.

h = hours, 
m = 
minutes, s 
= seconds

IFS.SERVER.AGENT.GARBAGECOLLECTION
AGENT.ReplacementOwner

system User to be 
replaced as 
owner.

Modify as 
needed.
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Content Garbage Collection Agent
Content is stored separately from file attributes. The Content Garbage Collection 
agent identifies unreferenced content and deletes it. For performance reasons, the 
content of a document is not deleted when the document is deleted. The Content 
Garbage Collection agent deletes the unreferenced content. This agent runs at 
specific times of the day as specified in the server configuration file.

The following information must be included in the server configuration file to run 
the Content Garbage Collection agent:

IFS.SERVER.AGENT.GARBAGECOLLECTION
AGENT.ReplacementDeletor

system User to be 
replaced as 
deletor.

Modify as 
needed.

IFS.SERVER.AGENT.GARBAGECOLLECTION
AGENT.ReplacementCreator

system User to be 
replaced as 
creator.

Modify as 
needed.

IFS.SERVER.AGENT.GARBAGECOLLECTION
AGENT.ReplacementModifier

system User to be 
replaced as 
modifier.

Modify as 
needed.

Parameter Default Entry Description Comments

IFS.SERVER.SESSION.User system Username 
for agent 
session.

IFS.SERVER.Class oracle.ifs.management.
servers.ContentGarbage
CollectionAgent

The agent 
class.

Do not 
modify.

IFS.SERVER.TIMER.InitialTimeOfDay 30m The initial 
delay when 
the agent 
will first 
run; this 
allows the 
agents’ first 
trigger to be 
staggered.

h = hours, m 
= minutes, s = 
seconds.

Parameter Default Entry Description
Comment
s
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Dangling Object AV Cleanup Agent
This agent is similar to the Garbage Collection agent. This agent cleans up dangling 
object type references and identifies all invalid object references, such as references 
to objects that no longer exist, and sets these references to null for array type 
attributes and zero for scalar attributes. For example, this agent cleans up the owner 
attribute of a document pointing to directory object which was deleted and is now 
invalid.

The following information must be included in the server configuration file to run 
the Dangling Object AV Cleanup agent:

IFS.SERVER.TIMER.ActivationPeriod 1h The time 
interval 
between the 
agent’s 
subsequent 
runs.

h = hours, m 
= minutes, s = 
seconds.

Parameter Default Entry Description Comments

IFS.SERVER.SESSION.User system Username for 
agent session.

IFS.SERVER.Class oracle.ifs.management.servers.
DanglingObjectAVCleanup Agent

The agent 
class.

Do not 
modify.

IFS.SERVER.TIMER.InitialTimeOfDay 00:45:00 The first timer 
event.

Set time based 
on a 24 hour 
clock.

IFS.SERVER.TIMER.ActivationPeriod 24h Time interval 
to when the 
agent runs 
again.

h=hours, 
m=minutes, 
s=seconds

IFS.SERVER.AGENTS.DANGLING
OBJECTAVCLEANUPAGENT.Excluded
AttributeList

AUDITENTRY

PUBLICOBJECT:OWNER

PUBLICOBJECT:DELETOR

PUBLICOBJECT:LASTMODIFIER

VERSIONSERIES:RESERVOR

A list of 
attributes for 
which invalid 
references to 
Library 
Objects are 
not cleaned 
up.

Modify as 
needed.

Parameter Default Entry Description Comments
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Event Exchanger Agent
This agent periodically purges expired events from the event queue. The following 
information must be included in the server configuration file to run the Event 
Exchanger agent:

Service Watchdog Agent
ServiceWatchdogAgent cleans up after the Oracle 9iFS services that do not shut 
down cleanly. This functionality is also used by SMB servers to keep track of WCP 
servers that are currently running, and the Web interface to keep track of FTP 
servers that are currently running. 

Parameter Default Entry Description Comments

IFS.SERVER.SESSION.User system Username for 
agent session.

IFS.SERVER.Class oracle.ifs.management.servers.
EventExchangerAgent

The agent class. Do not 
modify.

IFS.SERVER.TIMER.InitialDelay 30m The initial delay 
when the agent 
will first run; this 
allows the 
agents’ first 
trigger to be 
staggered.

h = hours, m 
= minutes, s 
= seconds

IFS.SERVER.TIMER.ActivationPeriod 20s The time interval 
between the 
agent’s 
subsequent runs.

h = hours, m 
= minutes, s 
= seconds

IFS.SERVER.EventLifespan 1800 The time, in 
seconds, after 
which an event is 
assumed to have 
been delivered 
and become 
eligible for 
purging.

Unit of 
measure is 
seconds.
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Quota Agent
The Quota agent is triggered by an event to check for any users who may have used 
up their quota. This agent also periodically checks all users who are active, 
according to a specified timer period. The agent updates the user’s consumed 
storage. When the consumed storage is over the allocated quota, then the user will 
not be able to add any more documents to Oracle 9iFS.

A user’s quota is calculated upon the content already consumed. Therefore, a user 
will go over quota by adding the final file that pushes the consumed storage over 
the allocated storage. When setting users’ allocated quota, remember that a users’ 
last file will put them over quota before being denied.

Quotas will not be enforced if:

■ The Quota agent has not been started or running.

■ The user’s quota has not been enabled.

Parameter Default Entry Description Comments

IFS.SERVER.SESSION.User system Username for 
agent session.

IFS.SERVER.Class oracle.ifs.management.
servers.ServiceWatchdog
Agent

The agent class. Do not 
modify.

Start true Specifies if the 
agent 
automatically 
starts up when 
the Server 
Manager starts 
up.

true=
automatic 
start, 
false=manual

IFS.SERVER.TIMER.ActivationPeriod 2m The time interval 
to when the 
agent will run 
again.

h = hours, m 
= minutes, s = 
seconds

IFS.SERVER.AGENT.SERVICEWATCHDOG
AGENT.ServiceTimeoutPeriod

120 The time before 
the Server 
Manager will kill 
an unresponsive 
protocol server.

Unit of 
measure is 
seconds.
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Outbox Agent
The following information must be included in the server configuration file to run 
the Quota agent:

Outbox Agent
The Outbox Agent provides a mechanism to deliver Oracle 9iFS e-mail created 
programmatically. Oracle 9iFS applications creating e-mails will place the messages 
in the system outbox (/ifs/outbox). The Outbox agent is notified every time an 
event is received indicating the insertion of an e-mail into the outbox folder. The 
agent sends the e-mail to the mail transfer agent (Sendmail) via SMTP.

The following information must be included in the server configuration file to run 
the Outbox agent:

Parameter Default Entry Description Comments

IFS.SERVER.SESSION.User system Username for 
agent session.

IFS.SERVER.Class oracle.ifs.management.
servers.QuotaAgent

The agent class. Do not modify.

IFS.SERVER.TIMER.Activation
Period

15m The time interval 
to when the agent 
will run again.

h=hours, 
m=minutes, 
s=seconds

Note: This agent is only required for custom e-mail applications.

Parameter Default Entry Description Comments

IFS.SERVER.SESSION.User admin The user that is 
used to 
authenticate to 
the repository.

Do not 
change.

IFS.SERVER.Class oracle.ifs.protocols. 
email.outbox.OutboxAgent

The agent class 
path.

Do not 
modify.
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Windows Client Protocol (WCP) Server
The Windows Client Protocol (WCP) is the main protocol used by the Oracle 9iFS 
Windows Utilities on Windows 95, Windows 98, Windows NT 4.0, and Windows 
2000. You can start more than one WCP server against the same Oracle 9iFS 
repository. By starting multiple instances of the WCP server, the load balancing 
feature improves performance and scalability. Also, the automatic failover feature 
insures high availability of the WCP server.

The WCP port assignment is different from other protocols used by Oracle 9iFS 
because it does not run on any designated port. Each time it is started, the WCP 
finds an open port on the machine on which it is running. Exactly one WCP server 
should run in a system.

IFS.SERVER.SESSION.ApplicationName Outbox Agent The name that is 
displayed to the 
user in some of 
the management 
GUIs.

Do not 
change.

IFS.SERVER.TRACING.DefaultTraceLevel 1 This parameter 
controls the trace 
level of some 
internal Oracle 
9iFS tracing.

Change as 
needed.

IFS.SERVER.TIMER.ActivationPeriod 1m Frequency to 
trigger a time 
event.

Timer events 
are no 
longer used.

IFS.SERVER.TIMER.InitialDelay 1m Delay from 
startup to the 
initial timer 
event.

Timer events 
are no 
longer used.

OutboxPath /ifs/outbox Full path to the 
outbox.

Do not 
change.

ExpireDelay 40 Seconds until 
outgoing e-mail 
is bounced.

Change as 
needed.

LogLevel 10 Controls the 
verbosity of the 
log.

Parameter Default Entry Description Comments
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Windows Client Protocol (WCP) Server
The following parameters must be included in the server configuration file to run 
the WCP server. 

Parameter Default Entry Description Comments

IFS.SERVER.Class oracle.ifs.protocols.
wcp.server.WcpServer

The fully 
qualified 
classname of the 
server.

Required.

IFS.SERVER.SESSION.User system The user for the 
default session.

Required if the 
default session is 
used.

IFS.SERVER.SESSION.ApplicationName WcpServer The 
ConnectOptions 
application name 
for the default 
session.

Optional. If not 
specified, 
defaults to the 
server name.

IFS.SERVER.SESSION.LOCALE.Language en The 
ConnectOptions 
locale for the 
default session.

Optional. If not 
specified, no 
locale is set in the 
ConnectOptions.

IFS.SERVER.SESSION.LOCALE.Country US The 
ConnectOptions 
locale for the 
default session.

Optional. If not 
specified, no 
locale is set in the 
ConnectOptions.

IFS.SERVER.SESSION.LOCALE.Variant The 
ConnectOptions 
locale for the 
default session.

Optional. If not 
specified, no 
locale is set in the 
ConnectOptions.

IFS.SERVER.TIMER.ActivationPeriod 1m The frequency of 
timer events.

Required if the 
timer is used. 
Examples: 2500 
(every 2.5 
seconds), 5s 
(every 5 
seconds), 10m 
(every 10 
minutes), 2h 
(every 2 hours).
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IFS.SERVER.TIMER.InitialDelay 5s The delay before 
the first timer 
event.

Optional. If no 
values are 
specified for both 
this and 
IFS>TIMER.
InitialTimeOfDay
, defaults to the 
value of 
IFS.SERVER.
TIMER.
ActivationPeriod

IFS.SERVER.TIMER.InitialTimeOfDay 22:30:00 The time of day 
of the first timer 
event.

Optional. 
Overrides any 
value specified 
for IFS.SERVER.
TIMER.Initial
Delay.

IFS.SERVER.TIMER.HourSuffix H Time unit suffix. Optional. If not 
specified, 
defaults to the 
values shown.

IFS.SERVER.TIMER.MinuteSuffix M Time unit suffix. Optional. If not 
specified, 
defaults to the 
values shown.

IFS.SERVER.TIMER.SecondSuffix S Time unit suffix. Optional. If not 
specified, 
defaults to the 
values shown.

IFS.SERVER.TIMER.TimeFormat HH:mm:ss Time format. Optional. If not 
specified, 
defaults to the 
values shown.

IFS.SERVER.PROTOCOL.WCP.ServerName WcpServer Server name for 
identification in a 
multiple-WCP 
server 
environment.

Name must be 
unique 
repositorywide.

Parameter Default Entry Description Comments
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IFS.SERVER.PROTOCOL.WCP.WinUI
FullPath

/ifs/winui/install/
setup.exe

Location of the 
Windows 
Utilities 
installation 
package on this 
server for 
automatic 
update.

Dynamic. 
Changes on the 
fly to reflect that 
you have a new 
version available 
in the repository.

IFS.SERVER.PROTOCOL.WCP.Available
ClientVersion

1.2.0.0.0 Version of 
Windows 
Utilities available 
for automatic 
update.

Dynamic. 
Changes on the 
fly to reflect that 
you have a new 
version available 
in the repository.

Defaults to the 
same as WCP 
server version.

IFS.SERVER.PROTOCOL.WCP.LogMemory.
Usage

true Flag to log 
memory usage.

Used in session 
pool creation and 
deletion.

Dynamic. Can 
change while 
server is running.

IFS.SERVER.PROTOCOL.WCP.Session
PoolSize

2 Number of 
sessions sharing 
a single socket.

 

IFS.SERVER.PROTOCOL.WCP.Accept
QueueSize

50 Maximum queue 
length for 
incoming request 
to set up 
connection with 
WCP server 
socket.

Parameter Default Entry Description Comments
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Windows NT File System Protocol Server (for Windows NT Only)
The NT File System Protocol Server (NTFS) allows the Oracle 9iFS repository to 
appear as a local hard drive on the server machine. When using the NTFS, the 
Oracle 9iFS repository will be mapped to a drive letter on the server machine and 
can be accessed using the file system as if it were a local hard drive.

The following parameters must be included in the server configuration file to run 
the NTFS server. 

IFS.SERVER.PROTOCOL.WCP.IpAddress WCP server IP 
address.

By default, will 
used IP address 
assigned to your 
machine. If your 
machine has 
more than one IP 
address, use this 
to specify the IP 
address on which 
the WCP server 
should run.

IFS.SERVER.PROTOCOL.WCP.WcpServer
SocketTimeout

0 WCP server 
socket time-out 
value

Time, in seconds. 
0 = no time-out.

Parameter
Default 
Entry Description Comments

IFS.SERVER.PROTOCOL.NTFS.DriveLetter o The drive letter 
used to map the 
Oracle 9iFS drive.

An available and valid 
drive letter (a-z).

IFS.SERVER.PROTOCOL.NTFS.LogLevel 1 Specifies the type of 
information listed 
in the log file.

A number from 1 to 4. 
1 is the minimum and 
4 is the maximum 
information in the log 
file.

IFS.SERVER.PROTOCOL.NTFS.LogStackTrace false Specifies if the Java 
stack trace is listed 
in the log file.

true = list Java stack 
trace.

false = do not list Java 
stack trace.

Parameter Default Entry Description Comments
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NFS Protocol Server 
The Network File System (NFS) protocol is used to provide file sharing between a 
client machine and a server machine across a network. The NFS protocol is a 
standard protocol which is widely used for file sharing on UNIX platforms. 
Although used primarily on UNIX platforms, the NFS protocol is designed to be 
operating system-independent and implementations of the NFS protocol exist for 
other platforms, such as Windows. 

The following parameters must be included in the server configuration file to run 
the NFS server. 

IFS.SERVER.PROTOCOL.NTFS.SessionCache 40 Specifies the 
number of user 
sessions the NTFS 
server will keep 
open.

This value should be 
set to the expected 
number of 
simultaneously 
opened files.

IFS.SERVER.PROTOCOL.NTFS.ifsproxy lib\ifsproxy.
dll

Specifies the 
location of the 
ifsproxy.dll library. 

The path specified in 
relative to the iFS 
home directory where 
Oracle 9iFS was 
installed.

Parameter
Default 
Entry Description Comments

IFS.SERVER.PROTOCOL.NFS.
Localhost

Null Specifies the IP address the 
server will listen on if the 
server machine is capable of 
listening on multiple IP 
addresses. 

This is the same as the 
Localhost parameter on other 
protocol servers. 

IFS.SERVER.PROTOCOL.NFS.
PortmapUdpServers

1 Specifies the number of 
UDP server threads to be 
started for the Portmap 
server. 

The number of UDP server 
threads determines how many 
simultaneous UDP requests 
the Portmap server can 
handle. 

IFS.SERVER.PROTOCOL.NFS.
PortmapTcpEnabled

true specifies whether or not the 
Portmap server will accept 
TCP connections in addition 
to UDP connections. 

Parameter
Default 
Entry Description Comments
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IFS.SERVER.PROTOCOL.NFS.
MountUdpServers

1 Specifies the number of 
UDP server threads to be 
started for the Mount server. 

The number of UDP server 
threads determines how many 
simultaneous UDP requests 
the Mount server can handle.

IFS.SERVER.PROTOCOL.NFS.
MountTcpEnabled

true Specifies whether or not the 
Mount server will accept 
TCP connections in addition 
to UDP connections. 

IFS.SERVER.PROTOCOL.NFS.
MountPort

4048 for Unix; 
0 for NT 

Specifies the port number 
which the Mount server will 
listen on. A value of zero 
will use any available port.

The Mount server will 
normally use any available 
port number and then register 
the port number being used 
with the Portmap server. A 
specific port number should be 
specified if the Mount server is 
a secondary server and  does 
not register the port with the 
Portmap server. 

IFS.SERVER.PROTOCOL.NFS.
UdpServers

16 Specifies the number of 
UDP server threads to be 
started for the NFS server.

The number of UDP server 
threads determines how many 
simultaneous UDP requests 
the NFS server can handle. 

IFS.SERVER.PROTOCOL.NFS.
TcpEnabled

true Specifies whether or not the 
NFS server will accept TCP 
connections in addition to 
UDP connections.

IFS.SERVER.PROTOCOL.NFS.
Port

4049 for Unix; 
2049 for NT 

Specifies the port number 
which the NFS server will 
listen on. 

The standard port number for 
the NFS server is port 2049. On 
Unix systems, the standard 
Unix NFS server will be 
running on the standard port, 
therefore the iFS NFS server is 
configured to be a secondary 
NFS server running on a 
different port number. 

Parameter
Default 
Entry Description Comments
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IFS.SERVER.PROTOCOL.NFS.
CharacterEncoding

Null Specifies the character 
encoding to be used to 
interpret string such as file 
names that the NFS server 
receives from the clients. 
The value is the name of a 
Java character encoding. For 
example: ASCII, ISO8859_1, 
or Cp437. A null value 
indicates that the default 
character encoding should 
be used.

IFS.SERVER.PROTOCOL.NFS.
UserCacheMax

16 Specifies the number of iFS 
user sessions the NFS server 
will keep open. 

This value should be set to the 
expected number of 
simultaneous active users. 

IFS.SERVER.PROTOCOL.NFS.
IoBufferSize

32768 Specifies the I/O buffer size. 
The I/O buffer size 
determines the largest 
amount of data that can be 
read or written in a single 
request to the NFS server. 

IFS.SERVER.PROTOCOL.NFS.
IoBufferCacheTargetSize

8 Specifies the number of I/O 
buffers that the NFS server 
will try to allocate.

This should be set to the 
expected number of 
simultaneous I/O operations.

IFS.SERVER.PROTOCOL.NFS.
ContentCacheFlush

2000 Specifies the write flush 
time-out value in 
milliseconds. The default 
value of 2000 means that 
writes to an iFS document 
will be committed to the 
database after 2 seconds. 

Setting too low of a time-out 
value may cause additional 
database commits resulting is 
slower performance. Setting 
too high a time-out value will 
cause a delay before the data is 
committed and is available to 
other protocols. 

IFS.SERVER.PROTOCOL.NFS.
ContentCacheKeep

10000 Specifies the keep time-out 
value in milliseconds. The 
default value of 10000 
means that once a document 
is opened, the NFS server 
will attempt to cache its 
contents for 10 seconds.

Parameter
Default 
Entry Description Comments
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IFS.SERVER.PROTOCOL.NFS.
ContentCacheMax

8 Specifies the maximum 
number of documents the 
NFS server will keep in its 
content cache. 

Increasing the content cache 
size improves performance but 
will use additional database 
connections.

IFS.SERVER.PROTOCOL.NFS.
RpcRequestCacheBufferSize

65535 Specifies the size of the 
request cache buffer. The 
request cache maintains a 
history of recent requests 
and is used to return a reply 
when a duplicate request is 
received from a client.

IFS.SERVER.PROTOCOL.NFS.
RpcRequestCacheMax

64 Specifies the maximum 
number of requests to be 
kept in the request cache. 
The request cache maintains 
a history of recent requests 
and is used to return a reply 
when a duplicate request is 
received from a client. 

IFS.SERVER.PROTOCOL.NFS.
RpcRequestCacheMaxReply
Len

 

 

16384 Specifies the maximum 
length of a reply to be kept 
in the request cache. The 
request cache maintains a 
history of recent requests 
and is used to return a reply 
when a duplicate request is 
received from a client.

IFS.SERVER.PROTOCOL.NFS.
SafeWriteMode

false Specifies whether or not 
SafeWriteMode is enabled. 
If true, data written to NFS 
will be logged tot he local 
disk in addition to being 
written to the database.

IFS.SERVER.PROTOCOL.NFS.
SafeWriteLogs

nfs/Recovery
Logs

Specifies the directory 
where the recovery log files 
will be written if 
SafeWriteMode in enabled. 

The directory path specified in 
relative the iFS home directory 
where Oracle 9iFS was 
installed.

Parameter
Default 
Entry Description Comments
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Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) Server
This is a base implementation of the Simple Mail Transfer Protocol. Oracle 9iFS uses 
Sendmail Pro 8.9.3 as the mail transfer agent. The SMTP server is used as the mail 
delivery agent for Oracle 9iFS. Sendmail connects to the SMTP server via the SMTP 
protocol and uses it to check if inboxes for e-mail recipients exist in Oracle 9iFS and 
to deliver mail to those inboxes.

The following parameters must be included in the server configuration file to run 
the SMTP server. 

IFS.SERVER.PROTOCOL.NFS.
SafeWriteActivationPeriod

20 Specifies the activation 
period for the 
SafeWriteMode recovery 
thread in minutes. The 
default value of 20 indicates 
that the SafeWriteMode 
recovery thread will run 
every 20 minutes.

Parameter Default Entry Description Comments

IFS.SERVER.Class oracle.ifs.protocols.
email.smtp.SmtpServ
er

The name of the 
server properties file.

Do not change.

IFS.SERVER.SESSION.User admin The user that is used 
to authenticate to the 
repository.

Do not change.

IFS.SERVER.TRACING.Default
TraceLevel

1 Controls the trace 
level of some 
internal tracing.

Change as needed.

port 2500 The port on which 
the server is running.

This port number is also 
used in sendmail.cf which 
does not pick it up from 
this file. Change only if 
you really need to and 
know what you’re doing.

Parameter
Default 
Entry Description Comments
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Server Message Block (SMB) Protocol Server
The SMB server allows Windows users to easily copy files between their local drives 
and the Oracle 9iFS repository. It also allows users to browse and edit files and even 
execute programs directly from the Oracle 9iFS repository. SMB is best suited for 
interactive browsing and modifying documents.

SessionCount 5 The number of 
SMTP sessions 
available for 
connections.

Tunable parameter.

LogLevel 10 Controls the 
verbosity of the log.

 10 is the maximum value.

Parameter Default Entry Description Comments

IFS.SERVER.Class oracle.ifs.protocols.
smb.server.
SmbServer

Java class for the 
server.

IFS.SERVER.SESSION.User system Name of the admin 
user.

IFS.SERVER.SMB.ServerComment "Oracle Internet File 
Server"

Holds the SMB 
server description 
that shows up in 
the Windows 
Properties window.

IFS.SERVER.SMB.PrimeServer true Primes the server 
with a simple login.

IFS.SERVER.SMB.EnableOplocks true If this parameter is 
true, it lets client 
cache their reads 
and writes and 
results in improved 
performance.

If set to true, this may 
cause problems with 
consistency across all the 
protocols; however, true 
yields better 
performance.

IFS.SERVER.SMB.MaxOplocks 8 Maximum number 
of op locks per 
mount point.

See Microsoft 
documentation for 
information about 
OpLocks.

Parameter Default Entry Description Comments
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IFS.SERVER.SMB.KeepStats true If true, keeps 
statistics on various 
server operations.

IFS.SERVER.SMB.PrintStats If true, prints 
statistics on SMB 
commands into the 
log file after the 
user disconnects.

Defaults to true if the log 
level for the node is 
medium or greater.

IFS.SERVER.SMB.ShareMyHome true Specifies if the 
virtual MyHome 
mount point is 
shared as a mount 
point.

true = MyHome the list 
of mount points.

false = only administer 
defined mount points.

IFS.SERVER.SMB.Workgroup WORKGROUP Windows 
workgroup.

This determines the 
workgroup where the 
SMB server will appear 
in the Network 
Neighborhood.

IFS.SERVER.SMB.Port 139 Port for the SMB 
server to listen on.

All Windows clients 
require the SMB server to 
listen on the default port, 
139. Only processes with 
root privileges can listen 
on low-numbered ports, 
so the SMB server must 
be run as root.

IFS.SERVER.SMB.AllowGuest
IfNot User

true Allows users who 
do not have valid 
accounts on this 
server to browse as 
a guest.

true = allows non-guest 
users as guest.

false = forces a valid 
username.

IFS.SERVER.SMB.MaxOpenFiles 30 The maximum 
number of files a 
user can have open 
on a single 
mountpoint.

IFS.SERVER.SMB.MaxAll
OpenFiles

100 The total number of 
open files the SMB 
server allows 
across all users.

The total is also limited 
by the number of 
connections configured 
for the SMB server and 
database.

Parameter Default Entry Description Comments
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NbServer
The NbServer is a DNS server for Windows NetBIOS names. It tells client machines 
that its name is registered to a particular IP address. The following parameters must 
be included in the server configuration file to run the Nb server. 

IFS.SERVER.SMB.EnableParsing true Enables the parsing 
feature when 
saving Oracle 9iFS 
files.

true = enables parsing.

false = disables parsing.

IFS.SERVER.SMB.Enable
Rendering

true Enables the 
rendering feature 
when reading 
Oracle Internet File 
System files.

true = enables rendering.

false = disables 
rendering.

IFS.SERVER.SMB.SessionTimeout 43200000 (12 hours) The server will 
disconnect idle 
sessions after this 
timeout.

Unit of measure is in 
milliseconds.

IFS.SERVER.SMB.IpAddress server IP address The IP address that 
is advertised as the 
location for the 
SMB server.

This value is defaulted 
from the server IP 
address and should not 
be modified except in 
unusual cases, for 
example, multi-homed 
server.

Parameter Default Entry Description

IFS.SERVER.Class oracle.ifs.protocols.smb.server.NbServer Java class for the server.

IFS.SERVER.SESSION.User system Name of the admin user.

IFS.SERVER.NB.Workgroup "WORKGROUP" Name of the workgroup 
this server is in. 

IFS.SERVER.NB.ServerComment "Oracle Internet File Server" This holds the SMB server 
description that shows up 
in properties in windows.

IFS.SERVER.NB.IpAddr  <IP Address returned by 
Socket.getInetAddress()

If host is multi-homed, use 
this to choose the IP 
address if necessary.

Parameter Default Entry Description Comments
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File Transfer Protocol (FTP) Server
The FTP server allows users to easily transfer files between one file system and the 
Oracle 9iFS repository. FTP is particularly useful when performing bulk transfers; in 
regards to both ease and performance. In addition to the common FTP commands, 
the Oracle 9iFS server also has built-in parsing and versioning support.

The following parameters must be included in the server configuration file to run 
the FTP server. 

IFS.SERVER.NB.Netmask 255.255.252.0 NetMask for the name 
server. This is used to 
derive the broadcast 
address.  No need to set this 
if the broadcast address is 
specified explicitly.

IFS.SERVER.NB.Broadcast <Derived from the IP address and 
netmask>

Broadcast address.  Use this 
if you know the broadcast                   
address or want to override 
the address derived from 
the netmask. This is 
specified as a standard IP 
string, e.g. "144.25.103.255".

IFS.SERVER.NB.StatusInterval 100 Number of packets between 
each status message to trace 
file.

IFS.SERVER.NB.HostAnnouncer true Enable Host 
Announcement.

Parameter Default Entry Description Comments

IFS.SERVER.Class oracle.ifs.protocols.
ftp.server.FtpServer

Java class for the 
server.

IFS.SERVER.SESSION.User system Name of the admin 
user.

IFS.SERVER.SESSION.LOCALE.Language en Default language for 
FTP sessions.

IFS.SERVER.SESSION.LOCALE.Country US Default country to be 
used in session 
localizer.

Parameter Default Entry Description
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Command Line Utilities Protocol (CUP) Server
The CUP server responds to the requests from the Oracle 9iFS command line 
utilities, a set of low-level development tools. Since the command line utilities allow 
direct access to the objects and their attributes, the user must be familiar with the 
Oracle 9iFS class hierarchy to manipulate the objects. The utilities target users with 

IFS.SERVER.SESSION.LOCALE.Variant Vendor-specific 
variant parameter 
used in 
java.util.Locale.

IFS.PROTCOLSERVER.AnonymousUsername guest Name of the iFS user 
used for anonymous 
sessions.

IFS.PROTOCOLSERVER.Localhost Optionally, specify the 
host name if the host 
is multi-homed in the 
network.

IFS.PROTOCOLSERVER.SESSION.DEFAULT.
AnonymousAllowed

true If set to true, allows 
anonymous 
connections.

IFS.PROTOCOLSERVER.SESSION.DEFAULT.
DateFormat

MMM dd HH:mm Specifies the default 
date format.

IFS.PROTOCOLSERVER.SESSION.DEFAULT.
Timeout

900000 Amount of time 
between activity 
before the connection 
times out; default is 
900 seconds or 15 
minutes.

Unit of 
measure is 
milliseconds.

IFS.PROTOCOLSERVER.SESSION.DEFAULT.
Delimiter

/ Specifies the Folder 
Path Delimiter.

IFS.PROTOCOLSERVER.Port 21 (Windows NT), 
2100 (Unix)

The port on which the 
server is running.

IFS.PROTOCOLSERVER.AcceptQueueSize 50 The number of server 
requests back-logged 
before denying 
requests.

Do not modify.

IFS.PROTOCOLSERVER.AnonymousPool 
Size

2 Initial pool size for 
anonymous 
connections.

Parameter Default Entry Description Comments
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deeper knowledge and understanding of the Oracle 9iFS objects and their 
relationships with one another. It is not meant to be an end-user tool.

The following parameters must be included in the server configuration file to run 
the CUP server. 

Note: Logging into Oracle 9iFS through the Command Line 
Utilities allows any other users on the same machine to access 
Oracle 9iFS through that login without logging on themselves. To 
avoid this problem, use the ifsshell command on machines 
shared by multiple users.

Parameter Default Entry Description Comments

IFS.SERVER.Class oracle.ifs.protocols.
cup.server.
Commandline
UtilityServer

Java class for the 
server.

IFS.SERVER.SESSION.User system Name of the admin 
user.

IFS.SERVER.SESSION.LOCALE.Language en Default language for 
CUP sessions.

IFS.SERVER.SESSION.LOCALE.Country US Default country to be 
used in session 
localizer.

IFS.SERVER.SESSION.LOCALE.Variant Vendor-specific 
variant parameter 
used in 
java.util.Locale.

IFS.PROTOCOLSERVER.Anonymous
Username

guest Name of the iFS user 
used for anonymous 
sessions.

IFS.PROTOCOLSERVER.Localhost Optionally, specify the 
host name if the host 
is multi-homed in the 
network.

IFS.PROTOCOLSERVER.SESSION.DEFAULT.
AnonymousAllowed

true If set to true, allows 
anonymous 
connections.
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Internet Mail Access Protocol (IMAP) Server
This is an implementation of Internet Mail Access Protocol. This provides a 
mechanism for mail clients to access mail from Oracle 9iFS accounts.

The following parameters must be included in the server configuration file to run 
the IMAP server. 

IFS.PROTOCOLSERVER.SessionStateTimeout
Period

900000 Session state is valid 
only for time in 
milliseconds as 
specified. 

Commandlin
e commands 
will lose state 
if run after 
this amount 
of time.

IFS.PROTOCOLSERVER.SESSION.DEFAULT.
DateFormat

MMM dd HH:mm Specifies the default 
date format.

IFS.PROTOCOLSERVER.AnonymousPool 
Size

2 Initial pool size for 
anonymous 
connections.

IFS.PROTOCOLSERVER.SESSION.DEFAULT.
Timeout

900000 Amount of time 
between activity 
before socket times 
out; default is 900 
seconds or 15 
minutes.

Unit of 
measure is 
milliseconds.

IFS.PROTOCOLSERVER.SessionStateTimeout
Period

900000 Amount of time 
between activity 
before the session 
times out; default is 
900 seconds or 15 
minutes.

Unit of 
measure is 
milliseconds.

IFS.PROTOCOLSERVER.SESSION.DEFAULT.
Delimiter

/ Specifies the Folder 
Path Delimiter.

IFS.PROTOCOLSERVER.Port 4180 The port on which the 
server is running.

IFS.PROTOCOLSERVER.AcceptQueueSize 50 The number of server 
requests back-logged 
before denying 
requests.

Do not 
modify.

Parameter Default Entry Description Comments
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Parameter Default Entry Description Comments

IFS.SERVER.PROTOCOL.IMAP.SSLEnabled = 
true | False

false Set it to true to enable 
SSL, and false to 
disable it. 

SSLPortNum  993 Sets SSL port umber.

IFS.SERVER.PROTOCOL.IMAP.SSL
AuthenticationMode

Default is 
ServerOnly  

Set it to ServerOnly to 
authenticate IMAP 
server the clients. 

Set it to ServerClient to 
have server and clients 
authenticate to each 
other.  

Set it to Anonymous to 
disable authentication 
between server and 
client, and thus using 
the SLL encryption 
feature by itself. 

This is the mode 
used by the 
popular clients 
Netscape, 
Microsoft 
Outlook, and 
Outlook Express. 

IFS.SERVER.PROTOCOL.IMAP.SSLVersion  Any Set SSL Version. 

Set to Any to support 
both SSL Version 2.0 
and Version 3.0. 

Set to 3.0 if you want to 
support only SSL 
Version 3.0.
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IFS.SERVER.PROTOCOL.IMAP.SSL
CipherSuite  

Default is all 
Ciphers that are 
supported by 
Oracle Java 
SSL. 

List of Ciphers, 
separated by a 
whitespace. Possible 
values are: 

SSL_RSA_WITH_
3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA 

SSL_RSA_WITH_RC4_
128_SHA 

SSL_RSA_WITH_RC4_
128_MD5 

SSL_DH_anon_WITH_
3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA 

SSL_DH_anon_WITH_
RC4_128_MD5 

SSL_DH_anon_WITH_
DES_CBC_SHA 

SSL_RSA_WITH_DES_
CBC_SHA 

SSL_RSA_EXPORT_
WITH_RC4_40_MD5 

SSL_RSA_EXPORT_
WITH_DES40_CBC_
SHA 

SSL_DH_anon_
EXPORT_WITH_RC4_
40_MD5 

SSL_DH_anon_
EXPORT_WITH_
DES40_CBC_SHA 

SSL_RSA_WITH_
NULL_SHA 

SSL_RSA_WITH_

NULL_MD5 

IFS.SERVER.PROTOCOL.IMAP.SSLWalletPath  No default. Path to Wallet file.

IFS.SERVER.PROTOCOL.IMAP.SSLWalletPwd No default. Password for the 
Oracle Wallet file.

Parameter Default Entry Description Comments
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FolderIndexAnalyzerAgent
Oracle 9iFS uses a scheme called FolderIndexService to speed up folder-restricted 
queries. This index is modified every time the folder hierarchy gets changed, to 
reflect the up-to-date folder hierarchy. However, certain forms of file links may 
leave the FolderIndex in a suboptimal state. FolderIndexAnalyzer agent runs 
periodically to detect and correct any such state, and return the FolderIndex to an 
optimal state.

Parameter Default Entry Description Comments

IFS.SERVER.Class oracle.ifs.management.
servers.FolderIndex
AnalyzerAgent

The agent class.

IFS.SERVER.TIMER.InitialDelay 30m The initial delay 
when the agent is 
first run.

IFS.SERVER.TIMER.Activation
Period

1h Frequency of agent 
activation.

IFS.SERVER.SESSION.User system Username for agent 
sessions.

IFS.SERVER.AGENTS.
FOLDERINDEXANALYZER
AGENT.MaxParentsThreshold

10 The threshold for 
max number of 
parents after which 
FIS is considered 
suboptimal.

ANDed with the 
MaxChildren
Threshold.

IFS.SERVER.AGENTS.
FOLDERINDEXANALYZER
AGENT.MaxChildrenThreshold 

10 The threshold for 
max number of 
children, after 
which FIS is 
considered 
suboptimal.

This condition is 
ANDed with the 
MaxParentsThreshold.
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Process Configuration Files

Oracle 9iFS domain controllers and nodes obtain configuration information from 
configuration files in the IFS_HOME of the host computer.  This chapter describes the 
contents of:

■ DomainController.def

■ Node.def

■ HttpNode.def
 Files D-1
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DomainController.def
The Oracle 9iFS domain controller obtains configuration information from 
DomainController.def, located in $ORACLE_HOME/9ifs/settings.  Edit this text 
file to change the following parameters:

■ IFS.DOMAIN.DOMAINCONTROLLER.LogFilename.  The absolute path to 
the domain controller’s log file.  Optional.  If not specified, logs are generated to 
the console (stdout).

■ IFS.DOMAIN.DOMAINCONTROLLER.OverwriteLog.  Whether any existing 
log file is overwritten each time the domain controller starts.  Optional; defaults 
to false.

■ IFS.DOMAIN.DOMAINCONTROLLER.LogLevel.  The verbosity of the domain 
controller log.  Optional.  Must be one of the following values:

■ 0 = disabled (no logging)

■ 2 = low (error conditions only)

■ 4 = medium (normal operation; default)

■ 6 = high (debug information)

■ IFS.DOMAIN.DOMAINCONTROLLER.RemoterLogLevel.  The verbosity of the 
inter-process communication log.  Optional.  Must be one of the following 
values:

■ 0 = disabled (no logging)

■ 2 = low (error conditions only; default)

■ 4 = medium (normal operation)

■ 6 = high (debug information)

Do not change any of the following parameters:

■ IFS.DOMAIN.DOMAINCONTROLLER.ServiceName

■ IFS.DOMAIN.DOMAINCONTROLLER.CheckNodesPeriod

■ IFS.DOMAIN.DOMAINCONTROLLER.Locator

■ IFS.DOMAIN.DOMAINCONTROLLER.Name
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Notes
■ Oracle does not recommend changing the value of any parameter not listed 

above.

■ You must restart the domain controller for changes to take effect.

Node.def
Nodes not running on the HTTP Server, powered by Apache, obtain configuration 
information from Node.def, located in $ORACLE_
HOME/ifs<version>/settings.  Edit this text file to change the following 
parameters:

■ IFS.DOMAIN.NODE.LogFilename.  The absolute path to the node’s log file.  
Optional.  If not specified, logs are generated to the console (stdout).

■ IFS.DOMAIN.NODE.OverwriteLog.  Whether any existing log file is 
overwritten each time the node starts.  Optional; defaults to false.

■ IFS.DOMAIN.NODE.LogLevel.  The verbosity of the node log.  Optional.  
Must be one of the following values:

■ 0 = disabled (no logging)

■ 2 = low (error conditions only)

■ 4 = medium (normal operation; default)

■ 6 = high (debug information)

■ IFS.DOMAIN.NODE.RemoterLogLevel.  The verbosity of the inter-process 
communication log.  Optional.  Must be one of the following values:

■ 0 = disabled (no logging)

■ 2 = low (error conditions only; default)

■ 4 = medium (normal operation)

■ 6 = high (debug information)

■ IFS.DOMAIN.NODE.Guarded.  Whether the node’s guardian runs as a 
separate process.  Optional; defaults to true.

■ IFS.DOMAIN.NODE.JavaCommand.  For guarded nodes, the command issued 
by the node guardian to create a node manager process.  Optional; defaults to 
“java”.  Edit the value of this parameter to specify command-line arguments 
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for the Java VM, such as “java -mx64M” to increase the maximum size of the 
Java VM’s heap.

■ IFS.DOMAIN.NODE.ManagerLocator.  This is the locator for the node 
manager. Do not edit this parameter.

■ IFS.DOMAIN.NODE.GuardianLocator.This is the locator for the node 
guardian. Do not edit this parameter.

Notes
■ Oracle does not recommend changing the value of any parameter not listed 

above.

■ You must restart the node for changes to take effect.

HttpNode.def
Nodes that run through the Oracle 9iFS servlet framework receive their 
configuration information from the file HttpNode.def, located in $ORACLE_
HOME/9ifs/settings.  The parameters for the HttpNode.def are the same as 
that for the Node.def, except for the following parameters that do not exist:

■ IFS.DOMAIN.NODE.OverwriteLog

■ IFS.DOMAIN.NODE.LogFilename

■ IFS.DOMAIN.NODE.Guarded

■ IFS.DOMAIN.NODE.JavaCommand

Edit HttpNode.def to change the following parameters:

■ IFS.DOMAIN.NODE.LogLevel.  The verbosity of the node log.  Optional.  
Must be one of the following values:

■ 0 = disabled (no logging)

■ 2 = low (error conditions only)

■ 4 = medium (normal operation; default)

■ 6 = high (debug information)

■ IFS.DOMAIN.NODE.RemoterLogLevel.  The verbosity of the inter-process 
communication log.  Optional.  Must be one of the following values:

■ 0 = disabled (no logging)
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■ 2 = low (error conditions only; default)

■ 4 = medium (normal operation)

■ 6 = high (debug information)

Notes
■ Oracle does not recommend changing the value of any parameter not listed 

above.

■ You must restart the HTTP Server  for changes to take effect.
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Working with Oracle Text

This appendix provides detailed information on how Oracle Internet File System 
(Oracle 9iFS) leverages the indexing done by Oracle Text (formerly called 
interMedia Text). This section is meant to explain strategies for maintaining the 
Oracle Text index used by Oracle 9iFS. It also provides experienced DBAs with the 
information necessary to enable developers to access advanced Oracle Text features 
using the Oracle 9iFS Java API. This is not meant as a complete reference, but it 
should save you some time while developing Oracle 9iFS applications. Topics 
include:

■ The Oracle Text Index

■ Maintaining the IFS_TEXT Index

■ Additional Features of Oracle Text
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The Oracle Text Index
Immediately following the Oracle Internet File System (Oracle 9iFS) installation 
process, the Configuration Assistant runs and populates the database schema used 
by Oracle 9iFS. Oracle 9iFS creates an Oracle Text index named IFS_TEXT.

SQL Scripts for Creating IFS_TEXT Index
The  Oracle 9iFS Configuration Assistant uses the following SQL scripts to create 
the IFS_TEXT index:

■ CreateContextFunnelProcedure.sql: Creates the procedure used by 
USER DATASTORE.

■ GrantContextToIFS.sql: Grants access to some Oracle Text-specific 
commands to the Oracle 9iFS user.

■ CreateContextPreferences.sql: Tablespace and other text preferences 
are created by the Oracle 9iFS user. 

■ CreateContextIndex.sql: Based on these text preferences, IFS_TEXT index 
is created.

Maintaining the IFS_TEXT Index
Oracle Text relies on the quality of its index for fast and accurate searches. Anyone 
seeking to improve performance can start with index issues first. If no further 
improvements can be made to your indexing scheme, the next step is to reevaluate 
your queries.

When content changes, the index may need to be updated to reflect these changes. 
Recreating the index from scratch is expensive, and document repositories tend to 
grow rather than shrink. As it happens, there are ways to balance the need for a 
fresh index with the need to minimize processing expense during peak periods. 
Please refer to the Oracle Text documentation for detailed information.

Index Maintenance
Indexes for Oracle Text can be created using a number of SQL and PL/SQL 
procedures. Before the Oracle9i database, Oracle Text was an optional feature, and 
required a process called CTXSRV to be running for any indexes to be updated. This 
process is still used, but it is deprecated in the Oracle9i database.
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Using SQL ALTER INDEX
Two options on the ALTER INDEX command are used for automated index 
maintenance: SYNC and OPTIMIZE.

Update Index Using SYNC Option
The following SQL command causes an immediate update of the index:

ALTER INDEX IFS_TEXT REBUILD ONLINE PARAMETERS (’sync’);

This option can be used to force manual re-indexing, but since it is designed for 
minimal impact on real-time performance, no attempt is made to prevent 
redundancy. A frequently changing corpus whose index is frequently synchronized 
will become fragmented, affecting performance negatively.

When a document to which the index refers is deleted, its corresponding token 
entries become unavailable immediately. Inserts and updates are different. Tokens 
within new documents are not visible to text searches until the next index sync has 
occurred.  Any alteration to a document also invalidates any token entries referring 
to that document. That document effectively becomes invisible to content searches 
until the next index sync occurs.

Defragment Existing Index with OPTIMIZE Option
The Optimize option causes ALTER INDEX to rebuild the existing index, 
eliminating redundant token entries, and removing entries that reference removed 
content:

ALTER INDEX indexname REBUILD ONLINE PARAMETERS (’optimize fast|full’);

The SQL interface will not allow two ALTER INDEX statements to run at the same 
time.

Using the PL/SQL Package
The PL/SQL interface for index maintenance is preferable for a production system:

Sync Existing IFS_TEXT Index
ctx_ddl.sync_index(indexname);
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Optimize IFS_TEXT Index
ctx_ddl.optimize_index(indexname, ’FAST’|’FULL’, maxtime );

These two commands can run simultaneously. You can run these commands using 
the Oracle9i Enterprise Manager job system. Another option is the DBMS_JOB 
package, which is described in the Oracle9i Database Administrator’s Guide.

Using the Oracle9i Enterprise Manager Job System to Schedule Oracle Text Jobs
To use the Oracle9i Enterprise Manager job system, you need to make sure it has 
been configured correctly.  Refer to "Enabling the Job System" in the Oracle9i 
Enterprise Manager Configuration Guide.

1. To display the Create Job property sheet, select Create Job from the Job menu.

Figure 9–1 Create Job Property Sheet

2. On the General tab, enter a job name and select the target database.

3. On the Tasks tab, select the task: Run SQL*Plus Script.
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Figure 9–2 Tasks Tab

4. On the Parameters tab in the Script Text box, enter the SQL syntax or SQL script 
for the job. Make sure you use the preferred credentials for your IFSSYS 
schema.

Figure 9–3 Parameters Tab

5. On the Schedule tab, enter how frequently you want the job to run and its 
execution start date and time.
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Figure 9–4 Schedule Tab

6. Select the Submit and Add to Library option and click Save to save the job to 
the job library and to send the job to the Intelligent Agents at the selected 
destinations. The job appears in the Active page and the job library. You can 
modify or submit a saved job at a later time.

Figure 9–5 Job Library

For more information about creating and monitoring jobs refer to the Oracle9i 
Enterprise Manager Administrator’s Guide.

Using Oracle 9iFS Manager to Designate Indexing
To illustrate the way Oracle 9iFS works with Oracle Text, consider this example: 
Imagine you want to index the content of some .java source files. Before placing 
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them into the repository, you notice that, by default, Oracle 9iFS does not consider 
these files candidates for indexing.

If your goal is to provide content searching on these files, you need them to be 
indexed by Oracle Text. The most straightforward way would be as follows:

1. Use the Oracle 9iFS Manager tool to add the .java mimetype and designate it as 
To Be Indexed, using the Create Format dialog.

Figure 9–6 Create Format Dialog

2. Insert the files into the repository.

3. Sync the index.

Additional Features of Oracle Text
The following additional features of Oracle Text provide users viewing options, 
additional search operators and functions, and a variety of other queries.

Document Services
Oracle Text includes a set of features referred to as Document Services, which grant 
users the ability to view results in unformatted text, the original document format, 
or in HTML.
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XML Indexing
Metadata formatted in XML is easily indexed and queried using the Oracle Text 
syntax. Special components called Sectioners are used to limit the scope of a query 
according to XML tags, with the Autosectioner indiscriminately indexing every 
XML tag it encounters, and the XML Sectioner requiring more input in return for 
greater power and flexibility.

For more information about defining sections in XML and news group formatted 
documents, consult the Oracle9i Text Reference.

Theme Indexing
Oracle Text supports the ability to generate themes based on the file’s content. By 
default, Oracle 9iFS has turned off theme indexing since it takes longer to index the 
content. To use themes, custom application development is also required because 
the Oracle 9iFS clients do not expose themes in the user interfaces. See "Document" 
in the Javadoc for more information regarding custom application development 
using themes.

Turning On Theme Indexing
 In SQL*PLUS, connect as the Oracle 9iFS schema user, and enter:

exec ctx_ddl.set_attribute(’ifs_default_lexer’, ’index_themes’, ’yes’);
exec ctx_ddl.set_attribute(’ifs_default_lexer’, ’theme_language’,’english’);
alter index ifs_text rebuild parameters(’replace lexer ifs_global_lexer’);

 Turning Off Theme Indexing
 In SQL*PLUS, connect as the Oracle 9iFS schema user, and enter:

exec ctx_ddl.set_attribute(’ifs_default_lexer’, ’index_themes’, ’no’);
alter index ifs_text rebuild parameters(’replace lexer ifs_global_lexer’);

 

Warning: This operation may take a long time, since it must 
re-index all the document content, including themes.

Warning: This will rebuild the entire index, without theme 
indexing.
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 For more information on themes, see Oracle9i Text Application Developer’s Guide.

See Also
For detailed information on Oracle Text, consult 
http://technet.oracle.com/products/text/.
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FTP Quote Commands

This appendix provides information on using the FTP quote commands.

Topics include:

■ "DELIM"

■ "ACL"

■ "NOACL"

■ "SETLANGUAGE"

■ "SHOWLANGUAGE"

■ "SETCHARENCODING"

■ "SHOWCHARENCODING"

■ "PARSEMODEON"

■ "PARSEMODEOFF"

■ "CASCADEON"

■ "CASCADEOFF"

■ "ADMIN"

■ "NOADMIN"
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"DELIM"
"DELIM"
Sets the folder path delimiter for the current session.

Syntax:
quote delim [character]

Examples:
quote delim \
Sets the character "\"  to delimit folder paths. 

"ACL"
For newly created documents and folders, sets the security to the specified system 
ACL.

Syntax:
quote acl [system ACL name]

Example:
quote acl Published    
Sets the Published ACL when creating folders or documents.

"NOACL"
For newly created documents and folders, sets the security to be based on the 
default ACL specified in the user’s primary user profile.

Syntax:
quote noacl 

Example:
quote noacl        
Sets the default ACL specified in the primary user profile when                            
creating folders or documents
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"SETLANGUAGE"
"SETLANGUAGE"
Sets the language for the session when loading documents.  Should be used when 
loading documents that are different than the default system language.  The 
language setting is important for content-based indexing, used for content searches.   
For more information on language setting, see the Oracle9i National Language 
Support Guide.

The list of valid languages is below.  For languages that are longer than one word, 
the language needs to be enclosed in quotes.

American 

Arabic 

Bengali 

Brazilian Portuguese 

Bulgarian 

Canadian French 

Catalan 

Croatian 

Czech 

Danish 

Dutch 

Egyptian 

English 

Estonian 

Finnish 

French 

German 

Greek 

Hebrew 

Hungarian 

Indonesian 
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"SETLANGUAGE"
Italian 

Japanese 

Korean 

Latin American Spanish 

Latvian 

Lithuanian 

Malay 

Mexican Spanish 

Norwegian 

Polish 

Portuguese 

Romanian 

Russian 

Simplified Chinese 

Slovak 

Slovenian 

Spanish 

Swedish 

Thai 

Traditional Chinese 

Turkish 

Ukrainian 

Vietnamese

Syntax:
quote setlanguage [language]

Examples:
quote setlanguage French  
Sets the default language to French.
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"SETCHARENCODING"
quote setlanguage "Latin American Spanish"   
Sets the default language to Latin American Spanish.

"SHOWLANGUAGE"
Displays the current language setting for the session.  

Syntax:
quote showlanguage 

Example:
quote showlanguage        
Shows the default language.

"SETCHARENCODING"
Sets the character encoding to an IANA character set name for the session when 
loading documents.  Should be used when loading documents that are different 
than the default system character encoding setting.  The character encoding setting 
is important for content-based indexing, used for content searches.  For more 
information on character encodings, see the Oracle9i National Language Support 
Guide.

The list of valid character encodings:

BIG5 

EUC-JP 

EUC-TW 

GB2312 

IBM850 

IBM852 

IBM857 

IBM866 

ISO-2022-CN 

ISO-2022-JP 
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"SETCHARENCODING"
ISO-2022-KR 

ISO-8859-1 

ISO-8859-2 

ISO-8859-3 

ISO-8859-4 

ISO-8859-5 

ISO-8859-6 

ISO-8859-7 

ISO-8859-8 

ISO-8859-9 

KOI8-R 

KS_C_5601-1987 

SHIFT_JIS 

TIS-620 

UTF-8 

WINDOWS-936 

WINDOWS-949 

WINDOWS-950 

WINDOWS-1250 

WINDOWS-1251 

WINDOWS-1252 

WINDOWS-1253 

WINDOWS-1254 

WINDOWS-1255 

WINDOWS-1256 

WINDOWS-1257 

WINDOWS-1258
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"PARSEMODEOFF"
Syntax:
quote setcharencoding [characater encoding]

Example:
quote setcharencoding UTF-8    
Sets the default encoding to UTF-8.

"SHOWCHARENCODING"
Displays the current character encoding setting for the session.  

Syntax:
quote showcharencoding 

Example:
quote showcharencoding     
Shows the default character encoding. 

"PARSEMODEON"
Turns parsing mode on for the session.  A file that is uploaded ("put") will be parsed 
under the following circumstances:

■  Parse mode is on.  FTP’s default parse mode is on. 

■ The file’s extension is associated with a parser in the 
ParserLookupByFileExtension property bundle.  The file extension "xml" is by 
default associated with the IfsXmlParser.

Syntax:
quote parsemodeon 

Example:
quote parsemodeon   
All files with a file extension associated with a parser will be parsed.

"PARSEMODEOFF"
Turns parsing mode off for the session.  No files will be parsed, regardless of 
whether or not the file extension is associated with a parser.
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"CASCADEON"
Syntax:
quote parsemodeoff        

Example:
quote parsemodeoff         
No files will be parsed.

"CASCADEON"
When deleting a folder ("rmdir"), turns on cascade delete for the session.  This 
results in a folder and all its contents to be deleted, including any non-empty 
folders.

Syntax:
quote cascadeon

Example:
quote cascadeon            
Any folder and its contents will be deleted. 

"CASCADEOFF"
When deleting a folder ("rmdir"), turns off cascade delete for the session.  This 
means that a folder must be empty when using the rmdir command.

Syntax:
quote cascadeoff

Example:
quote cascadeoff           
A folder must be empty for rmdir to be successful.

"ADMIN"
Turns on administrative mode for the session.  The user must have system 
administrative privileges to use this command.  In administrative mode on, all 
security (ACLs) is bypassed.  When a system administrator logs onto FTP, the 
default admin mode is on.
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"NOADMIN"
Syntax:
quote admin

Example:
quote admin            
Turns on administrative mode.

"NOADMIN"
Turns off administrative mode for the session.  The user must have system 
administrative privileges to use this command.

Syntax:
quote noadmin

Example:
quote noadmin           
Turns off administrative mode. 
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"NOADMIN"
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Administration and Operation S

 

G

Administration and Operation Scripts

This appendix is a table listing the scripts used to operation and manage Oracle 
Internet File System.

Script Description

ifsagents Start the iFS Agents (only for iFS 1.1. custom agents)

ifsapachesetup Set up the Oracle 9iFS servlet to work with Apache

ifsconfig Run the Oracle 9iFS Configuration Assistant

ifsdashboard Run the Oracle 9iFS Dashboard in standalone mode

ifsemailsetup Set up the Oracle 9iFS SMTP server to work with open-source 
sendmail

ifsemailsetup_pro893 Set up the Oracle 9iFS SMTP server to work with Sendmail Pro 
8.9.3

ifsenv.sh Set up the Oracle 9iFS environment

ifsexportcontent Launch the export content GUI (Import Export)

ifsexportusers Launch the export users GUI (Import Export)

ifsimportcontent Launch the import content GUI (Import Export)

ifsimportusers Launch the import users GUI (Import Export)

ifskilldc Forcibly terminate the domain controller process

ifskillnode Forcibly terminate the node process

ifslaunchdc Launch the Oracle 9iFS domain controller

ifslaunchnode Launch the Oracle 9iFS node
cripts G-1



ifsmgr Run the Oracle 9iFS Manager application

ifsmigratepasswords Migrate passwords (Import Export)

ifsmonitor Start the iFS Monitor (only for iFS 1.1 custom agents)

ifsoemappsetup Add the classpath to the oemapp script

ifsoemsetup Set up Oracle 9iFS to be integrated with Oracle9i Enterprise 
Manager Console; includes ifsoemappsetup

ifsomssetup Set up Oracle 9iFS to be integrated with OMS

ifsphantomuserhandler Handle ownership of imported objects (Import Export)

ifssetup Wrapper script that runs ifsapachesetup and ifsoemsetup

ifsstartjserv Start a separate JServ process for Oracle 9iFS

ifsstartdomain Start the Oracle 9iFS domain

ifsstartdomain_oms Start the Oracle 9iFS domain using OMS

ifsstopjserv Stop the separate Jserv process

ifsstopdomain Stop the Oracle 9iFS domain

ifsstopdomain_oms Stop the Oracle 9iFS domain using OMS

ifssvrmgr Start the iFS Server Manager (only for iFS 1.1 custom agents)

Script Description
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Index

Symbols
“fix it” jobs, 1-35

Numerics
9iFS Manager, 1-5

A
acceptance of new sessions

enabling/disabling, 2-27
Access Control Entry, 3-29
Access Control Lists, 1-34, 3-5, 3-27, 3-33

system, 3-28
using the Web interface to apply to a folder or 

file, 3-38
access permissions, 3-5
AccessControlEntry class, 5-7
AccessControlList class, 5-6
ACEs, 3-29, 5-7

defining, 3-29
significance of order, 3-33

ACLs, 1-34, 3-5, 5-6
adding groups to, 3-17
applying with Browser, 3-37
applying with Oracle 9iFS Manager, 3-37
applying with Oracle 9iFS Wincows 

Utilities, 3-38
applying with Web interface, 3-38
applying with Windows interface, 3-38
assigning default to files, 3-5
assigning default to folders, 3-5
associated with nodes, 4-10

associating with server configuration, 4-9
associating with service configuration, 4-5
category, 5-41
commonly used, 3-3
Create Like option, 3-34
creating with Oracle 9iFS, 3-34
creating with Oracle 9iFS Manager, 3-34
creating with Oracle 9iFS Utilities, 3-36
creating with Web interface, 3-35
creating with Windows interface, 3-36
creating with XML, 3-37
default, 3-5, 3-7, 3-28
default folder, 3-5
defining, 3-2, 3-27, 3-34
directory user, 3-12
e-mail inbox, 3-12
e-mail profile, 3-12
e-mail subfolder, 3-12
entry in, 5-7
for admin user, 3-12
home folder, 3-12
home folder policy bundle, 3-12
listing, 6-8
permission bundles, 5-7
Primary User Profile, 3-5, 3-12
primary users defaults, 3-33
PRIVATE, 3-7, 3-28
PROTECTED, 3-28
PUBLIC, 3-28
PUBLISHED, 3-7, 3-9, 3-28
quota, 3-12
specifying default, 3-5
specifying for class objects, 5-10
system, 3-28
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using existing ACL as template, 3-36
add a node, 2-21
addresses

e-mail, 8-2
admin mode, 3-6
administering

nodes, 1-35
servers, 1-35
services, 1-35

administration privileges, 1-34, 3-10
assigning, 3-2
assigning to developers, 5-2

administration tools
command line utilities, 1-30
Configuration Assistant, 1-27
Import/Export utility, 1-31
Oracle 9iFS Manager

Oracle Enterprise Manager Console, 1-3
Web interface, 1-29
XML configuration files, 1-30

administrative permissions, 3-6
assigning to users, 3-14

administrators
privileges, 3-6
system, 3-6

agents, 1-4, 4-2
1.1 custom, A-2
avi, C-3
content garbage collection, C-6
dangling object av cleanup, C-7
event exchanger, C-8
expiration, C-4
Garbage Collection Agent, 2-5
Intelligent, 2-9, 2-11
InterMediaAnnotator, 5-42
InterMediaAnnotatorAgent, C-2
outbox, C-10
quota, C-9
service watch dog, C-8
Service Watchdog, B-3
start Server Manager for 1.1 custom, A-2
starting 1.1 custom, A-1
status, 2-9

allocated heap size, 2-25
ALTER command, E-3

OPTIMIZE option, E-3
options, E-3

Apache web server, 2-24
starting, 2-24

apachectl start script, 2-24
API

Oracle 9iFS Java, 1-33, 7-6
API calls

termination of, B-2
application files

storing, 3-4
application name

associating with user profile, 3-8
applications

content management, 5-2, 7-6
migrating, 7-2, 7-5
migrating embedded, 7-5, 7-6
migrating Oracle Internet File System, 7-5
migrating server-side, 7-6
migrating standalone, 7-5, 7-6
rewriting with Oracle 9iFS SDK, 7-6

architecture, 1-2
attribute

objects, 5-8
Attribute class, 5-8
attributes

adding custom, 5-34
adding extended, 5-9
adding to a search, 1-22
assigning to subclasses, 5-3
category, 5-40
custom, 1-4
defining value default, 5-8
defining value domain, 5-8
edit custom client privileges, 5-15
extended, 5-11
indexing, 5-14
limiting to specific values, 5-19
limiting values with class domains, 5-16
multimedia, 5-6
non-null, 5-14
object-type, 1-23
primitive-type, 1-23
read only, 5-14
referential integrity of, 5-13
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specifying default value for, 5-15
specifying initial value for, 5-22
system-set, 5-14
validating class, 5-8
viewing with Property Inspector, 5-42

authentication, 1-34
case sensitivity, B-5
HTTP, 3-9
of database users, B-6
of users, 3-8
user, 5-7
using token credentials, B-6

Autosectioner, E-8
avi agent, C-3

B
backup

data, 7-18
maintaining metadata, 7-19
with Import/Export utility, 7-19

backup and recovery
saving the data, 7-18

batch file, 3-22
bean classpath, 5-10
bean-side session, B-9
binary

storing content as, 5-38, 5-39
BLOB

specifying, 5-7
boolean datatype, 5-17
Browser

applying ACLs with, 3-37
buffering events, B-3
bulk file loading, 1-30, 3-24
bundles

permission, 3-29
buttons

Performance Overview, 2-25
Ping Agent, 2-9

C
cache

bean-side session object, B-8

folder path, B-7
maximum size, B-3
server-side session object, B-8
session object, B-7
size after purge, B-7
size in LIBRARYOBJECTs, B-3
target size, B-4

cache configuration, 2-28
cache size

in folder paths, B-7
callbacks

parser, 5-30
case sensitivity

in authentication, B-5
categories, 5-6, 5-40

ACL, 5-41
Intermedia Source, 5-40
Mountpoint, 5-40
multimedia, 5-40
provided out of the box, 5-40
security, 5-41
subclassing, 5-41
viewing, 5-40
viewing attributes with Property Inspector, 5-42

Category class, 5-6
subclassing, 5-40

character set
default, B-10

checkboxes
multi-valued, 5-24

checklists
migration, 7-2

class domains
classes in, 5-18
creating, 5-17
data validation, 5-14
deleting, 5-19
limiting values with, 5-16
modifying, 5-18
overview, 5-16
why use, 5-17

class hierarchy, 1-33, 1-34, 5-4
description of classes, 5-5

class objects, 1-34, 5-8
abstract, 5-10
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creating, 5-8
extended attributes, 5-9
final, 5-10
information, 5-8
managing, 5-3
modifying, 5-15
overview, 5-2, 5-3
specifying ACL for, 5-10
subclassing, 5-3
superclass, 5-9
validation, 5-15

ClassAccessControlList class, 5-6
ClassDomain class, 5-8
classes

AccessControlEntry, 5-7
AccessControlList, 5-6
Attribute, 5-8
Category, 5-6
ClassAccessControlList, 5-6
ClassDomain, 5-8
ClassObject, 5-8
ContentObject, 5-7
ContentQuota, 5-7
controlling who can create, 5-6
creating new, 5-4
DirectoryGroup, 5-7
DirectoryObject, 5-7
DirectoryUser, 5-7
Document, 5-6
ExtendedPermission, 5-7
ExtendedUserProfile, 5-6
Family, 5-6
Folder, 5-6
FolderPathRelationship, 5-7
FolderRelationship, 5-7
Format, 5-7
GroupMemberRelationship, 5-7
in class hierarchy, 5-5
InterMediaSource, 5-6
Media, 5-7
MediaBLOB, 5-7
MediaLOB, 5-7
MediaTextBLOB, 5-7
MountPoint, 5-6
NodeConfiguration, 5-6

PermissionBundle, 5-7
Policy, 5-7
PolicyPropertyBundle, 5-6
PrimaryUserProfile, 5-6
Property, 5-7
PropertyBundle, 5-6
Relationship, 5-7
SchemaObject, 5-8
SearchObject, 5-6
SelectorObject, 5-6
Server, 5-7
ServerConfiguration, 5-7
ServiceConfiguration, 5-6
SystemAccessControlList, 5-6
SystemObject, 5-7
UserProfile, 5-6
ValueDefault, 5-8
ValueDefaultPropertyBundle, 5-6
ValueDomain, 5-8
ValueDomainPropertyBundle, 5-6
VersionDescription, 5-7
VersionSeries, 5-6

ClassObject class, 5-8
classpath

adding to oemapp, A-2
classpaths

bean, 5-10
Java, 5-10
selector, 5-10
server, 5-10

ClassSelectionParser, 5-32, 5-34
client interfaces

9ifsUtilities, 1-5
Web, 1-5
Windows, 1-5

client privileges, 5-15
editing custom, 5-16

client setup
e-mail, 8-8

command line, 1-30
starting a domain from, 2-24
starting domain from, 2-20
stopping a domain from, 2-24
stopping domain from, 2-20

Command Line Utilities
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loading files, 3-27
command line utilities, 1-30

creating folders, 3-22
file manipulation commands, A-5
loading files, 3-25, 3-27
miscellaneous commands, A-16
navigation commands, A-4
nls commands, A-20
overview, A-2
running, A-3
setting environment variables, A-2
starting, A-4
upload files, 3-27
variables, A-2

Command Line Utilities protocol, 7-4
commands

ALTER, E-3
FTP quote, F-1
ifsmgr, 2-17
OEMAPP CONSOLE, 2-13

Committed Data Cache tab, 2-28
communication

encrypted, 1-35
compound documents, 5-28
concurrent sessions, B-2

specifying number of, 2-27
configuration

cache, 2-28
change node, 4-12
changing settings, 4-9
Directory Service, B-5
e-mail, 8-5
E-mail server, 8-2
logical, 2-2, 2-3
NLS service, B-10
node, 4-9, 5-6, 5-8
Oracle9i/JDBC service, B-2
persistent domain, 5-8
physical, 2-2, 2-3
Read-only Connection Pool service, B-5
sendmail, 8-7
server, 4-6, 5-7, 5-8
service, 4-3, 5-6, 5-8, B-1, B-2
Service Data Cache, B-3
Session Object Cache service, B-7

Session service, B-6
settings, 4-2
Solaris e-mail, 8-6
Tracing service, B-9
Writable Connection Pool service, B-4
XML file, 3-3

Configuration Assistant, 1-27, 4-2
running, A-1

configuration files
XML, 1-30, 3-15

configuration log files, 9-11
ifsconfigout.log, 9-11
ifsconfigsql.log, 9-11

configuration management, 1-34
configurations

editing server, 4-7
network, 7-2

connections, 1-32, 2-24
allocated, 2-29, 2-30
database, 2-29, 2-30, B-4, B-5
postponing allocation requests, B-4, B-5
repository, 2-17
total, 2-29, 2-30

content
exporting, 7-7
importing, 7-10
indexing, 5-38, 5-39
migrating, 7-2, 7-3, 7-6
of document, 5-7
retaining metadata during migration, 7-6
specifying BLOB, 5-7
specifying extension for, 5-39
specifying LOB, 5-7
specifying MediaTextBLOB, 5-7
specifying type of, 5-39
storing as binary type, 5-38, 5-39
types of, 5-38
where stored, 5-7

content garbage collection agent, C-6
content indexing, 1-3
content management, 1-2, 1-33

applications, 5-2
ContentGarbageCollectionAgentConfigurations 

server, 4-7
ContentObject class, 5-7
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ContentQuota class, 5-7
corrupt documents, 9-9
create and create like, 1-20
Create Like option, 3-34
CreateContextFunnelProcedure.SQL, E-2
CreateContextIndex.sql, E-2
CreateContextPreferences.sql, E-2
credential

preferred, 2-20
credential information

migration
credential information, 7-17

credential manager, 3-8, 5-7, 7-18
alternate names for, B-6
authentication using token credentials, B-6
distinguished name, 3-8
HTTP 1.1 Message Digest authentication, B-6
Java classname, B-6
schema name, B-6
SMB authentication, B-6
specifying default, 3-14
used by Directory Service, B-5

credential manager user, 3-10
credentials

preferred, 1-35, 2-11
token, B-6

CTXSRV process, E-2
CUP, 7-4
CupServerConfiguration server, 4-7
customization

server-side, 1-4
CustomXmlParser, 5-29

D
Dangling Object AV Cleanup agent, C-7
DanglingObjectAVCleanupAgentConfiguration 

server, 4-7
dashboard

running in standalone mode, A-1
data

backup, 7-18
migrating, 3-2, 3-24
migrating legacy, 7-2
protocols for copying, 7-4

recovery, 7-19
saving, 7-18
trace, B-9
validation, 5-14

data cache
maximum size, B-3

database
communicating with the, 1-3, 1-33
connecting to, 2-22
connections, 2-29, 2-30, B-4, B-5
default rows prefetched, B-2
how files are stored, 1-33
JDBC URL, B-2
schema, 2-2, 2-18, B-2
service, 2-18
tables, 1-3, 1-33, 1-34
user, B-6
views, 1-33

database service, 2-18
datatypes

boolean, 5-17
date, 5-17
DirectoryObject, 5-17
double, 5-17
int, 5-17
long, 5-17
PublicObject, 5-17
SchemaObject, 5-17
string, 5-14, 5-17
SystemObject, 5-17
top-level, 5-17
validating, 5-17
value default, 5-23
value domain, 5-20

date datatype, 5-17
DAV server, 4-2
DavServerConfiguration server, 4-7
DBMS-JOB, E-3
debugging information

JDBC, B-2
default ACLs, 3-7, 3-28, 3-33
default character set

overriding, B-10
default language

overriding, B-10
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default user definitions, 3-9
XML, 3-9

defragmentation
index, E-3

delete a service, 2-22
deprecated processes

CTXSRV, E-2
developers

assigning administrative privileges, 5-2
development platform, 1-2, 5-2
directories

JSP-executable, 5-26
directory

e-mail, 8-2
migrating to Oracle 9iFS, 3-26

Directory Service service configuration 
properties, B-5

directory users, 7-11, 7-12
ACL, 3-12

DirectoryGroup class, 5-7
DirectoryObject class, 5-7
DirectoryObject datatype, 5-17
DirectoryUser class, 5-7
discover

nodes, 2-16
discover nodes, 2-7, 2-9
Discovery Wizard, 2-9, 2-16
disposing a service, 2-22
distinguished name, 3-8, 3-11
Document

creating custom type, 5-3
subclass, 5-34
subclassing, 5-34

document
extension, 9-9
views, E-7

Document class, 5-6
Document Object Model

creating during parsing, 5-28
Document Services, E-7
Document Type Definition, 5-30
documents

compound, 5-28
content, 5-7
corruption, 9-9

default language for text, B-10
extension, 9-9
indexing, 5-7
looking for damage to, 9-9
storing XML, 5-29
where content is stored, 5-7

DOM, 5-28
domain, 1-34, 2-2, 2-4

adding node, 2-21
controller, 2-2, 2-9, 2-11, 2-12, 2-13, 2-32
managing, 3-13
node performance, 2-25
performance, 1-31, 2-24
refreshing, 2-21
starting, 2-7, 2-10, 2-19, A-2
starting from command line, 2-20
start/stop scripts, 2-24
status, 2-9
stopping, 2-20, A-2
stopping from command line, 2-20
viewing nodes, 2-9

domain administration
log files, 2-32

domain configuration, 5-8
domain controller, 1-35, 2-2, 2-11, 4-2

failure, 2-12, 2-13
launching, A-1
location, 2-9
managing, 3-6
re-launch, 1-35
re-launch automatically, 2-12
restart, 1-35
starting, 2-19
starting nodes, 2-13

domain status, 2-12
domains

multiple, 2-2
double datatype, 5-17
drag and drop

copy operation, 7-4
files, 3-25
files into Oracle 9iFS, 3-24

DTD
validation, 5-30, 5-33

dynamic
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web pages, 1-4
dynamic properties, 2-5, 2-32

E
e-mail

client setup, 8-8
configuration, 8-2, 8-5
configuration steps for sendmail pro, 8-7
configuring sendmail, 8-7
directory, 8-2
how saved, 8-2
installation dependencies, 8-7
installing sendmail pro, 8-6
integrating with sendmail pro, 8-6
migrating, 7-4
outbox, 3-4
searching, 8-2
setup for UNIX, 8-5
Solaris configuration, 8-6
storing in repository, 8-2
troubleshooting, 9-6
uninstalling with script, 9-6
user setup, 8-9
users and addresses, 8-2
using, 8-9
viewing, 8-2

e-mail clients
accessing, 1-4

e-mail inbox
ACL, 3-12

e-mail profile
ACL of, 3-12
name, 3-13

e-mail routing, 1-4
e-mail subfolder

ACL of, 3-12
e-mail user profile, 3-7, 3-8, 3-11
embedded applications, 7-5
encrypted communication, 1-35
environment

set up, A-1
event exchanger agent, C-8
event poller, B-6
EventExchangerAgentConfiguration server, 4-7

events
buffering outgoing, B-3
checking for incoming, B-3

expiration agent, C-4
ExpirationAgentConfiguration server

servers
ExpirationAgentConfiguration, 4-8

export
content, 7-7
users, 7-12

export content GUI
launching, A-1

export file, 1-31
export users GUI

launching, A-1
ExportSet, 7-7

content, 7-7
creating, 7-7

extended attributes, 5-9, 5-11
extended user profile, 3-7
ExtendedPermission class, 5-7
ExtendedUserProfile class, 5-6
extension

registering parser by, 5-32

F
failure

domain controller, 2-12, 2-13
node guardian process, 2-20
unguarded node, 2-20

Family class, 5-6
file extension, 5-38, 5-39

associating parsers with, 5-28
mapping to Document subclass, 5-34
registering, 5-28

file formats, 1-3
file structure

retaining, 3-25
file transfer, 1-4

bulk, 1-4
files

accessing, 3-2, 3-5
adding, 3-3
applying ACL to, 3-38
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batch, 3-22
default ACL, 3-5
directory for storing application, 3-4
drag and drop, 3-24, 3-25
drag and drop with Oracle 9iFS Utilities, 3-25
FTP to Oracle 9iFS, 3-26
how stored in database, 1-33
loading, 3-2, 3-20, 3-26
loading using FTP, 3-26
loading with Command Line Utilities, 3-25, 3-27
log, 2-32
migrating, 3-25, 7-3
server configuration, 2-23
storing in multiple folders, 3-5
uploading files with Web interface, 3-26
uploading multiple, 3-25
uploading using the command line 

utilities, 3-27
using the Web interface to apply an ACL, 3-38
XML, 3-22
XML configuration, 3-3

Folder class, 5-6
folder hierarchy, 3-3

access requirements, 3-5
creating, 3-20
default, 3-4
exporting, 7-7
multiple, 3-3
out of the box, 3-3
planning, 3-2
set mount points, 3-23
structure, 3-20
structuring, 3-5
what is, 3-2

folder path
cache, B-7
caching resolution of, B-7

folder versus file access, 3-5
FolderPathRelationship class, 5-7
FolderRelationship class, 5-7
folders

access to, 3-2
accessing, 3-5
adding with Web interface, 3-21
contained items, 5-7

create with XML, 3-21
creating, 3-20
creating home, 3-11
creating multiple, 3-21, 3-22
creating with Oracle 9iFS Manager, 3-20
creating with the command line, 3-22
default ACL, 3-5
descriptions, 3-20
e-mail subfolder, 3-12
home, 3-4, 3-7
migrating, 7-3
names, 3-20
organizing, 3-3
overview, 3-3
path, B-7
public, 3-4
root, 3-4, 3-5, 3-11
same folder or file in multiple, 3-5
security, 3-6, 3-20
setting up for users, 3-6
sharing, 3-4
uploading, 3-25
using the Web interface to apply an ACL, 3-38

Format class, 5-7
formats

creating, 5-38
deleting, 5-40
modifying, 5-39
overview, 5-38

fragmentation
index, E-3

FTP, 1-4
files into Oracle9iFS, 3-26
loading files, 3-24, 3-26

FTP protocol, 1-4, 7-4
FTP quote commands, F-1
FtpServerConfiguration server, 4-8

G
Garbage Collection Agent, 2-5
GarbageCollectionAgentConfiguration server, 4-8
GrantContextToIFS.sql, E-2
Grantee, 3-29
GroupMemberRelationship class, 5-7
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groups, 5-7
access level of, 5-7
adding new members, 3-32
adding users to, 3-15
as grantees, 3-32
creating, 1-29, 3-2, 3-3, 3-6, 3-17
creating with Web interface, 3-19
creating with XML, 3-18
defining, 5-7
direct, 7-14
exporting, 7-14
migrating, 7-2, 7-3
migration script, 7-3
modifying, 3-18
of policies, 5-6
of properties, 5-6
of value defaults, 5-6
of value domains, 5-6
permissions, 3-29
specifying members, 5-7

guarded node, 2-20
guest user, 3-11

H
hierarchies

class, 1-33, 1-34, 5-4, 5-5
default folder, 3-4
folder, 3-2
versioning, 5-6, 5-7

high-priority purge, B-7, B-8
scheduling, B-3

home folder, 3-4, 3-7, 3-11
ACL, 3-12
freeing, 3-11
name, 3-13
policy bundle, 3-12
policy bundle ACL, 3-12

host, 2-2, 2-6
middle-tier, 2-9
separate, 2-2
single, 2-2

HTTP, 1-5
authentication, 3-9

HTTP node, 2-2, 4-2

HTTP protocol, 2-7
HTTP server, 2-2, 2-24

HTTP node, 2-7

I
IA, 2-9, 2-11
iFS Monitor

starting, A-2
ifs_acls view, 6-8
ifs_folder_items views, 6-6
ifs_group_members view, 6-8
ifs_groups view, 6-7
IFS_TEXT, E-2
ifs_users view, 6-6
ifs_versioned_documents view, 6-3
ifsagents script, A-1
ifsapachesetup script, A-1
ifsconfig script, A-1
ifsdashboard script, 1-32, A-1
IfsDefault.properties service configuration file, 4-4
ifsemailsetup script, A-1
ifsemailsetup_pro893 script, 8-7, A-1
ifsenv.sh script, A-1
ifsexportcontent script, A-1
ifsexportusers script, A-1
ifsimportcontent script, A-1
ifsimportusers script, A-1
ifskilldc script, A-1
ifskillnode script, A-1
ifslaunchdc script, A-1
ifslaunchnode script, A-1
ifsmgr command, 2-17
ifsmgr script, A-2
ifsmigratepasswords script, A-2
ifsmonitor script, A-2
ifsoemappsetup script, A-2
ifsoemsetup script, A-2
ifsomssetup script, A-2
ifsphantomuserhandler script, A-2
ifssetup script, A-2
ifsstartdomain script, 2-24, A-2
ifsstartdomain_oms script, A-2
ifsstartJserv script, A-2
ifsstopdomain script, 2-24, A-2
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ifsstopdomain_oms script, A-2
ifsstopJserv script, A-2
ifssvrmgr script, A-2
IfsXmlParser, 5-28
IMAP protocol, 7-5
IMAP4 protocol, 1-4
ImapServerConfiguration server, 4-8
immediate purge, B-3, B-8

data, B-3
import

content, 7-10
ExportSet, 7-10

import content GUI
launching, A-1

import users GUI
launching, A-1

imported objects
ownership of, A-2

import/export
export configuration options, 7-9
user migration, 7-13

Import/Export utility, 1-31, 3-25, 7-6, A-1, A-2
using for backup, 7-19

inbox, 3-12
incoming mail server, 8-9
index

ALTER command, E-3
automated maintenance, E-3
creating Oracle Text, E-2
defragmenting, E-3
designating a type to be indexed, E-7
dynamic content, E-2
file formats, 1-3
fragmentation, E-3
immediate update, E-3
indiscriminate XML indexing, E-8
maintenance, E-2, E-3
optimizing, 9-7
rebuild existing, E-3
remove redundant entries, E-3
remove references to deleted content, E-3
theme, E-8
XML, E-8

index fragmentation, 9-7
indexing, E-1

content, 1-3
determining if a document is indexed, 5-7
specifying content for, 5-38, 5-39

inheritance, 1-34, 5-3
int datatype, 5-17
Intelligent Agent, 2-9, 2-11

re-launch domaincontroller, 2-12
starting, 2-9

intended audience, xv
interfaces

9iFS Manager, 1-5
client, 1-5
user, 1-4, 1-5
Web, 1-5
Windows, 1-5

interMedia AVI
metadata, 5-42

Intermedia Source category, 5-40
interMedia Text, E-1
InterMediaAnnotator agent, 5-42
InterMediaAnnotatorAgent, C-2
InterMediaAnnotatorAgentConfiguration 

server, 4-8
InterMediaSource class, 5-6

J
Java API, 1-33

Oracle 9iFS, 7-6
Java Beans, 5-26
Java classname, 4-6

of default credential manager, B-6
Java classpath, 5-10
Java Server Pages, 1-4, 3-4

execution, 5-26
registering, 5-26

Java Virtual Machine, 1-3
JDBC, 1-3, 1-33

debug information, B-2
rows prefetched from database, B-2

JDBC database URL, B-2
JServ process

start separate, A-2
Jserv process

stop separate, A-2
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JSPs, 1-4, 3-4
creating web-based applications with, 5-26
executing, 5-26
registering, 5-26
registry, 5-26
where to place, 5-26

JVM, 1-3

L
language

default, B-10
launch script, 2-9
legacy data

migrating, 3-24, 7-2
LIBRARYOBJECTs, B-3
LiteralDocumentParser, 5-29, 5-30
load, 2-3
load a server, 2-22
loading files, 3-2, 3-20, 3-26

bulk, 3-24
with Command Line Utilities, 3-25, 3-27
with FTP, 3-24

LOBs, 1-33
specifying, 5-7

locator, 2-6
name, 2-6

log files, 2-32
logical configuration, 2-2, 2-3
logs

ifsconfigout.log, 9-11
ifsconfigsql, 9-11
Oracle 9iFS Windows Utilities, 9-13
verbose, 9-11
WCP, 9-12

long datatype, 5-17
lookup tables, 1-34
low-priority purge

purge
scheduling low-priority, B-8

scheduling, B-3, B-7

M
management

configuration, 1-34
runtime, 1-34
user, 1-34

management server, 2-8
map network drive, 1-4
mapping

file extension to Document subclass, 5-34
Media class, 5-7
MediaBLOB class, 5-7
MediaLOB class, 5-7
MediaTextBLOB class, 5-7
metadata, 1-2

automatic extraction of, 5-42
deleted during migration, 7-3
examples of multimedia, 5-42
in XML, E-8
interMedia AVI, 5-42
maintaining during backup, 7-19
management, 1-34
multimedia, 5-6
repository, 1-34
retaining during content migration, 7-6

middle-tier hosts, 2-9
middle-tier processes, 2-2

nodes, 2-2
migrating data, 3-2, 3-24, 3-25
migration

application, 7-2, 7-5, 7-6
checklist, 7-2
content, 7-2, 7-3, 7-6
data, 7-2
e-mail, 7-4
file, 7-3
folder, 7-3
group, 7-2, 7-3
metadata, 7-3
Oracle Internet File System application, 7-5
password, 7-17
retaining metadata, 7-6
scripts, 7-3
standalone applications, 7-6
user, 7-2
user definition, 7-7

mimetypes, 5-38, 5-39
creating, 5-38
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deleting, 5-40
designating it to be indexed, E-7
modifying, 5-39
overview, 5-38

monitoring
status, 1-27

mount points, 3-5
creating with Oracle 9iFS Manager, 3-24
default, 3-23
setting, 3-23

mountpoint
specifying a, 5-6

Mountpoint category, 5-40
MountPoint class, 5-6
multimedia

categories, 5-40
examples of metadata, 5-42
extractinb metadata from, C-2

multi-valued checkbox, 5-24

N
names

value defaults, 5-23
value domain, 5-20

namespace, 5-29
XML, 5-34

name/value pair, 5-7
National Language Support

commands for the command line utilities, A-20
national language support (NLS)

troubleshooting, 9-14
NbServerConfiguration server, 4-8
Net8 Service Name, 2-17
network

connect to any repository on, 2-18
network configuration, 7-2
network drive

mapping, 1-4
Network File System protocol, 1-4
NFS, 1-4
NFS protocol, 1-4
NfsServerCofiguration server, 4-8
NLS service configuration properties, B-10
node configuration, 4-9

ACL associated with it, 4-10
changing, 4-12
create, 2-21
viewing, 4-10

node guardian, 2-7
node guardian process

failure, 2-20
node performance, 1-32, 2-24, 2-25
node process

terminating, A-1
NodeConfiguration class, 5-6
nodes, 2-2

adding, 1-35, 2-20
adding to domain, 2-21
administering, 1-35, 2-2
changing configuration, 4-12
configuration, 4-9, 5-8
defining configuration information, 5-6
discovering, 2-7, 2-9, 2-16
Discovery Wizard, 2-16
guarded, 2-7, 2-20
HTTP, 2-2, 2-7, 4-2
instantiating servers, 4-7
launching, A-1
log files, 2-32
managing, 2-2
monitoring, 1-35
name, 2-2
performance, 1-32, 2-24, 2-25
processes, 2-2
removing, 1-35, 2-20, 2-21
servers, 2-4
services, 2-4
starting, 2-13, 2-19, 2-20
starting services on, 4-4
stopping, 2-20, 2-21
track status, 2-2
unguarded, 2-7
usage summary, 1-32, 2-24
using online or offline, 2-20
viewing, 2-9
viewing information about, 4-10

NtfsServerConfiguration server, 4-8
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O
object-oriented development

development
object-oriented, 1-33

objects
access to, 5-6
application-specific behavior, 5-6
associating, 5-7
associating ACLS with, 3-5
attribute, 5-8
class, 1-34, 5-3, 5-8
configuration settings, 4-2
created at startup, 3-3
creating class, 5-8
Document Object Model, 5-28
foundation, 5-7
grouping into categories, 5-6
importing without losing structural data, 3-25
modifying class, 5-15
organizing, 3-3
public, 5-4, 5-5
related, 5-7
schema, 1-34, 5-4, 5-8
system, 1-34, 5-4
versioned, 5-6

OEMAPP CONSOLE command, 2-13
OMS

integrating Oracle 9iFS with, A-2
stopping domain, A-2
use to start domain, A-2

OMS repository, 2-11
OPTIMIZE option

of ALTER command, E-3
Oracle 9iFS

customizing, 5-2
integrate with OEM console, A-2
integrate with OMS, A-2
setting up, 3-2
starting domain controller, 2-19

Oracle 9iFS domain, 2-2
run, A-2
start using OMS, A-2
stop, A-2
using OMS, A-2

Oracle 9IFS Manager
toolbar, 1-12

Oracle 9iFS Manager
applying ACLs with, 3-37
browser, 1-15
connect to any repository, 2-18
connected to OMS, 2-13
connection information, 1-13
context menus, 1-14
detail view, 1-15
introduced, 1-3
launching, 2-13
launching in standalone mode, 2-16
menu bar, 1-10
modifying objects with property sheets, 1-14
navigator, 1-13
parts of, 1-8
right-click menu, 1-16
running, A-2
set user default definitions, 3-9
standalone mode, 2-13, 2-18
status bar, 1-15
using create and create like, 1-20
viewing properties, 1-17
working with property sheets, 1-13

Oracle 9iFS Utilities
applying ACLs with, 3-38
drag and drop files, 3-25

Oracle 9iFS Windows Utilities
creating ACLs, 3-36
log files, 9-13

Oracle Enterprise Manager Console, 1-3, 1-35, 2-2
launching, 2-7
launching Oracle 9iFS Manager, 2-13
login, 2-7

Oracle HTTP Server, 2-7
Oracle HTTP server, 1-5, 2-24
Oracle Internet File System

components, 1-2
domain administration log files, 2-32
overview, 1-2
searching, 1-20
three types of objects, 1-34
what is, 1-2

Oracle Internet File System Software Development 
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Kit, 1-4
Oracle Management Server

connecting to Oracle 9IFS Manager 
through, 2-13

Oracle Text, 1-3, E-1
IFS_TEXT, E-2
index, E-2
optimizing index, 9-7

Oracle9i database, 1-3
Oracle9i Enterprise Manager Console

integrating Oracle 9iFS with, A-2
Oracle9i Text problems, 9-8, 9-9
Oracle9i/JDBC service configuration 

properties, B-2
orphan sessions, B-2
outbox, 3-4
outbox agent, C-10
OutboxAgentConfiguration server, 4-8
outgoing mail server, 8-9
out-of-memory exception, 9-2
overrides, 1-4

P
parser callback, 5-30
parsers, 1-4

associated with file extensions, 5-28
ClassSelection, 5-32, 5-34
custom, 1-4, 5-28
CustomXmlParser, 5-29
IfsXmlParser, 5-28
LiteralDocumentParser, 5-29, 5-30
overview, 5-27
registering, 5-28
registering by extension, 5-32
registering XML, 5-33
SimpleXMLParser, 5-28
XML, 1-4, 5-29

parsing
creating Document Object Model, 5-28
documents, 5-27
turning off, 3-25

parsing framework, 5-28
XML, 5-28, 5-29, 5-35

password

schema, 1-35
setting user’s, 3-14

passwords
allowing users to change them, 3-14
case sensitivity in authentication, B-5
migrating, 7-17, A-2
saving, 2-21
schema, 2-20
setting, 3-14
system, 3-2
user, 3-10

paths
folder, B-7

performance
domain, 1-31, 2-24
node, 1-32, 2-24, 2-25

Performance Overview button, 2-25
permission bundle, 3-29

All, 3-30
ClassPublic, 3-30
ClassRestrictCreation, 3-30
creating with XML, 3-37
defining, 3-32
defining custom, 3-32
Delete, 3-30
Modify, 3-30
modifying, 3-32
permissions included in, 3-29
Protected, 3-30
Read, 3-30

PermissionBundle class, 5-7
permissions, 3-29

access, 3-5, 3-27
administrative, 3-6, 3-14
bundle, 3-29
extended, 5-7
for folders, 3-28
granted to users and groups, 3-29
granting, 3-28
group of, 5-7
individual, 3-31
read only, 3-28
revoke, 3-29
system administration, 3-14

phantom users, 7-11, 7-12
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adding profile, 7-12
deleting, 7-12

physical configuration, 2-2, 2-3
Ping Agent button, 2-9
platform

development, 1-2
PL/SQL interface

for index maintenance, E-3
policies

group of, 5-6
policy bundle

home folder, 3-12
Policy class, 5-7
PolicyPropertyBundle class, 5-6
poller

event, B-6
port, 1-5
port number, 2-6
pre-defined views, 1-33
preferred credential, 2-11, 2-20
preferred credentials, 1-35
Primary User Profile, 3-7, 3-11

ACL, 3-12
default ACLs, 3-33
name, 3-13
specifying default ACL, 3-5

PrimaryUserProfile class, 5-6
primitive value, 5-24
priority

server, 2-32
PRIVATE ACL, 3-7, 3-28
privileges

administration, 1-34, 3-2
administrative, 3-10
assigning administrative, 5-2
custom attribute client, 5-15
editing custom client, 5-16
system, 3-6
system administration, 1-34

problems
Oracle9i Text, 9-8, 9-9
search, 9-8, 9-9
troubleshooting, 9-2

processed
middle-tier, 2-2

processes
agents, 2-2
deprecated, E-2
protocols, 2-2
servers, 2-2
services, 2-2
start, 1-27
stop, 1-27

profiles
e-mail, 3-12
e-mail user, 3-7, 3-8, 3-11
extended user, 3-7
Primary User, 3-7, 3-12
user, 3-7

properties
Directory Service service configuration, B-5
dynamic, 2-5, 2-32
group of, 5-6
NLS service configuration, B-10
Oracle9i/JDBC service configuration, B-2
Read-Only Connection Pool service 

configuration, B-5
service, 5-8
service configuration, 4-4, B-1, B-2
Service Data Cache configuration, B-3
Session Object Cache service configuration, B-7
Session service configuration, B-6
Tracing service configuration, B-9
viewing with Oracle 9iFS Manager, 1-17
Writeable Connection Pool service 

configuration, B-4
property bundle, 3-12, 5-6

PolicyPropertyBundle, 5-6
ValueDomainPropertyBundle, 5-6

property bundles
XmlParserLookup, 5-29

Property class, 5-7
Property Inspector

using to view category attributes, 5-42
property sheets, 1-13

modifying objects using, 1-14
PropertyBundle class, 5-6
PROTECTED ACLs, 3-28
protocol servers, 1-4, 4-2

command line utilities protocol (CUP), C-25
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file transfer protocol (FTP), C-24
FolderIndexAnalyzerAgent, C-30
FTP, 1-4
HTTP, 1-4, 1-5, 2-7
IMAP4, 1-4
internet messaging access protocol 

(IMAP), C-23, C-27
NFS, 1-4
server message block protocol (SMB), C-21
simple mail transfer protocol (SMTP), C-20
SMB, 1-4, 1-5
SMTP, 1-4
WebDAV, 1-4, 1-5, 2-7
Windows, C-11
Windows NT file system, C-15, C-16

protocols, 1-2
Command Line Utilities, 7-4
FTP, 7-4
IMAP, 7-5
managing, 1-3
SMB, 7-4

PUBLIC ACL, 3-28
public folder, 3-4
public objects, 5-4, 5-5

ACLs for, 3-33
PublicObject datatype, 5-17
PUBLISHED ACL, 3-7, 3-9, 3-28
purge

cache size after, B-7, B-9
emergency, B-3
high-priority, B-7
immediate, B-3, B-8
low-priority, B-7
scheduling high-priority, B-3, B-8
scheduling low-priority, B-3
target cache size after, B-4

Q
quota

ACL, 3-12
content, 5-7
implementing for user, 3-11
user, 3-10

quota agent, C-9

QuotaAgentCofiguration server, 4-8
quote commands, F-1

R
read only permission, 3-28
Read-Only Connection Pool service configuration 

properties, B-5
Readonly Connection Pool tab, 2-29
recovery

data, 7-19
referential integrity, 5-13
registering

file extensions, 5-28
java server pages, 5-26
parsers, 5-28
renderers, 5-36

registration
parser, 5-33

registry
JSP, 5-26
renderer, 5-36

re-indexing
force manual, E-3

related documents, xix
Relationship class, 5-7
renderers, 1-4

overview, 5-35
registering, 5-36
registering custom, 5-36
SimpleXML, 5-36

repository, 1-3, 2-2
configuration settings in, 4-2
connecting to any on network, 2-18
connecting to the local, 2-16, 2-17
extract data from, 5-26
information about, 2-9
managing through Oracle 9iFS Manager, 2-16
metadata, 1-34
OMS, 2-11
organizing, 3-2
storing e-mail in, 8-2
views, 6-2

revoke permissions, 3-29
rolling back
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transactions, 3-22
root folder, 3-4, 3-5, 3-11
Roundtrip XML, 5-33
runtime management, 1-34

S
schema

database, 2-2, 2-18, B-2
name, 2-2
password, 2-20

schema objects, 1-34, 5-4
schema password, 1-35
SchemaObject class, 5-8
SchemaObject datatype, 5-17
schemas

copying objects between, 1-31
scripts

administration, A-1
apachectl start, 2-24
copy operation, 7-4
copying applications components, 7-5
group creation, 7-3
ifsagents, A-1
ifsapachesetup, A-1
ifsconfig, A-1
ifsdashboard, 1-32, A-1
ifsemailsetup, A-1
ifsemailsetup_pro893, 8-7, A-1
ifsenv.sh, A-1
ifsexportcontent, A-1
ifsexportusers, A-1
ifsimportcontent, A-1
ifsimportusers, A-1
ifskilldc, A-1
ifskillnode, A-1
ifslaunchdc, A-1
ifslaunchnode, A-1
ifsmgr, A-2
ifsmigratepasswords, A-2
ifsmonitor, A-2
ifsoemappsetup, A-2
ifsoemsetup, A-2
ifsomssetup, A-2
ifsphantomuserhandler, A-2

ifssetup, A-2
ifsstartdomain, 2-24, A-2
ifsstartdomain_oms, A-2
ifsstartJserv, A-2
ifsstopdomain, 2-24, A-2
ifsstopdomain_oms, A-2
ifsstopJserv, A-2
ifssvrmgr, A-2
launch, 2-9
operation, A-1
running, 1-30
SQL, E-2
SQL for creating the IFS_TEXT index, E-2
to start and stop domain, 2-24
user migration, 7-3
wrapper, A-2

SDK, 1-4
rewriting applications with, 7-6

search, 1-20
adding attributes, 1-22
constraints, 1-23
object-type attributes, 1-23
parts of the search dialog, 1-21
primitive-type attributes, 1-23
time-out, B-7

search problems, 9-8, 9-9
searches, E-2

default language for content-based, B-10
defining complex, 5-6
defining simple, 5-6
e-mail, 8-2
value, 5-21

SearchObject class, 5-6
sectioners, E-8
security, 5-6

adding to web pages, 3-9
file versus folder, 3-3
folder, 3-6, 3-20
setting up, 3-27
system acls, 3-28
users and groups as grantees, 3-32

selector classpath, 5-10
SelectorObject class, 5-6
Sendmail

checking to see if it is running, 8-9
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source code, 8-5
support for, 8-5

sendmail
configuration file, 8-7
configuration steps for sendmail pro, 8-7
configuring sendmail pro, 8-7
installation dependencies, 8-7
installing sendmail pro, 8-6
integrating with Oracle Internet File System, 8-6
sendmail pro graphical administration tool, 8-7
setting up, A-1

Sendmail Pro 8.9.3, 8-7
setup, A-1

server
DAV, 4-2
instantiating a new, 4-7
protocol, 4-2
start, 1-27
stop, 1-27

Server class, 5-7
server classpath, 5-10
server configuration, 4-6

changing settings, 4-9
editing, 4-7

server configuration file, 2-23
server configuration templates, 1-34
Server Manager

start for 1.1 custom agents, A-2
ServerConfiguration class, 5-7
servers, 2-2, 2-4

agents, 2-4
Apache, 2-24
automatically starting, 4-11
changing configuration settings, 4-9
changing status of, 2-32
configuration, 4-6, 5-7, 5-8
configuration files, 2-23
configuring, 2-6
ContentGarbageCollectionAgentConfigurations,

4-7
CupServerConfiguration, 4-7
DanglingObjectAVCleanupAgentConfiguration,

4-7
DavServerConfiguration, 4-7
dynamic properties, 2-32

editing configurations, 4-7
E-mail, 8-2
EventExchangerAgentConfiguration, 4-7
FolderIndexAnalyzerAgent, C-30
FtpServerConfiguration, 4-8
GarbageCollectionAgentConfiguration, 4-8
HTTP, 2-2, 2-7, 2-24
ImapServerConfiguration, 4-8
incoming mail, 8-9
information, 2-31
installed out of the box, 4-7
InterMediaAnnotatorAgentConfiguration, 4-8
loading, 2-22
management, 2-8
managing, 1-3
name, 2-4
NbServerConfiguration, 4-8
NfsServerCofiguration, 4-8
NtfsServerConfiguration, 4-8
OutboxAgentConfiguration, 4-8
outgoing mail, 8-9
protocol, 2-4
QuotaAgentCofiguration, 4-8
registered, 5-7
runtime information, 2-5
ServiceWarmupAgentcofiguration, 4-8
ServiceWatchdogAgentConfiguration, 4-8
setting priority, 2-32
slow read and write activity, 9-2
SmbServerConfiguraration, 4-9
SMTP, 9-6, A-1
SmtpServerConfiguration, 4-9
started, 2-26
starting, 2-23
status, 2-26
unloading, 2-23
WcpServerConfiguration, 4-9

server-side customization, 1-4
server-side session, B-9
service

configuration properties, B-1, B-2
service configuration, 4-3

changing, 4-5
creating objects, 4-5
editing files, 4-5
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IfsDefault.properties, 4-4
name/value pairs, 4-4
object, 4-4

service configuration properties, B-1, B-2, B-3
service configuration templates, 1-34
Service Data Cache, B-3
service details, 2-27

Committed Data Cache tab, 2-28
Readonly Connection Pool tab, 2-29
Sessions tab, 2-27
Writeable Connection Pool, 2-30

Service Watchdog Agent, B-3
ServiceConfiguration class, 5-6
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configuration, 5-6, 5-8
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disposing, 2-22
document views

unformatted text, E-7
failed, B-3
name, 2-4
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Read-only Connection Pool configuration 
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restarting, 4-5
runtime information, 2-5
Session configuration properties, B-6
Session Object Cacheconfiguration 

properties, B-7
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starting, 1-35, 2-22
starting on nodes, 4-4
status, 2-26
stopping, 1-35
Tracing configuration properties, B-9

Writeable Connection Pool configuration 
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ServiceWarmupAgentcofiguration server, 4-8
ServiceWatchDog agent, C-8
ServiceWatchdogAgentConfiguration server, 4-8
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setting up to work with Apache, A-1
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session object cache, B-7
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server-side, B-8
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sessions
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specifying number of concurrent, 2-27
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sign-on
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single sign-on, 1-35
SMB protocol, 7-4
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SMTP, 1-4
SMTP protocol, 1-4
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source code
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status
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structure of this guide, xviii
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assigning attributes, 5-3
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architecture, 1-2
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system privileges
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WCP log file, 9-12
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failure, 2-20
Uniform Resource Locator, 2-6
uninstallation
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UNIX
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uploading multiple files, 3-25
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usage summary
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migrating, 7-7
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Windows, 1-5
user management, 1-34
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assigning passwords, 3-2
authenticating, 3-8
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default ACLs, 3-7
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